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DOCUMENT SUMMARY
This document provides a catalog of background research for the Community Vulnerability Study (CVS), with
attention focused on mitigation strategies pertaining to the ‘perils of flood.’ This term was initiated by Florida
Senate Bill (SB) 1094 in 2015, which requires all coastal municipalities in Florida to address the ‘perils of flood’ in
their Comprehensive Plans. While the focus of the CVS, commissioned in 2018 by Hillsborough County
Department of Emergency Services, through the board of County Commissioners, was to address this and other
statutory requirements (such as the Local Mitigation Strategy), the process revealed that flooding concerns are
situated within urban, social, ecological and governmental systems. In addition to accomplishing the main
scope items for the project, this Community Mitigation Handbook, and the Community Vulnerability Handbook,
were created to share knowledge and to provide a comprehensive perspective on the system of flooding and
flood impacts, and also to share important background information and examples from around the world. The
handbooks were also used in the CVS to inform secondary efforts of mapping and project work. Main concepts
of vulnerabilities, or of mitigation strategies, were put into list format to create both the Matrix of Community
Vulnerabilities and the Matrix of Community Mitigation Strategies. Each matrix is published as an appendix to
this project and was used to develop final assessments and policy recommendations (see figure 1).
This is a reference manual. It is a tool more than original research work. Its purpose is to catalog information and
archive case study examples of flood mitigation strategies. It includes useful references and short summaries
from the CVS literature review.
Chapters are organized as follows:






An introduction and context, including terminology and frameworks related to flood mitigation
Examples and processes for adaptation planning
Case study projects that have been built, conceptualized, or are already integrated into
planning documents
Academic research and published documentation about adaptation planning and mitigation
strategies
Funding opportunities that support planning, implementation and other resiliency efforts
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Figure 1: Community Vulnerability Study (CVS), organizational chart
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A SHARED VOCABULARY OF RESILIENCY
(Taken from the Community Vulnerability Handbook, 2020, with edits)
Words like resiliency and vulnerability are becoming more common in conversations about our urban
environments. But what is it that makes something resilient? And what makes a community vulnerable?
Understanding these terms, as described below, help to form a shared vocabulary for communicating and
understanding the topic of ‘community vulnerability.’
Risk
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defines risk as “the potential for consequences where
something of value is at stake and where the outcome is uncertain, recognizing the diversity of values.” (IPCC,
2018) Risk is often represented as the probability of occurrence of hazardous events multiplied by the impacts if
these events actually occur. The impacts can vary depending on the characteristics of the community. Some
may be much more affected, or vulnerable, than others. It can be said, then, that risk can be understood as the
compounding effects of hazards, sensitivities, and adaptive capacities on an individual or community. (Engle,
2011) The alteration of any one of these factors will affect the overall risk to and impact of a disaster.

Figure 2: Elements of Risk diagram. Adapted from diagrams by Engle (2011) and Tostevin (2014)

Hazard
The term hazard refers to the potential occurrence of natural or human-induced physical events that may have
adverse effects on vulnerable and exposed elements. (Cardona et al., 2012) In our project, this is related to storm
surge, sea level rise or other forms of flooding. Whereas this term is often thought of in the same way as risk, it is
currently and widely acknowledged, now, that it is a component of risk and not risk itself. (Cardona et al., 2012)
Exposure
All of the elements in an area where a hazard may occur are said to be exposed or have exposure to risk. If there
are no assets to be affected by a hazard, then there is no exposure. For example, a house can be in a flood
zone, but if the house is raised and out of harm’s way, there is no exposure, therefore no risk. This is often
associated with built environment features, but this also includes aspects pertaining to population groups and
ecological habitat areas. (Cardona et al., 2012)
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Sensitivity
Sensitivity explains how affected a system, community or individual is after exposure to stresses or hazards. (Engle,
2011) For example, a building could be completely exposed to a hazard, such as a flood. It could be directly in
its path. But if the building is completely sealed, there is no sensitivity, therefore no risk. In our communities, it is
important to realize that there are many population types and that there are many different levels of sensitivity.
Adaptation
Adaptation is an action of transformation, of changing a community’s attributes or approaches to something
different than they were in the past. Adaptation is a process of deliberate change in anticipation or in reaction
to external stimuli and stress (Folke, 2016). Adaptation differs from natural selection because it does not occur on
a cellular level, but rather through behaviors and decision-making (Engle, 2011).
Adaptive Capacity
Adaptive capacity describes the ability for a community to change (Engle, 2011), or to prepare for stresses in
advance of an expected situation (Smit & Wandel, 2006). Adaptive capacity in ecological systems is related to
genetic diversity, biological diversity, and the heterogeneity of landscape mosaics. In social systems, the
engagement of institutions in groups or community initiatives can strengthen networks that enhance social
capital and capacities (Aldrich & Meyer, 2014). Networks learn from and store knowledge through experience.
This term describes an ability to put that knowledge to use.
There are multiple types of adaptive capacity (Cardona et al., 2012):





Capacity to Anticipate Risk: The ability to reduce risk, prior to its occurrence. This can occur through
aspects of governance, finance, community relations and communication. Planning and urban design,
land management, the creation of codes, and landscape design are all ways that communities can
change their environments, and to anticipate and effectively mitigate foreseen risks.
Capacity to Respond: This includes disaster response or coping mechanisms, but also the pre-disaster
planning that prepares a community for what to do after a hazard has occurred.
Capacity to Recover and Change: Recovering, as a first phase of emergency response, is dependent on
a community’s ability to meet the challenge as much as the extent of damage. Recovering to a historic
state only sets a community up for recurring risk. However, change is a mechanism of adapting to new
circumstances or new understandings of context. As opposed to measures of protection (mitigation) this
aspect of resilience acknowledge a need to transform communities.

Vulnerability
Vulnerability is 1) the susceptibility of people to injury as the result of a hazardous event, and 2) the susceptibility
of the things people value to damage as the result of a hazardous event. Vulnerability is a key component of risk
and is a composite of several factors such as geography, poverty, built environment, and governance (Engle,
2011) (See the Community Vulnerability Handbook, 2020, for further details).
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) defines vulnerability as having three components
(Engle, 2011):
 Exposure (as a pre-qualifying attribute): The extent to which a system is physically in harm’s way.
 Sensitivity: The degree to which a system is affected.
 Adaptive Capacity: The ability of a system to adapt, moderate, take advantage of, or cope with change.
Resilience
Resilience was first defined in ecology as an ecosystem’s ability to maintain the status quo (structure and function)
regardless of a disturbance to the system (Cashman, 2011). This ecological concept is now applied to human
society and sustainability. For example, resilience is often referred to as a system’s ability to recover or “bounce
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back” after a disturbance (Perrings, 2001) More recently, other resilience factors include the ability to adapt, that
to ‘put back as it was,’ for example, does not acknowledge the opportunity to lessen future risk, and to create
resilience.
This handbook is focused on lessening a community’s risk to the environmental factors of flooding. Resilience
involves information flow, self-learning, flexibility, and improved feedback mechanisms (Cashman, 2011). It
operates within social, natural, and economic dynamics and at multiple scales; at individual, group, and system
levels, and over time (e.g., immediate, intermediate, and long-term) (Linkov et al., 2014). Even in the absence of
disturbance, gradually changing conditions, such as nutrient loading, climate, and habitat fragmentation, can
surpass threshold levels, triggering abrupt system responses and systematic impacts that affect flooding.
Addressing these issues along the way can provide future resilience, as associated with flooding and flood
systems.
Mitigation
Mitigation as a concept is the action of reducing the severity, seriousness, or painfulness of something. In the
context of disasters, mitigation is an effort to reduce the loss of life and property from disaster impacts. To establish
effective mitigation, there must be an understanding that disasters can happen at unexpected times, and it is
essential to be prepared for potential impacts.
The Cycle of Risk and Recovery
In looking at resilience as a curve, with time and impacts as axes, mitigation exists as forces that affect the shape
of the curve during a disaster (See Figure 2). Alternatively, constructs such as social and human capital foster
both resilience and adaptation. When resilience is enhanced, a system is more likely to tolerate disturbance
events without collapsing into a qualitatively different state that is controlled by a different set of processes.
In the following diagram (Figure 2), the lines represent the trajectory of an individual or community. The arrows
indicate forces acting on that entity’s ability to resist and recover from a disaster or disruption. Robustness is a
resisting force, or the strength to keep that entity’s trajectory from hitting an irreparable low and includes aspects
of adaptive capacity and community composition. Mitigative actions, resilience, and post-recovery activities
affect the speed and degree of recovery. Depending on the forces affecting recovery, some trajectories may
not return to the existing norm. The multiple red lines represent different redevelopment timelines and capacities.
Folke et al. explain that experiencing hazards or stressors should not always be seen as a negative. In their article
Adaptive governance of social-ecological systems (2005), they say that “Non-resilient social-ecological systems
are vulnerable to external change, whereas a resilient system may even make use of disturbances as
opportunities to transform into more desired states.”
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Figure 3: Risk and Recovery diagram. Adapted from diagrams by Linkov (2014) and Zong (2013)

Social Capital
Social capital is a resource that facilitates collective action for mutual benefit (Chamlee-Wright & Storr, 2011).
Social capital can also be defined as the networks that connect individuals to each other either through weak
or strong ties (Aldrich, 2017; Granovetter, 1973). According to Aldrich (2017), there are three types of social
capital: bonding, bridging and linking. Bonding social capital is the connection between people of similar ethnic,
racial, nationality and class. Bridging social capital occurs in institutions (schools, clubs, corporations) through the
cooperation between groups. Linking social capital allows ordinary citizens to have access to power brokers,
authority figures, and decision makers. Social capital can have an enormous effect on the health, growth and
development in a community (Chamlee-Wright & Storr, 2011). It also plays an important role in pre-disaster
community-level preparedness and post-disaster recovery (Chamlee-Wright & Storr, 2011).
Human Capital
Human capital refers to individual characteristics of a person, including income level, skills, health status,
education attainment, etc. The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) defines
human capital as the knowledge, skills, competencies, and other attributes embodied in individuals that are
relevant to economic activity. (OECD, 2009)
Social Ecological Systems
Social-ecological systems are complex and integrated systems, understanding that humans are part of nature.
The seven principles for building resilience and sustaining ecosystem services in social-ecological systems are:
maintaining diversity and redundancy, managing connectivity, managing slow and variable feedbacks,
fostering complex adaptive systems thinking, encouraging learning, broadening participation, and promoting
polycentric governance systems (Resilience Alliance, 2020).
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ADAPTATION PLANNING AND THE
COMMUNITY VULNERABILITY STUDY
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SUMMARY
The Community Vulnerability Study (CVS) seeks to build upon frameworks already established for selecting
coastal adaptation strategies, but also to build upon them through real world application and a pilot study
process. Two main documents provide the foundation for work: the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
Bring Prepared for Climate Change Workbook (2014) and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection’s
(FDEP) Florida Adaptation Planning Guidebook (2018). These two approaches were synthesized into an overall
scheme for the project. With this as a guide, the Florida Center for Community Design and Research
accomplished research and conducted an interdisciplinary studio course at the University of South Florida
involving students from urban design, planning, architecture, engineering and public health. The class identified
vulnerabilities from flooding in Hillsborough County, researched case studies and approaches for alleviating risks
due to flooding, and suggested planning principles and strategies for risk reduction.
The following text describes existing frameworks for adaptation planning. The real-world application of
frameworks helped to validate approaches found but also to refine the sequence and explanation of steps.

FRAMEWORK #1: BEING PREPARED FOR CLIMATE CHANGE: A WORKBOOK FOR
DEVELOPING RISK-BASED ADAPTATION PLANS (2014)
SOURCE: Environmental Protection Agency. (2014). Being prepared for climate change: a workbook for
developing risk-based adaptation plans. Climate Ready Estuaries EPA Office of Water. Retrieved from
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2014-09/documents/being_prepared_workbook_508.pdf

Summary
The EPA Workbook is a guide to climate change adaptation that aims to assist organizations in preparing riskbased adaptation plans. The workbook explains that integrating climate change risk into planning is imperative
for an organization to accomplish their future goals. The process set forth in this document is based on the
International Organization for Standardization’s (ISO) international standard for risk management, number
31000-Risk Management. ISO is “an independent, non-governmental international organization with a
membership of 164 national standards bodies.” (ISO, 2020) The ISO methodology is adjusted to follow a twopart process that consists of a vulnerability assessment and an action plan. It also stresses the importance of
communication and consultation at every step.

Vulnerability Assessments
The EPA Workbook describes that “A vulnerability assessment is an understanding of how climate change will
uniquely affect… a place’s purpose, missions, goals or objectives.” Without a relationship to goals, the impact
identified is just a detail or climate change impact study.
This workbook includes five steps as part of the climate change vulnerability assessment:
 Step 1: Communication and Consultation: Informing key people and asking for input
 Step 2: Establishing the context for the vulnerability assessment: Identifying goals that are susceptible to
climate change
 Step 3: Risk Identification: How will climate stressors interact with your goals?
 Step 4: Risk Analysis: Initial characterization of consequences and likeliness of each risk
 Step 5: Risk Evaluation: Using a consequence/Probability Matrix to prioritize and build a consensus of each
risk
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The vulnerability assessment is generally not a final product on its own but rather the first step in forming an action
plan. It is an important and powerful tool for communicating information and bringing to light important questions
and issues. Therefore, it is recommended to take some time after the vulnerability assessment is completed, to
allow for a community response to the findings, the communication of ideas, fostering of partnerships and
securing of funding options.

Figure 4: A roadmap showing steps 1-10 of the action planning process, from ‘Being Prepared for Climate
Change’ (2014).

Action Plan
The vulnerability assessment prioritizes risks for an organization or a community and therefore provides insight on
what should be focused on in the plan. The action plan, therefore, should identify actions to be taken in order to
decrease the identified risks. Steps include:
 Step 6: Establishing the context for the action plan: Identifying opportunities and constraints that will affect
adaptation decisions
 Step 7: Deciding on a course: Mitigate, transfer, accept or avoid risk
 Step 8A: Finding adaptation actions: Finding mitigation actions for further investigation
 Step 8B: Selecting Adaptation Action: Screening potential actions, and selecting a set of risk reducing
actions to implement
 Step 9: Preparing and Implementing Action Plans: Create a plan to track mitigating actions and the risks
they address
 Step 10: Monitoring and Review: Keeping track of actions and continue vulnerability assessments
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FRAMEWORK #2: THE FLORIDA ADAPTATION PLANNING GUIDEBOOK (2018)
SOURCE: Florida Department of Environmental Protection. (2018). Florida Adaptation Planning Guidebook.
Retrieved from https://floridadep.gov/sites/default/files/AdaptationPlanningGuidebook.pdf

Summary
The Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) Planning Guidebook provides a framework to develop
Adaptation Plans at any scale based on current Florida laws, requirements and recommendations. The
guidebook suggests first defining the context of a location and then creating a vulnerability assessment, which
will guide the community in establishing adaptation strategies (see Figure 4). The purpose of this guidebook is to
assist communities in “preparing and dealing with the effects of sea level rise, especially coastal flooding, erosion
and ecosystem changes.”

Steps to Create Adaptation Plans
Step 1: Establish Context
The first part of the adaptation process is to establish the context of the area, including geographic, social,
infrastructural and environmental conditions, focusing on how they relate to sea-level rise. It also includes the
creation of goals, objectives and policies to guide the planning process.
This phase also involves assembling a steering committee to assist with organization and planning. This team
should reflect the community’s expertise and interests as well as be knowledgeable on technical aspects of
flooding and coastal dynamics. Members should represent the private sector, non-profits, technical experts,
public officials, planning agents, and members of the business community.
Once the context has been described, community members beyond the steering committee should be
engaged in the planning process through meetings, workshops, and surveys. Similarly, stakeholders such as
government entities, community organization leaders and businesses should be identified. These are important
steps in developing the team and project, but also to socialize the plan and inform the public so they are
knowledgeable about the issue.
Step 2: Vulnerability Assessment
The Vulnerability Assessment process measures the impact of sea-level rise and identifies the people,
infrastructure, and land uses that may be affected. The guidebook recommends particular data sets, tools and
methods to be employed at this stage.
“The Vulnerability Assessment draws from the Risk Assessment framework described in the Code of Federal
Regulations for Hazard Mitigation Plans (Title 44 CFR 201.6 (c)(2)), which measures the hazard exposure of a
community and its sensitivity.”
Vulnerability Assessment components:
1. Exposure Analysis: Visually represent the potential encroachment of the sea into land areas. It analyses
when, where and how much sea-level rise (or storm surge) will impact, and determines which
communities are more vulnerable.
2. Sensitivity Analysis: A discovery process of the communities and entities that may be affected by a hazard,
and to what extent they would be impacted. This may require a more detailed, small scale study and
community engagement.
3. Identifying Focus Areas: Selecting locations where to direct attention.
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Figure 5: A roadmap to create adaptation plans, from the ‘Florida Adaptation Guidebook.’ (2018)

Step 3: Adaptation Strategies
The Adaptation Strategies process provides a framework for responding to the findings in the Vulnerability
Assessment. A wide range of engineering, political, and planning solutions may come into play. Extensive
collaboration and public input is needed to develop a strategy that is locally accepted.
The Adaptation Strategies component includes the following processes:
1. Assess Adaptive Capacities: Discover “the ability of a system to adjust to climate change, to moderate
potential damages, to take advantage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences” (IPCC). This
includes regulatory and planning, fiscal, and infrastructure capabilities.
2. Prioritize Adaptation Needs: At this point the community should create a list of its biggest challenges to
determine what it can feasibly accomplish, and when. This may involve either short and long term
strategies, or both small and large scale projects. The question of urgency may come into play.
3. Identify Adaptation Strategies: Specific adaptation strategies are developed, vetted, and defined. These
fall into the categories: protection, accommodation, retreat and avoidance.
4. Integrate Into Existing Plans: Adaptation planning outcomes are more efficient when integrated into
existing capabilities and/or plans. Some of the plans that might already be in place are: the Local
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Mitigation Strategy, the Special Area Management Plan, the Economic Development Plan, and the Post
Disaster Redevelopment Plan.
Step 4: Implementation Strategies
This process includes identifying, preparing for, and applying for potential funding opportunities, creating a
schedule of adaptation actions for the future, monitoring and evaluating progress, and taking steps to
incorporate adaptation planning, budgeting, and staffing mechanisms. The implementation strategies
component contains the plan’s logistics.
Implementation Strategies Components:
1. Surveying Funding Options: Funding can originate at non-profit, private, local, state, and federal levels.
Strategies should be prioritized to use funding in the most cost-efficient way.
2. Create a Schedule of Activities, Actions and Actors: Identify the appropriate responsible party who has
the ability to complete a task, activity, or strategy. The planning team may then schedule their monitoring
and evaluation
3. Monitor and Evaluate: It is recommended that an adaptation plan include a monitoring and evaluation
component
4. Best Practices and Funding Options: Adaptation strategies are integrated into municipal plans,
ordinances, and land development codes. Adaptive strategies will be incorporated into a community’s
land-use decision-making framework.
5. Public Outreach Approach and Opportunities for Community Participation: Stakeholder involvement in
the implementation phase can help to produce a more aware citizen base, with more support for future
efforts.

APPROACH FOR THE COMMUNITY VULNERABILITY STUDY
Based on the above literature, the following process represents an integrated and synthesized model that was
used for the Community Vulnerability Study (CVS). This methodology incorporates relevant elements from the
reviewed literature, yet adapts the process to best suit the situation in Hillsborough County. For instance, a
prioritization process, based on the EPA Workbook, was included to determine focus areas for mitigation, in terms
of likelihood and impact. Moreover, a main component of the process considered how to integrate adaptation
strategies into existing plans, which is suggested by the DEP’s Adaptation Planning Guidebook.
Ongoing: Engagement and Developing Community Perspective
All referenced literature sites community and stakeholder engagement, through workshops, discussion and client
feedback, as paramount to the success of a project. Proper engagement and dialogue, with feedback and
community perspective, ensures the acceptance and understanding of the project at every level. In the CVS,
this occurred through client feedback, a series of presentations and discussions, and workshops with county
administrators.
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Figure 6: Project process, for the Hillsborough Community Vulnerability Study (CVS)
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1. Establish Context
The process began by establishing the project context. Based on the Florida Adaptation Planning Guidebook,
information is gathered about geographic, social, infrastructural and environmental conditions, focusing on
how they relate to sea level rise. In this step, the goals of the project were established in order to determine the
scope and boundaries of the vulnerability assessment process.
Goals and guiding principles:
1. Meet the requirements for the Perils of Flood Act (SB 1094)
a. Reduce Flood Risk
b. Removal of Coastal Property from Flood Zones
c. Reduce Losses for Flood Insurance
d. Construction Requirements
e. Coastal Construction Control Lines
f. The Community Rating System (NFIP)
2. Chapters 3 and 4 of the Local Mitigation Strategy, (Florida Division of Emergency Management, 2019)
with a focus on the following hazards:
a. Hurricanes
b. Flooding
c. Severe Thunderstorms
d. Climate Change & Sea Level Rise
e. Water Contamination
Literature Review:
a. Case Studies and Projects
b. Previous Assessments
c. Political Context
Establish the Project’s Framework, which concluded with focus on the following categories:
a. Built Environment
b. Public Health
c. Ecology
d. Governance
Information such as sea-level rise (SLR) projections, census data, and geographic context (e.g., topographical,
hydrological, zoning, etc.), was gathered from different sources and subject matter experts’ input. The purpose
was to contextualize the physical location of potential vulnerabilities. Understanding the landscape types and
their functionality proved critical to developing strategies that related directly to environmental challenges.
2. Assess Vulnerability
Identifying Vulnerabilities
The next step in the planning process consists of generating a list of potential vulnerabilities within the county. It is
important to consider all potential risks, expanding the study to built environment, social and ecological affects.
In the CVS, a general list of risks was developed through a thorough literature review and of past assessments.
Potential factors were recognized and classified into a Matrix of Vulnerabilities (see figure 6). These factors were
then evaluated for their influence on overall risk in Hillsborough County.
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Figure 7: Sample subset from the Matrix of Vulnerabilities, which is located in the appendix of the overall
Community Vulnerability Study.

Exposure Analysis
All elements within the Matrix of Vulnerabilities with
available spatial data were mapped to visually represent
and spatially locate vulnerable assets and communities
within the sea level rise and hurricane storm surge
projections. This identified concentrated areas risk.
Classifying Risk
The EPA Workbook recommends ranking risks using a
qualitative scale (high, medium, low) that considers
likelihood, impact, and time horizon (see Figure 7). Based
on these recommendations, vulnerabilities were ranked.
3. Identify Adaptation Strategies
Once the vulnerabilities were identified and ranked, a
catalog of mitigation options was produced for the
county. Through workshops and discussion, a subset of
actions were selected as high priority. This also continued
through meetings and workshops with stakeholders to select
comprehensive plan policy to meet the criteria for SB 1094.

Figure 8: Prioritization matrix, from
Prepared for Climate Change. (2014)

Being
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4. Adaptation Planning
The scope of the CVS is limited in that it sets out to provide general language to meet (SB 1094) the Perils of Flood
Act criteria for the Comprehensive Plan. It does not get into specific projects to be implemented. Therefore, the
development and design of specific sites, or an action plan should be considered as next steps. However, the
interdisciplinary design studio projects (included in the package of CVS documentation) serve as examples of
sites and systems to be addressed within the county and also presents strategies to mitigate risk.
Projects should be coordinated through a cohesive resiliency plan, which binds together their individual
functionality and ensures overlapping solutions, so that each project is accomplishing multiple goals. This step
also includes the identification of (short-term) pilot projects as well as integrating adaptation strategies into
existing plans. Planning processes should be multi-scalar and spatially oriented.
Multi-Scalar Planning
Expanding the scale of projects allows for indirect, systematic solutions to occur. It is not always most efficient to
tackle a problem, or a vulnerability, head-on. When taking a systems approach, it is apparent that there are
often indirect effects of site-based changes. (Stroh, 2015; Davoudi, et. al. 2013; Da Silva, et. al. 2012) Projects such
as Room for the River, Copenhagen Cloudburst, Climate Ready Boston and Race the Wave 5k, which can each
be found in the Mitigation Handbook, show that, for example, risk at the coast can be mitigated by changes to
inland infrastructure, or possibly through social mechanisms such as experiential learning within the community,
through festivals, or by intensified interaction with the environment. As evidence indicates that sea level rise is
not going away, attempting to combat each problem associated with it, individually, can become a long,
drawn-out, and resource intensive process of trying to oppose environmental forces.
Spatially Oriented Strategies
Spatial strategies acknowledge that solutions eventually take up or fill space, and that this space must be
supported through multi-faceted beneficial use (National Academies, 2016). This includes human interests, like
real estate and recreation, but also aspects of the environment like wildlife and water flow. Spatial strategies are
constructed by identifying overlaps, such as opportunities and vulnerabilities of place, and works to join overlaps
for mutual interest. Project examples can be found in the Mitigation Handbook, such as the Room for the River
project at Nijmegen-Lent, Hunter’s Point South Waterfront Park and Living Breakwaters.
These types of projects, both multi-scalar and spatial, are highlighted as examples for Hillsborough County in one
of the companion documents to the CVS, displaying student work and titled Designing for Future Flood: A
Systems-Based Approach to Mitigating Flood Vulnerabilities in Hillsborough County.
5. Implement and Monitor
Projects should fit within local municipality and community capabilities. This ensures success of implementation
but also continued stewardship. Smaller ‘pilot’ projects can be useful in reducing the learning curve and by using
short term monitoring and research to set up similar projects with bigger goals and purpose. The EPA Workbook
suggests that keeping track of actions is important, as well as continually updating vulnerability assessments, with
associated visioning and goals.

Conclusion
The CVS was able to accomplish steps 1-4, however step four could be expanded to address many more sites
and vulnerabilities identified within the county. Also, for next steps, it would be useful to develop more detailed
site-based proposals in coordination with community and stakeholder groups. Step 5 is outside of the scope of
this project.
The CVS has created case study examples to represent approaches toward step four, as developed by the
students in the studio course. Each functions individually and meets challenges identified through the vulnerability
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assessment. However, as a group, the projects provide intertwined and layered solutions that can benefit the
region. This became an important realization through the research and work for the project. In order to gain
efficiency and to meet the scale of climate change issues, it is important that future projects are layered and
provide multiple benefits.
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INTEGRATING RESILIENCY INTO
POLICY DOCUMENTS
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SUMMARY
In The Community Vulnerability Handbook (2019), research identified that mitigative work can occur in four
different categories: in the built environment, in creating social capacity, in ecology (defined as non-human,
biotic communities), and in governance. This chapter focuses on governmental documents, especially in regard
to hazard mitigation.
A primary recommendation is that hazard mitigation is not separated out as a singular focus but is instead
integrated into all planning mechanisms and community engagement. (FEMA, 2013) This helps to layer mitigative
strategies into everyday life and to be efficient in implementation. It also helps to create a mechanism for
information exchange, to bring awareness to the community and to enable an informed decision-making
process. The main documents involved include:


The Comprehensive Plan: This plan documents the primary vision and goals for the community. It includes
an extensive public outreach and coordination effort with local and state agencies. The Plan identifies
major issues facing the community as well as its direction for the future, outlining major guidance policies
for decision-making. The Comprehensive Plan includes chapters, called ‘Elements,’ such as the Future
Land Use Element, the Stormwater Management Element, and the Coastal Management Element. This
document is required to meet state statute, including Senate Bill 1094, the ‘Perils of Flood Act.’ Submittal
due dates are set by state administrators. (FEMA, 2013; Plan Hillsborough, 2020)



The Local Mitigation Strategy (LMS): Identified as a Hazard Mitigation Plan, in order to meet federal
funding and insurance criteria, the LMS is developed by each county and state to support decisionmaking that reduces and/or eliminates risks associated with human (technological) and non-human
induced hazards. It notes the probability and associated potential damages of each hazard and
discusses strategies for reducing risk. It also identifies prioritized mitigation projects. If federal hazard
mitigation funds become available, these projects would be ready to implement. The LMS includes
chapters such as the Floodplain Management Plan. This plan must be updated every five years. (FDEM,
2019)



The Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP): This plan is developed for short-term disaster
response and provides county leaders with a set of uniform policies and procedures for the effective
coordination of actions necessary to prepare for, respond to, recover from and mitigate from major
events. The plan is required to meet state and federal mandates and to receive credits within the
Community Rating System (CRS) for the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). The CEMP is
updated on a four year cycle. (Hillsborough County, 2020)



The Post Disaster Redevelopment Plan (PDRP): This plan was institutionalized in 2010 when Hillsborough
County and a few others created PDRPs as a pilot. It is now required for all counties in the state of Florida.
The PDRP identifies policies, strategies, roles and responsibilities that will guide decisions that affect longterm recovery and redevelopment of a community after disaster. It emphasizes hazard mitigation and
community improvement. As such, it provides guidance for adaptation strategies. This document
discloses major vulnerabilities and current plans and programs that address them, along with long range
goals and planning. This documented must be updated every five years. (Hillsborough County, 2020)



The Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP): Associated with transportation strategies, this plan identifies
long-term goals, strategies and policies that will guide the county’s transportation planning and
implementation. It is required by the United States Department of Transportation (USDOT) and must be
updated every five years. (USDOT FHA, 2020)
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These documents can be approached in multiple ways, with different agencies being responsible. However, it
has been identified that the Comprehensive Plan is the leading document and provides foundational guidance
for both community engagement and decision making. As the principle document, it establishes the goals and
vision for a community, which should be the basis of other plans and strategies. (FEMA, 2013). The LMS plays a
strong role in identifying hazards through an analytical process. However, it is difficult to create mitigative and
adaptation strategies without a guiding community vision. It is also difficult to understand the nuances of
localized hazards without community input or their involvement in the development of projects. (FDEM & FDCA,
2010; Folke et al., 2005)
The below diagram shows how the plans might be organized to provide an efficient planning process.

Figure 9: Plan interaction and the disaster phases, original diagram as presented to Hillsborough County

The process described above requires coordination between planners and emergency management in order
to weave together the various plans. In doing so, projects can be more effective and can reach toward
community goals while also reducing risk. However, this level of high integration takes resources and effort. It is
noted in Post-Disaster Redevelopment Planning: A Guide to Florida’s Communities (2010) that municipalities must
1.) supply leadership and dedicated administration for the plans, 2.) ensure public and stakeholder input
throughout the process and 3.) commit to the directives and actions that are established within the plans. Once
action is taken or as dynamics begin to change, they also suggest 4.) updating the plans regularly.
Primary articles for the development of this information are summarized in the following text. These summaries
were used for the development of the CVS project and to inform recommendations provided to Hillsborough
County for mitigative strategies related to SB 1094, the ‘Perils of Flood Act.’ They act as a reference text and as
a compilation, and are used in this Community Mitigation Handbook as a resource for future work.
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INTEGRATING THE LOCAL NATURAL HAZARD MITIGATION PLAN INTO A
COMMUNITY’S COMPREHENSIVE PLAN. A GUIDEBOOK FOR LOCAL
GOVERNMENTS.
SOURCE: FEMA. (2013, November). Integrating the local natural hazard mitigation plan into a
community's comprehensive plan. A Guidebook for Local Governments. Retrieved from
https://fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/89725
Summary
This guidebook specifies that mitigation measures should be integrated into the comprehensive plan since that
document provides guiding vision and a community’s intent for implementation of policies. Comprehensive plan
elements such as the Future Land Use Element, Conservation and Natural Resources Element and others can
hold mitigation language, to guide future decision-making. Additional integration can be made through zoning
ordinances, subdivision regulations and collaborative planning related to hazard exposure. Together, planners
and emergency managers can develop a stronger comprehensive approach to hazard mitigation planning.
FEMA’s article includes case studies to show examples of how integration of natural hazard mitigation into a city’s
or county’s comprehensive plan can occur.

The “How to” of Natural Hazard Mitigation Plan Integration
Three principles are identified:
1. Integrate natural hazard information and mitigation policies into elements of the comprehensive plan
This could include a history of past events, background information on natural hazards, potential
impacts, identification of hazard-prone areas, relevant natural hazard mitigation goals, objectives,
policies and projects, a community history of past natural disasters and their effects, and hazard maps.
Plan elements include:
a. Future Land Use – Analyze exposure to hazard and vulnerability as part of the development of the
future land use map and policies; identify hazard areas and include policies that establish
standards to control development and reduce vulnerability; determine proper densities and
establish standards to direct development away from high-hazard areas, and utilize easements
and acquisitions to prevent inappropriate use of land.
b. Conservation and Natural Resources – Protect and restore floodplains, wetlands, marshes and
dunes; protect wildlife migration corridors along rivers and streams; limit development in flood
prone areas; and preserve natural vegetation and woodlands on steep slopes to reduce landslides
and conserve natural woodlands.
c. Community History, Existing Conditions, and Physical Features – Include a description of past natural
disasters and their effects on the community as well as the geographical extent, severity, and
probability of potential natural hazards; and include hazard maps to identify the location of
hazardous areas within the community.
d. Public Facilities and Services – Include policies that limit public expenditure for infrastructure and
public facilities in high-hazard areas; use capital improvement policies to steer development away
from hazardous areas; link water treatment facilities, stormwater management, and sewerage and
solid waste policies to natural hazard mitigation; interconnect service networks, such as roads,
pipelines, and cables, and allow more than one route to any point to make them less vulnerable to
local failures; locate critical public facilities, such as police and fire stations or emergency
operations centers, in safe locations that are not in a hazardous area; and locate other major
public facilities in safe areas to double as emergency shelters.
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e.

f.

g.
h.

i.

j.

k.

l.

Transportation – Determine if transportation facilities are adequate in the event of an evacuation;
plan for contingencies if there is structural failure of bridges or other infrastructure; correct any
known deficiencies of potential weakness in infrastructure; use transportation projects to determine
the location and density patterns of future growth; and use transportation policies to guide growth
to safe locations and limit access to natural hazard areas.
Housing – Acquire older housing stock in floodplains or other hazardous areas; address issues of how
housing demand is influenced by the desire for siting near natural amenities, which can produce
attractions to hazardous locations; retrofit or replace public and publicly- subsidized affordable
housing to reduce damage to inhabitants during a natural disaster; and be aware that
manufactured homes pose particular problems of vulnerability especially to high winds.
History Preservation – Protect historic resources from hazards, specifically floods or earthquakes, with
appropriate retrofitting techniques.
Economic Development – Develop policies to aid economic recovery post disaster, such as
undergrounding utilities within a business district; provide technical assistance to support natural
hazard mitigation for vulnerable small businesses; and use the community’s safety to attract
potential new businesses to the area.
Recreation and Open Space – Convert vulnerable floodplain land, steep slopes, and areas
vulnerable to wildfire or other hazards into open space or recreational areas to help avert or
minimize disaster by sacrificing park land in the short term instead of allowing floods, landslides,
wildfires, and other natural hazards to ruin homes or businesses; and use natural hazard mitigation
objectives to protect and provide public access to areas that are also deemed potentially
hazardous for development (i.e., riverfronts and beaches) to guide land acquisition choices for
open space.
Environment – Couple mitigation goals like floodplain management with clean air and clean water
goals; designate critical and sensitive areas to focus planning for specific area that have an
especially high priority for protection of natural features; establish good floodplain management
practices that protect endangered species habitat as well as help reduce and prevent flood
damage; link the goals and objectives of watershed management (i.e., pollution runoff control,
Total Maximum Daily Loads implementation) with hazard mitigation efforts; prevent the conflict of
natural forces and hazardous material by mitigating the potential destructive combination of
natural hazards and industrial development that could contaminate floodwaters; link wildlife safety
with environmental protection strategies; and protect and restore natural vegetation and other
natural resources that provide floodplain protection, minimize erosion, stabilize slopes, or provide
other ecosystem services.
Public Safety – Reduce the risk of public exposure to natural hazards; protect the community from
the risk of natural hazard events; and develop emergency response plans for natural hazard
events.
Hazards – Incorporate all or most of the content and findings of the natural hazard mitigation plan
by reference in a stand-alone natural hazards element.

2. Integrate through collaborative planning and implementation
a. Land use designations – These designations identify the type and intensity of land uses allowed
within a specific area. Designations can include hazard or conservation areas that require special
development considerations. For example, a hazard land use designation can consist of
floodplains, steep slopes, and urban-wildlife interfaces, in which development should be limited
through the use zoning ordinances.
b. Zoning ordinances - These are the most effective planning tools when utilized to limit damage.
Zoning specifies location, type, amount, density, and characteristics of development in mapped
zoning districts. Zoning ordinances can establish performance standards that reduce vulnerability
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and create incentives for development that incorporates natural hazard mitigation techniques. For
example, reducing intensity of development in hazard areas can be accomplished through tax
incentives. Placing floodplain boundaries on the local zoning map can be used to restrict adjacent
developments. The most common regulations prohibit development within a floodway channel,
the most hazardous part of the floodplain. The floodway channel is where water flows and where
any obstruction (development) would limit the channel and increase downstream flooding.
Specific examples of flood zoning elements include:
 Regulations that permit only open space uses within floodplains;
 Setbacks to minimize flood exposure of buildings and provide waterfront buffers, maintain natural
vegetation, and limit runoff;
 Non-conforming use regulations that prescribe standards for permissible reconstruction of flood
damaged structures;
 Special use permit requiring development to meet set criteria or conditions to minimize future
flooding; and
 Overlay districts that add a separate level of regulation to sensitive areas.
c. Subdivision Regulations - The process of dividing land into salable parcels and servicing the parcels
with roads, water, and sewer systems can be dictated by subdivision regulations. Once the
property rights are established by the sale of lots to individual buyers, it is difficult to change the
resulting urban form. Therefore, it is important that subdivision regulations are designed and
implemented with awareness of natural hazards. Subdivision regulations can impact the following:
 Location on or adjacent to hazard-prone lands such as floodplain areas;
 Placement of roads, residential lots and public facilities with subdivision projects, which can
interfere with evacuation plans or public safety access; and
 Quantity of impervious surfaces and destruction of natural vegetation and environmental features
such as wetlands and dunes.
Regulations can require land dedicated to parks, open space, or other purposes to prevent
environmental degradation. Additionally, subdivision regulations can be used to require natural hazard
information in deeds to inform potential buyers that natural hazard risks are present.
There are multiple techniques that can be utilized to promote design flexibility within subdivision
regulations for natural hazard mitigation purposes. Clustered development and planned unit
development can be used as part of the regulations. This offers the option of grouping property together
and away from hazardous areas while keeping overall density of development. For example,
development can be clustered in a compact area on the upland portion of the property in a proposed
subdivision. These strategies include minimizing lot sizes, setbacks, and frontage distances to maximize
open space and leave low-lying feature of the floodplain undisturbed.
3. Integrate through plan reviews and updates
a. Reevaluate mitigation policies after new information becomes available.
b. Develop a method to coordinate revisions and updates.
A selection of case studies is included in the article.
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POST-DISASTER REDEVELOPMENT PLANNING: A GUIDE TO FLORIDA’S
COMMUNITIES
SOURCE: Florida Division of Emergency Management [FDEM] & Florida Department of Community
Affairs [FDCA]. (2010, October). Post disaster redevelopment planning: state of Florida initiative.
Retrieved from https://www.floridadisaster.org/globalassets/importedpdfs/post-disasterredevelopment-planning-workshop.pdf
Summary
According to Florida’s Growth Management Act, all counties and municipalities are required to adopt Local
Government Comprehensive Plans to guide future growth, and coastal jurisdictions to include coastal
management elements and a post-disaster redevelopment plan (PDRP). The PDRP should establish short and
long-term policies regarding redevelopment, infrastructure, densities, non-conforming uses, and future land use
pattern for post-disaster scenarios. It should also be utilized and maintained as a powerful tool for faster and more
efficient recovery by reducing community vulnerabilities, and for finding opportunities for structural changes.
Plans should align with local comprehensive plans and citizen input to give the community self-agency and selfreliance. Additionally, the PDRP should incorporate mitigative actions that could reduce risk.

Disaster Phases and the PDRP







Pre-Disaster Phase: The time for initial Plan development and preparation activities like a test run to assure
stakeholders know their responsibilities.
Emergency Response Phase: PDRP does not address this phase. The immediate actions necessary are
defined by the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan (CEMP) to save lives, protect property,
and meet basic human needs.
Short-Term Recovery Phase: The PDRP can help guide short-term recovery decisions that may have longterm impacts, but operations during this phase are typically covered by the CEMP. This phase lasts until
critical services are restored.
Long-Term Recovery Phase: The Plan is developed specifically for this phase, to guide redevelopment of
the built environment as well as the economy, environment, and social systems. It should always guide
activities in a way that is consistent with local comprehensive plans, LMS, CEMP, and other relevant items
like transportation planning.

Approaches to Plan Development
The Plan can be developed as a stand-alone document (ex: Hillsborough County 2010), which may be easier to
revise on its own, have more technical sophistication, and need less coordination and implementation. The other
route is as an element within a broader set of regulations, such as a post-disaster redevelopment ordinance,
integrated into the Comprehensive Plan, integrated into the LMS, or as a Recovery Annex to the CEMP. Each of
these options has its own set of benefits and challenges. The implemented plan approach can bring more
resources and a broader scope to the task, and can link recovery to planning goals. The drawback in an
integrated plan is that it may be harder to update if tied to multiple other policies. The best practice suggestion
is to prepare a stand-alone plan in collaboration with other planning documents.


Alachua County realized that their post-disaster plan could be more easily updated if developed as an
Annex to the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan, which may facilitate the transition from
short-term to long-term recovery.
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Manatee’s County approach to stakeholder involvement utilized a core group of planners with existing
advisory groups as consultants. For implementation, they will collaborate to form a Recovery Operations
Center to organize participants when the time for action arrives. This is an interdisciplinary recovery task
force.
Hillsborough County began by presenting the project scope to the Board of County Commissioners for
approval. They then garnered support and committed participation from elected officials and
community leaders through a series of presentations from the Country Administrator, the Emergency
Management Director, and the Department of Community Affairs.

Figure 10: Plan Interaction and the Disaster Phases
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Keys to Success
 Leadership: Multiple levels of leadership, especially in multi-jurisdictional efforts, are important. The Plan
also needs the support of community leaders, government officials, and media. It needs a champion
from one or more areas.
 Participation: The process must be locally driven and rely on stakeholder input rather than data or
standardized templates. The importance of the process itself should not be underestimated.
 Commitment: The ideal plan is adaptable and complex. Once adopted it needs to be maintained to
reflect community, informational, and situational changes. Consistent funding and political support are
necessary.

The Planning Process
A community’s best chance for success is the participatory process, using stakeholder groups from a wide
spectrum of the community as well as multiple governmental departments. Common hurdles experienced by
pilot study communities, like maintaining leadership support to bolster stakeholder meeting attendance and
keeping input focused on long-term redevelopment concerns, can be mitigated by preparing for such pitfalls.
Communities will be better prepared that start early to give the process plenty of time to develop and build
institutional knowledge.
Before starting the Plan
Confirm roles of responsibility and capacity to decide who will lead the effort, coordinate, and write. It is
important to understand prior to starting the process: Can an employee dedicate at least 25% of his/her time to
this process or is it better to hire a contractor? If developed in house, which department would take the lead?
For example, pilot community leadership came from the Planning and Growth Management Department,
Comprehensive Planning Division, Growth Management, Emergency Management Department, Planning
Services, Long Range Planning Division, Natural Resources Department, or Public Safety.
Check the LMS to verify if hazard risks and vulnerability analysis are up to date. If the LMS is in the process of being
updated, coordinate the PDRP with this to capitalize on working group meetings and public workshops.
Capacity Assessment
The three critical post-disaster resources for effective action are:
 administrative capacity,
 technical knowledge, and
 tangible resources.
Begin every planning process by evaluating capacity for those categories, including the planning process and
post-disaster conditions. Begin with a thorough review of existing plans and regulations; including LMS, CEMP,
Long-Range Transportation Plan, economic development strategies, debris management plans, temporary
housing plans. Ask what the current rebuilding standards are.
Vulnerability Analysis
Rely on the work that has already been done for other planning efforts like the LMS, CEMP, and the
Comprehensive Plan. With a good stakeholder base, participants are a valuable resource for gauging
community vulnerabilities and for reviewing/verifying existing information. Other recommended tasks include
developing one or more scenarios with descriptions of long-term impacts, analysis of land use within hazard zones
and nonconforming structures, catalog of infrastructure and facilities that will likely be damaged, and analyze
social vulnerability. Best practice strategies would, additionally, be to analyze the following; economic
vulnerability, financial impacts, ecological impacts, historic sites and structures, and future sea level rise
inundation.
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Facilitating Input
Inviting stakeholders to identify and prioritize key issues and priorities is an important first step. Pilot communities
suggest to remind stakeholders at each meeting the overall purpose and timeframe as well as that meeting’s
goals and tasks. Use facilitators with clear understanding of the process and goals, and balance groups with
redevelopment and emergency response participants. Developing strategies and actions can function much
like a to-do list during the implementation phase.

Plan Topics
Issues that a PDRP should work on will vary by community’s needs and resources. Again, the key to the content
of a Plan is in the planning process and ensuring that local stakeholder input shapes the issues and actions
suggested for inclusion. The six topics that this document organizes issues into are:







Sustainable Land Use
Housing Repair and Reconstruction
Economic Redevelopment / Back to Business
Infrastructure and Public Facilities Restoration and Mitigation
Health and Social Services
Environmental Restoration

Each topic is prioritized as minimum level, recommended level, and advanced level achievement. The
descriptions below also include notes on document coordination and implementation where possible, which is
an important aspect of the guide’s messaging to align this document with other planning and policies.
Land Use
Land use is central to redevelopment and can provide a community the opportunity to make changes that were
otherwise unattainable before a disaster, such as land use or comprehensive plan updates. This comes with the
caution of being mindful of existing private property boundaries and rights as well as any unforeseen burden that
changes may have on disaster survivors and their rebuilding efforts.
Items to review/coordinate when addressing land use issues include the following:
 Comprehensive Plan: Future land use, coastal management, and conservation.
 Local Mitigation Strategy: Hazard analysis, vulnerability and risk assessment, and goals and objectives.
 Long-Range Transportation Plan: Multi-modal, needs plan, and cost-feasible plan.
 Other Local/Regional Plans: Transfer of development rights program, land acquisition program, land
development codes, community visioning plans, and area-specific redevelopment plans.
Minimum
 Phased Reconstruction and Streamlined Permitting: Establish post-disaster streamlining and prioritization
for permit procedures. Moratoria on building should be phased, based on level of damage and/or
location.
 Build back standards for nonconforming and substantially damaged structures: Typically, rebuilt structures
must meet current building codes and floodplain regulations. Community build back policies differ
regarding the details of their aesthetic or non-essential code requirements.
o Communities must account for NFIP requirements. If damage exceeds 50%, the substantial
damage rule goes into effect and the structure must be brought into compliance with current
floodplain management standards such as raised elevation or structural wind requirements.
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Recommended
 Controlling long-term post-disaster blight:
o In post-Katrina New Orleans this was essential to stabilize recovering neighborhoods. One of their
strategies was to introduce a new chapter into city codes to streamline administrative hearings
and increase enforcement for blighted and abandoned properties.
 Reducing disaster vulnerability through voluntary mitigation programs: Resilience can be increased by
taking measures after a storm to rebuild better. Some ways to achieve this are voluntary programs like
acquisition, transfer of development rights, and mitigation incentives. Hazard mitigation grant funding is
a way to fund any of those options, but they are made more difficult by the typically higher property
values along the coast/hazard areas. Incentives can be used for structural hazard mitigation during
rebuilding. Reducing a community’s vulnerability this way is a crossover between the LMS and the PDRP
in which the LMS can be used for funding and education then the PDRP defines the strategy for
preparation and implementation of post-disaster actions.
Advanced
 Prioritizing areas to focus redevelopment: Direct future development to safe locations and mitigate
vulnerable development in hazard areas.
 Historic preservation and restoration.
 Reducing disaster vulnerability through land use and development regulations: The best practice would
be to restrict redevelopment in hazardous locations.
o Challenges to widespread land use changes are typically because ownership and property lines
are virtually indestructible, insurance companies encourage rebuilding quickly to the same
product as before the storm, networks of urban infrastructure are rarely completely destroyed.
Housing
Housing recovery depends on infrastructure restoration, job recovery, social service provision, and land use
controls. Safe and affordable housing options, public outreach, and coordination are all essential for housing
recovery.
Items to review/coordinate when addressing land use issues include the following:
 Comprehensive Plan: Housing and future land use.
 Local Mitigation Strategy: Hazard analysis and vulnerability and risk assessment.
 Local/Regional Plan: Disaster temporary housing, affordable housing, density bonuses, transfer of
development rights program, and land development codes.
Minimum
 Temporary housing siting criteria, provision, and removal: Quickly transition residents from shelters to
interim housing. The best scenario would be to provide individual interim housing on private property while
rebuilding. Group sites are often necessary and require large amounts of infrastructure. Communities can
select sites during the planning process for this emergency housing to be located. Alternatively, they can
create flexibility (each disaster type might have different needs) by creating a set of parameters for
choosing locations for temporary housing. It is important to ensure that temporary housing is, in fact,
temporary.
 Ability to reconstruct homes rapidly: Organized volunteers can assist in the initial push to rebuild, which is
often challenged by the spike in demand for materials and labor. One way to facilitate faster
reconstruction is to create an easy system for both residents and state qualified contractors to advertise
and find each other, like a government regulated message board in Disaster Recovery Centers.
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Recommended
 Transitioning residents back to permanent housing: There are different levels of assistance that residents
will need in this phase, from simple guidance for the process to navigation of insurance claims and renter’s
rights. The lack of affordable rental housing is a significant barrier for residents to transition from FEMA
group sites to permanent housing. Community outreach and counseling services, like legal assistance or
help with navigating insurance, are important elements of housing recovery. The Plan can also include a
local strategy to organize education, counseling and case management.
o The Plan should pre-identify organizations that can provide assistance to rebuilding, such as FEMA
loans, Small Business Administration loans, Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster (VOADs), and
Long-Term Recovery Organizations (LTROs).
o The Florida Legislature has passed various appropriations to assist with rehousing, like the one-time
Rental Recovery Loan Program and the Hurricane Housing Recovery Program. The Florida Housing
Finance Corporation created HOME Again in 2004 for statewide repair, reconstruction, or home
replacement. The Affordable Housing Bill in 2006 has funding for post-hurricane farmworker
housing and special housing assistance and development Program.
Advanced
 Rebuilding affordable housing: Natural hazard events tend to exaggerate existing trends, like the
affordable housing gap, in urban environments. Redevelopment projects need to include a realistic
proportion of affordable housing to meet the community’s needs and to avoid displacement.
o The Metro Dade Department of Environmental Resources Management with the Homestead
Habitat for Humanity built a 200 affordable home community for those left vulnerable after
Hurricane Andrew in 1992.
 Encouraging homeowners to incorporate mitigation during rebuilding to further disaster resiliency goals:
o There are multiple proven strategies and cost-effective mitigation information, educational
materials and trainings to reach residents during the window of opportunity before rebuilding. This
education should be integrated with pre-disaster education strategies in the LMS and with shortterm recovery strategies in the CEMP.
Economic Redevelopment
The rebound of local economy (jobs, tourism, capital investments) is linked to housing, infrastructure, and
environmental recovery as well as social service provision. While crafting the Plan consider potential obstacles
for small and large businesses, opportunities to diversify the economic base and workforce recruitment changes
to post-disaster conditions.
Items to review/coordinate when addressing land use issues include the following:
 Comprehensive Plan: Economic development.
 Local Mitigation Strategy: Hazard analysis, and vulnerability and risk assessment.
 Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan: ESF 18: business, industry, and economic stabilization.
 Local/Regional Plans: Business retention, business continuity planning, economic development,
community revitalization, economic stimulus, target industries, and tourism development.

Minimum
 Resumption and retention of major employers: Typically, major employers in a community will have
business continuity plans and will not have the same disaster preparedness education that smaller
business would benefit from. They may be good to include in the planning process and as potential
partners in planning. A municipality can contribute to long-term recovery by facilitating the resumption
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of operations and potentially expediting permits. Pre-disaster communication and defined expectations
and/or incentives can influence the business retention.
o Public-private partnerships can help build trust and communication before disaster strikes that
they will support each other during recovery.
Small business assistance: Small businesses are less likely to survive a disaster. The Florida Small Business
Emergency Loan Program can assist businesses with State-funded bridge loans to businesses with 100 or
less employees (up to $25,000 for 6 months) that have sustained physical damages. The problem is that
loans are based on pre-disaster income levels, but businesses may not be able to achieve this for some
time.
o The Open for Business Program in Hollywood Florida identifies businesses that are safe to reopen
and provides them with free advertising. Their Small Business Development Center provides
counseling and assistance to help businesses recover.

Recommended
 Workforce retention: Reopened schools and childcare, temporary on-site housing, and dissemination of
the recovery plan information are important aspects to bringing back the workforce that businesses need
to reopen.
 Tourism renewal: Assess aspects of the community that draw tourists to it and the level of needed
assistance by local communities to understand ways to reduce vulnerability. There are various ways that
municipalities can work together to advertise the reopening of tourist areas or promote events that will
‘restore a sense of normalcy.’
o After the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill, VISIT FLORIDA (state organization) campaigned to assure
tourists that the beaches were clean and safe.
Advanced
 Physical economic redevelopment projects: Prioritize projects that fill a community need after a disaster.
Leverage available rebuilding resources to build back better with Community Development block Grant
and Economic Development Administration programs.
o The Minnesota Homeland Security and Emergency Management Division uses the following
questions to direct redevelopment decisions:
 Where do existing businesses want to locate?
 What can they afford to pay in rent/mortgage based on previous business and future
projects?
 What are their square footage requirements?
 How many businesses depend on nearby residential neighborhoods or other
complementary businesses?
 How are the businesses affected by existing non-downtown commercial development?
 What are their road access and parking needs?
 How many businesses would prosper from proximity to local attractions?
 How much retail and office space did neighbor communities lose?
 What are their plans to replace/expand the amount of retail and office space?
 How are their business recovery efforts progressing?
 Opportunities to sustainably restore economic vitality: Prioritize retaining existing business but also utilize
the opportunity to assess long-term relevance and make adjustments to present and future demand. ‘In
order to pursue new economic opportunities after a disaster, the PDRP needs to plan for a holistic
recovery of all aspects of the community and post-disaster opportunities for community improvements.’
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Infrastructure and Public Facilities
This is addressed in local government and private utility and infrastructure companies’ emergency response and
short-term recovery plans, that should all be communicating well before an emergency. Long-term
considerations must be weighed in conjunction, and opportunities captured to upgrade or relocate aging
infrastructure.
Items to review/coordinate when addressing land use issues include the following:
 Comprehensive Plan: Sanitary sewer, solid waste, stormwater, potable water and natural groundwater
aquifer recharge, capital improvements, and transportation.
 Local Mitigation Strategy: Hazard analysis, and vulnerability and risk assessment, and project list.
 Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan: ESF 1: transportation, ESF 2: communications, ESF 3: public
works and engineering, and ESF 12: energy.
 Local/Regional Plans: Debris management, truck routes, water districts, aviation and port authorities,
energy utilities, and public facilities continuity of operation plans.
Critical types of infrastructure include transportation systems, potable water and sewer, power and
communications, public facilities (schools), and parks and recreation facilities (often used in staging recovery
efforts).
Minimum
 Infrastructure for temporary recovery operations: Consider the long-term repercussions of temporary
infrastructure for things like housing.
 Debris management: Plan to dispose of the large quantities of debris often caused by storms, including
the prevention of water and air contamination. Craft a dedicated debris management plan and staff
training during ‘blue skies’ to prepare to minimize prolonged exposure of pollutants to sensitive
environmental areas and set up a debris processing and recycling system:
o Debris assumption and forecasting.
o Debris collection plan.
o Potential debris management sites, recycling methods, and final disposal sites.
o Identify priority routes and critical facilities to clear first.
o Procedures for contracting services.
o Process for conducting private property debris removal.
 Financing infrastructure and public facilities repair: The Federal government pays for at least 75% of all
local infrastructure damages through Public Assistance Funds.
Recommended
 Infrastructure and public facilities mitigation and historic considerations: With preplanning, mitigation can
be included during repairs or rebuilding of the facility. This should be coordinated with land use planning
and phased redevelopment, especially when private property is involved. Funding to pursue this varies
by project, but some examples include FEMA’s Hazard Mitigation Grant Program (HMGP) and Pre-Disaster
Mitigation Program (PDM) to assist with infrastructure retrofits. The goal here is to reduce future risk to utility
systems, roads, and bridges.
o The City of Coconut Creek is mitigating electric utility issues by placing a significant portion of their
utility lines underground.
Advanced
 Relocation of vulnerable infrastructure and public facilities: The action of relocating will happen after the
storm, but a community can prepare by developing standards or criteria. They can even begin to identify
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potential locations and plans for new facilities, and they can identify potential funding sources and
requirements.
Regional infrastructure consideration: Best practice for PDRP is regional coordination. FEMA Florida
Catastrophic Planning Initiative may be a resource for understanding and integrating regional planning
on infrastructure and facility restoration.
Enhanced infrastructure capacity to priority redevelopment areas.

Health and Social Services
Disasters magnify existing social and economic trends in communities, which is a clear indicator of the likelihood
of recovery after a disaster. One of the challenges that communities face is the transition of health and social
services from short-term emergency to long-term redevelopment assistance. To gauge the degree of
vulnerability, assess whether health care facilities are likely to withstand disaster events, how much of the
population relies on social services, the percentage of socially vulnerable populations within a community and
where they reside within the community, and the community’s capacity to coordinate large numbers of
volunteers.
Items to review/coordinate when addressing land use issues include the following:
 Comprehensive Plan: Public school facilities, economically disenfranchised groups, health and human
services, livable/healthy communities
 Local Mitigation Plan: Hazard analysis, vulnerability and risk assessment, project list for health and social
services facilities
 Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan: ESF 6: mass care and human services, ESF 8: health and
medical services, ESF 15: volunteers and donations
 Local/Regional Plans: Hospital and medical facilities’ continuity of operation plans (COOPs), COOPs for
health and social services-related government agencies and non-governmental organizations, private
hospitals
Minimum
 Health facility restoration: Pre-planning can provide opportunities to fix and upgrade existing systems.
Planning to integrate the upswing of post-disaster temporary resources, labor, or funding can improve
long-term capacity and prevent disruption of services when temporary assistance ends.
o Another big challenge to facilities is the retention of staff (coordinate section with housing). One
year after Hurricane Andrew, Homestead Hospital had full capacity, but only 30% of its staff still
living in the area. And its patients became less profitable after the storm.
 Social service provision to socioeconomic vulnerable populations
 Public safety service levels re-established throughout the community
 Coordination and assistance for non-governmental organizations and volunteers
 Provide for special needs populations throughout long-term redevelopment
 Public transportation restoration and improvement
Recommended
 Schools, higher education reopened
 Mental and behavioral health assistance
 Medical personnel retention and recruitment
Advanced
 Health-related pollution and environmental justice
 Quality of life factors
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Environment
Ecosystem services contribute to quality of life for Florida residents and are essential to the State’s economy.
Natural areas protect and buffer residents from flooding, storm surge, pollutants, and provide habitat for various
species of flora and fauna. Protecting the natural environment before and restoring it after a disaster are key to
ensuring long-term recovery.
Items to review/coordinate when addressing land use issues include the following:
 Comprehensive Plan, Coastal Management, Conservation, Recreation and Open Space, Future Land
Use Sanitary Sewer, Solid Waste, Storm Water, Potable Water, Aquifer Recharge
 Local Mitigation Plan: Hazard analysis, vulnerability and risk assessment
 Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan: ESF 10: Hazardous Materials and Contamination
 Local/Regional Plans: water or air quality, sea level rise, wetlands, beach management, urban forests,
habitat conservation/sensitive lands
Minimum
 Beach and dune restoration: Although erosion is a natural process, development has impaired their ability
to recover and rebuild. The Coastal Construction Control Line (CCCL Program is one way to enforce
beach and dune protection and recovery, which is essential to habitats, ecosystem services, tourism, and
private property protection. Coordinate with Long-Term Beach Management Plans and emphasize nonstructural methods of mitigation as well as public outreach for preparation measures. FEMA provides
support for beaches that have a nourishment plan and are ‘improved’ or managed. See Brevard County
for Coastal Management policies and creative funding strategies.
 Environmental contamination: Seaports that handle hazardous material cargos are vulnerable to
potential spills, leaks or discharges in storms and floods. Other pollution can come from agriculture,
wastewater treatment facilities, and gasoline; all of which can lead to degraded natural systems. The
ports at Tampa and Manatee currently have CEMP plans to address emergency cleanup scenarios but
have not yet addressed long-term restoration issues. Hillsborough County, however, has an Environmental
Restoration TAC for pre- and post-disaster goals of initiating inter-county collaboration to discuss recovery,
pre-approving contractors for hazardous management, and to explore relocation of facilities to reduce
risk of pollution.
 Environmental and historical review of temporary sites: Occupation, even when temporary, will have
lasting effects on property. To reduce the risk of furthering environmental degradation during recovery
efforts, Florida DEP and the State Historic Preservation Office must approve sites and any ground disturbing
authority. The Florida Greenbook: Environmental and Historic Preservation Compliance can serve as a
resource for stakeholders making land selection decisions.
Recommended
 Natural land and habitat restoration: Natural tidal wetlands, marshes, swamps, and mangroves protect
Florida from tidal inundation and act as filters for pollutants and excessive nutrients. Habitats at highest
risks are near potential sources of contamination. Sea level rise exacerbates other threats to these
ecosystems.
Advanced
 Green rebuilding: When rebuilt, goals for each home should be disaster-resistant, green, and energy
efficient. Innovative Development of Florida building standards elevate performance to withstand
160/mph winds.
 Parks and urban forest restoration: Urban forests offer important services to their cities including reduction
of energy consumption with heat island effect, filter pollutants from air and water, aquifer recharge,
critical habitat and tourism.
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Financing Implementation
During pre-disaster times, financial staff should be analyzing which parts of the economy will be affected by
different disaster scenarios. Identify bond capacity and mutual aid agreements to fund recovery. Prepare by
researching government hazard mitigation grant programs and their constraints. Much of the financing for early
planning stages seems to come directly from municipal staffing budgets, but grants are available to supplement.
For post-disaster planning, assure to keep local control over redevelopment by proactively pursuing different
financing models. Traditional recovery funding might be easier for projects that rebuild to pre-disaster conditions
rather than building back better. Inquire into public-private partnerships and waivers for creative financing
mechanisms to facilitate more progressive redevelopment.
Major federal post-disaster funding sources include:
 Public assistance – Grants administered by FEMA for up to 75% of the cost of infrastructure replacement.
 Hazard Mitigation Grant Program – Grants administered by FEMA to State and local governments to
implement long-term hazard mitigation resources. State or local match of 25% is required.
 Community Development Block Grants – Congress appropriated funding for CDBG and HOME programs
as Disaster Recovery Grants to rebuild affected areas and may be used in multiple ways.
 Community Disaster Loan Program – Loan administered by FEMA to jurisdictions that have suffered
significant loss to tax base and important operational revenue.

Including the Public in Implementation
Any plan must include strategies to educate residents and business owners and implementation relies on open
communication between the government and the public. Plan for the inherent costs and time required to keep
the public informed before and after a disaster. FEMA’s Federal ESF 14 provides technical resources for
engagement and public outreach.
Best practice would include a strategy for:
 pre-disaster public outreach,
 post-disaster public outreach, and
 indicators to measure and communicate redevelopment progress.
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CASE STUDY PROJECTS
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SUMMARY
A few themes emerge consistently from the literature, when reviewing case study projects and research
pertaining to mitigative strategies for flooding. This chapter presents a summary of those themes and includes
key texts that assisted in the development of the overall Community Vulnerability Study. To reiterate, this is a
reference manual, a Handbook that contains generalized concepts for reducing risk to flood. For the
Community Vulnerability Study, this and other documents were used to develop place-based
recommendations for Hillsborough County.

Proactive and Multi-Scalar Planning
The CVS Community Vulnerability Handbook (2019) presents four categories for mitigation strategies (built
environment, social capacity, ecology and governance), however, projects that accomplish layered solutions
are found to be most beneficial and efficient. When projects tackle multiple problems at once, they recognize
the spatial quality of our urban environments and the overlapping functions that occur in a single space. For
example, the CVS found that trees are important for shade, which is a characteristic typically understood,
especially in Florida. However, trees also dissipate rainfall and wind, they provide habitat, give value to property
and provide leaf litter and mulch for the soil below (City of St. Petersburg, 2019; Pinellas County, 2017; Southeast
Florida Regional Climate Compact, 2019). They are integrally connected to infrastructure, such as power lines
and roadways, whose design can enhance or preclude the opportunity for canopy cover. Similarly, parks are
usually associated with recreational space, but they are increasingly considered for their water storage
capacity, storm surge dissipation and habitat value.
By first accomplishing a comprehensive vulnerability and community assessment, as was done for this project,
each geographic region can be characterized by its list of issues. Doing this allows solutions to be complex
rather than singular in their affect, and they can address multiple vulnerabilities at once. This process can
require extra effort with up-front costs. However, it has been recognized that proactive measures have more
value than those that only respond to disaster, (FEMA, 2017) so much so that state and federal funding is
beginning to focus on pre-disaster mitigation, which can accomplish multiple goals, rather on repair, which
tend to be more singular and costly (FEMA, 2020; HUD Exchange, 2020). State and federal programs are
increasingly supporting pre-disaster planning and project costs for those that put effort in the effort.
It must also be considered that challenges such as sea-level rise and urban development are associated with
long-term processes, and are large in scope and scale. As such, many of the site specific example projects are
part of a multi-scalar and comprehensive plans. As a package, projects address the issue of flood as a system
(Kempenaar & van den Brink, 2017; Rijkswaterstaat, 2020; City of Boston, 2019; City of Copenhagen, 2012).
Working at both large and small scales simultaneously can also help to alleviate community concerns caused
by drastic measures such as property buy-out or strict zoning (Rijke, 2012). A systems-based approach expands
the reach and discussion for project opportunities, which can be used to identify living situations for citizens or
asset planning that provides a more safe and suitable environment for residents (Rijkswaterstaat, 2020). To
summarize, it has been shown that a proactive and multi-scalar planning process is able to induce costeffective and value-added mitigation strategies while providing a platform for community engagement and
compromise, greater than implementing projects individually (Kempenaar & van den Brink, 2017;
Rijkswaterstaat, 2020; City of Boston, 2019; City of Copenhagen, 2012). This can be further summarized as:
1. Proactive Planning: This approach allows participants to choose their future, to define criteria for
possible exchange, and to frame conditions for land use planning. Through this process it is possible to
layer vulnerabilities and consequences of the project. Many issues can be solved with more singular, yet
complex, solutions. It is also a way to create value for future development while mitigating existing
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environmental problems. In the world of resiliency, it is shown that $1 spent on mitigation can save up to
$7 in the future (FEMA, 2017).
2. Multi-Scalar Planning: Rather than trying to fix a system (of flooding) at a single site, multi-scalar planning
enables multiple actions at once in different locations. This is useful when addressing impaired systems,
working on them in an additive way (with multiple sites), or when locating opportunity areas for
potentially displaced populations.
The following breaks down mitigation opportunities within the categories of built environment, social capacity,
ecology and governance. Examples come from case study projects and a literature review.

The Built Environment
Waterfront Parks
Changing sea levels at the interface of urban development will present a unique challenge for communities.
Since this occurs in a linear pattern along coasts and rivers, communities are working toward coastal and
riverfront park projects that create flexibility in this zone, absorbing and buffering flood waters while also
establishing value for neighboring development (City of Boston, 2019; City of Copenhagen, 2012, City of
Norfolk, 2016). These areas provide outdoor and recreational experiences while creating views and spaces for
communities to enjoy.
Upland Water Capture
Case studies also reveal the importance of providing sufficient landscape space to capture and infiltrate water
in upland environments. To do so, streets, roofs and other projects provide absorptive capacity, reducing
storage or other demands downstream. Infiltrating water locally also helps to maintain balance in the aquifer
and utilizes subsurface water migration to slow and clean water as it moves through the system. This benefits
coastal environments as sediment and nutrient levels are maintained when water passes through landscape
space instead of through pipes and culverts.
Flexible Landscape Space
Utilizing landscape space allows for flexibility. This is especially important with the uncertainty associated with
our future environment. Many engineering methods of transporting water are fixed systems, which can become
obsolete when environmental conditions change. Pervious pavements (Araj, 2018), surficial water flow (City of
Copenhagen, 2012), and tree canopy (City of St. Petersburg, 2019; Pinellas County, 2017; Southeast Florida
Regional Climate Compact, 2019) are all proven methods to slow water flow and to add water filtration to the
system.
Multi-Functionality
The concept of multi-functionality is persistent throughout case study projects. Landscape space is described
as both infrastructural and public, it overlaps programs of water storage, ecologic function and public use. As
capital improvement projects are developed, they should also embed elements of resiliency and flood
protection along with their other programmatic requirements. Many projects reveal that, as communities adapt
to changing environmental conditions, investments enhance everyday life while mitigating risk to potential
hazards (Penn Design / OLIN, 2014, for example).
A Systems Approach
In addition to solving problems directly, other mitigation tactics take a more systematic approach. (Kempenaar
& van den Brink, 2017) For example, it will be impossible to remove all urban infrastructure out of floodplains. In
these locations, it is the population, not the structure, which will need to accommodate water. Transportation
options, for instance, can allow urban populations to migrate like the tide as waters saturate or recede in
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developed areas, keeping people safe (ASLA, 2018; FEMA, 2013). Access in times of evacuation is important
and many people do not have the luxury of an automobile.
Include Economics in Planning
Building economic capacity through mitigation and adaptation projects is important. For example in Norfolk,
Virginia, their 2100 plan (2016) suggests “enhancing economic engines” while acknowledging and
accommodating flood risks. Public and private partnerships help build this capacity (ESA, 2020; Southeast
Florida Regional Climate Compact, 2019; City of Boston, 2019; OMA, 2014; FDEM & FDCA, 2010; La Compagnie
du Paysage, 2019). If private interests are included at the same time as formulating resiliency strategies,
developers and entrepreneurs can participate and benefit from planning efforts. Collaborations may be
formed between developers and municipal or transportation plans, between parks, housing and economic
development, and between government and academics. (Cashman, 2011; Southeast Florida Regional
Climate Compact, 2019)

Social Capacity
Community Bonds and Personal Experience
The development of social networks and capacities for adaption has been described as one of the most
important factors in regards to flood resiliency (Folke, 2016; Chamlee-Wright & Storr, 2011). This can occur
through many mechanisms, however personal linkages and experience are most influential (Folke, 2005;
Haggerty & Parkey, 2019; Aldrich, 2017). For example, rather than using didactic methods of educating a
community with billboards and flyers, research suggests that participation in planning processes and project
implementation (Sheehan et al., 2016) can develop strong connections between people and environmental
factors (Aldrich, 2017). In Cannon Beach, Oregon, a yearly 5k community running event orients participants to
the tsunami evacuation path, showing them the route and creating bonds within the community at the same
time (Banse, 2014). The information is retained through personal experience and is thought to have more
affect.
Local and Traditional Knowledge
In some communities, disaster-based or environmental knowledge has been accrued through generations.
Familiarity is embedded within populations that have lived in a place for a long period of time, or that have
worked in some capacity that relates to the hazard. Local and traditional knowledge (LTK) can increase a
community’s resiliency, especially if used as a foundation for mitigation and response (Thornton & Scheer,
2012). Historically, people representing this population may have been discounted, but in combination with
contemporary and technological analysis, these groups have a lot to offer. Where LTK is lacking, resiliency is
diminished. This can occur in communities that rely heavily on tourism, or that are comprised of part-time
populations (Dolan & Walker, 2004; Aldunce et al., 2015). Mitigation strategies could include specialized support
for people in hotels or in newer developments where LTK is absent.
Community Participation
Ultimately, community participation is critical. Recent resiliency research suggests that social-ecological
connections enable communities to make more informed decisions and to better understand and incorporate
environmental factors when making policy (Folke, 2016). If the community is left out of the process of creating
policy, they will not understand how or why it is important and it can become useless in its application.
Community groups, neighborhood, ethnic religious and institutional representatives, youth and environmental
organizations should all have a role and participate in developing community goals and resiliency standards
(Thornton & Scheer, 2012; Taboroff, 2003; Frazier, 2013).
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Ecology
Renewing Displaced Landscape Function
Water has worked itself over the landscape for millennia and is intertwined with landscape function and
processes. When these landscape spaces are modified or displaced, there are cumulative impacts some of
which can be found elsewhere in the system. For example, creeks that have been altered to maximize human
development patterns or that have eroded due to increased wave action may have reduced functionality in
slowing and infiltrating water. This speeds water flow in the system and causes erosion, nutrient imbalance and
possible flooding downstream. For these reasons many projects and recommendations aim at a renewed
respect and consideration of landscape systems and the natural flow of water in urbanized areas. Guidance
documents often recommend protecting or restoring landscape spaces, or cultivating them to incorporate
hydrologic function within their design (ESA, 2020; City of St. Petersburg, 2019).
Working with Living Systems
Landscape space, as a system, is flexible. It also has an innate ability to bounce back from environmental
events. (ESA, 2020; Jacobsen, 2019) Also the landscape is layered so that different zones of landscape function
to protect each other. (Whitney et al., 2004) For example, coastal wetlands such as mangroves or dunes lessen
wave energy from coastal waters and stabilize soil (Narayan et al., 2016; Sheng, 2014; Beck et al., 2018). Behind
these areas upland environs rely on the coast for protection. In ecology, each zone is important and has its role
within the system. With this in mind, mitigative strategies include the accommodation of sea level rise so that
habitat zones can migrate to higher ground (ESA, 2020). Wetlands are extremely important as a type of
keystone environment and should be kept intact. For flooding purposes, wetlands are super-absorptive and are
comprised of vegetation that is strongly rooted and able to withstand flood (Whitney et al., 2004; The Field
Operations Team, 2018).
Planning and Building for Nature
Planning for these systems is recommended. Whereas historic planning has focused on urban systems, many
recent plans incorporate or are focused on landscape systems; the Tampa Bay Estuary Program’s Tampa Bay
Habitat Master Plan (ESA, 2020) for example. A mitigative strategy is to follow these plans and incorporate their
recommendations into urban planning guidelines and policies (ESA, 2020; Jacobsen, 2019; City of
Copenhagen, 2012).

Governance
Acknowledging Change in Urban and Landscape Environments
Many of the mitigation measures shown in this document are born through governmental projects or policies.
For this reason, putting attention to sea-level rise and flooding within governance is critical for creating an
adaptive community capacity. To do this, governments can use and demand the use of forecasted scenarios
for planning, (Southeast Florida Regional Climate Compact, 2019) strengthen efforts and attention toward
flooding and sea level rise issues (FDEM & FDCA, 2010), provide or promote frameworks for collaboration and
community participation (City of Norfolk, 2016), and dedicate funding toward positions that ensure the
development of resiliency efforts. (City of St. Petersburg, 2019; Southeast Florida Regional Climate Compact,
2019)
Building Around Resiliency
While many communities may see this as a strain on community staff and budgets, it can also be considered as
the impetus for community development and enhancement, helping to reconnect urban areas with
environmental factors (Folke et al., 2005; Penn Design / OLIN, 2014). Meeting these challenges also provides
opportunity for new economies and entrepreneurism. Multiple case studies, for example, recommend
developing new business that addresses local environmental issues (FEMA, 2013; Westley et al., 2013). When
doing so, it also creates a culture of people with enhanced knowledge about the subject. Aspects of a
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community that were previously ill-defined may be able to progress with increased planning efforts that
incorporate community goals and objectives, and that promote new forms of transportation, urban design, or
public space. Through addressing sea-level rise, as a new and dynamic challenge, communities are reevaluating their practices and policies and organizing to form a more collaborative, layered and systematic
approach.
Collaborative and Design-Minded Oversight
It has been found useful to have a collaborative body oversee and coordinate capital and municipal projects,
in order to guarantee multiple perspectives and inputs. For example, in the Dutch project Room for the River,
which includes 34 projects to eliminate urban flooding along all rivers in the Netherlands, a “Quality Team” was
established to make sure multiple objectives were accomplished at each location and that information was
carried forth from one project to another. The group was comprised of diverse professionals including those in
design, engineering and policy (Klijn et al., 2013).

Conclusion
The first step for all case studies is the acceptance that, especially with sea-level rise, urban environments will
need to incorporate change, and also landscape systems; they will need to adapt. Rather than take a
defensive position against these forces, communities are doing what they can to embrace uncertainty and
plan for their future. Where it is not possible to incorporate landscape systems, for example where housing is
built to the edges of the land, communities will need to create flexible and adaptive human systems with
associated emergency support. This points to efforts needed toward sheltering and evacuation strategies, and
planning for future ‘fall-back’ positions that are out of potential flood zones, as is occurring in Japan. (Liston,
2011)
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BUILT OR REALIZED PROJECTS
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HUNTER’S POINT SOUTH WATERFRONT PARK
SOURCES: Weiss Manfredi. (2018) Hunter's Point south waterfront park. Web Accessed (02/25/2020).
Retrieved from http://www.weissmanfredi.com/project/hunters-point-south-waterfront-park
ARUP. (2018). Hunter's Point South, NY City. Retrieved from
https://www.arup.com/projects/hunters-point-south
City Planning Commission. NYC Planning Memo. (2008, September, 24). N 080363ZRQ. New York City
Charter for an amendment of the Zoning Resolution of the City of New York. Retrieved
from https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/about/cpc/080363.pdf

Summary
Hunter’s Point South is a waterfront park in Queens, New York. The approach to the landscape is multi-layered to
provide recreation and stormwater management. The ten acres of open spaces connect the community and
waterfront, wrapping the coast with a series of berms and water storing bio-retention cells. The park’s waterfront
is buffered with rip-rap edges at elevations designed to respond to both the current high tide and the 100-year
flood line in mind. Waterfront walkways are built on pier pilings and textured seawalls. The design team selected
drought and salt tolerant native plantings that would lower maintenance costs and be better suited to withstand
saltwater intrusion. Ecological zones within the park’s design include a tidal marsh, constructed bioswales, and a
bird thicket. These areas are designed to integrate with community areas, walkways, and kayak launches. Other
programmatic elements include a playground, basketball courts, a dog park, an urban beach and various shade
canopies. Peninsulas were located far enough from the coastal edge to allow for sedimentation and marsh
growth.

Figure 11: Plan diagrams illustrate the park during current high tide and in the scenario of a 100-year flood
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Background
City Planning Commission 2008 amended zoning to facilitate new development in Hunter’s Point, Queens. It was
part of a larger initiative to redevelop large portions of Queens City Center along the East River. Originally a
contaminated rail yard, the site was generally low-density commercial and parking lots and was zoned for heavy
industrial. The City developed the 48-acre Hunter’s Point plan as part of its bid for the 2012 Summer Olympics.
When the bid was rejected, NY City changed its plan to respond to the citywide housing shortage. While the
area is still largely undeveloped, the park is complete and protects the western edge of the city where 6,650
housing units are planned, in addition to local retail and community facility uses, and a new public school.
Requirements included:
 Amendment of the City Map to establish Special Southern Hunters Point District (SHP District) and
Waterfront Access Plan (WAP) and Designation of an Urban Development Action Area and Project
 Other portions of the development require pedestrian connections to and around both waterfront and
public transit. Waterfront zoning is an important part of this development and requires a 40-foot public
walkway along the water’s edge. Protected pedestrian connections and bikeways.
 Zoning ensures pedestrian accessibility
 Consistency with the NYC Waterfront Revitalization Program
 Districtwide separation of storm and sewer infrastructure have already been implemented.
 Stormwater attenuation and treatment included and guided by NYC sustainability initiatives (PlaNYC)
and CEQR standards.
Partners
 NY City Economic Development Corporation (EDC)
 Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR)
 Department of Housing Preservation and Development (HPD)

Conclusion
Started in 2008, the park was completed in two separate phases, 2012 and 2018. “The design re-establishes the
site's former marshland identity and introduces a resilient, multi-layered recreational and cultural destination that
connects its changing community to nature, the river, and each other.” Designers collaborated to find innovative
and flexible strategies which have already been tested by Hurricane Sandy in 2012.
“The design embraces a new model for waterfront resilience, with a "soft" approach to protecting neighborhoods
from floodwaters. The strong East River's tidal currents demanded a protective revetment to ensure a successful
marsh establishment. A "green" engineered causeway protects nearly an acre of newly-established in-water
habitat that was once an eroding contaminated peninsula of landfill. The top was seized as an opportunity to
widen and accommodate a narrow spartina flanked trail whose angular path purposely slows movement into a
contemplative and interpretive journey of shifting perspectives, moving from natural habitat, to city skyline, and
back” (ARUP project narrative).
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Figure 12: Aerial photograph of park and new grid infrastructure

Figure 13: Park edges are designed to mitigate storm surges and park terrain is designed to roughly mimic
the site’s pre-industrial hills and marshes
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Figure 14: Constructed wetlands are salt tolerant and designed to retain stormwater while providing a
rich environment for park visitors

Figure 15: Landscaped pedestrian pathways line the park
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CALVADOS-HONFLEUR BUSINESS PARK
SOURCE: La Compagnie du Paysage. (web, accessed November 18, 2019). Calvados-Honfleur
Business Park. LANDEZINE Landscape Architecture Platform. Retrieved from
http://landezine.com/index.php/2019/11/calvados-honfleur-business-park-by-la-compagnie-dupaysage/

Summary
The new business park is a collaboration between the City of Honfleur, private businesses, and the Port. It is a
constructed estuary wetland, designed to handle a 100-year flood. The 125 hectares site is reclaimed land
between the Seine River Estuary and industrial areas.

Figure 16: Site Plan Calvados Business Park, showing green infrastructure and streets throughout
The new business park is designed holistically so that the design of both landscape and buildings is guided by
landscape systems.
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Figure 17: Photograph of estuary looking toward bridge. Drainage areas have naturalized edges with
vegetated and permeable ground plane for aquifer recharge and filtration. The site is designed to function like
an estuary rather than a drainage ditch or sewer.
Site Elements
 Pedestrian paths and cycle tracks, designed to integrate the business park into the public transportation
network.
 Public spaces create connections between the park, the estuary, and visually to the new iconic bridge.
They also include a green corridor that links natural zones.
 Rainwater treatment and retention are incorporated as flood mitigation strategies to handle a 100-year
flood. Components to this include ditches, pools, and permeable paving.

Figure 18: Photograph of visitor center parking with green roofs, permeable parking, rain gardens, and
tree canopy.
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Figure 19: Photograph of canal and site plantings with multimodal traffic design for pedestrian bike, car,
and buses.
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PALMETTO DOWNTOWN: LOCAL LOW IMPACT DEVELOPMENT PRECEDENT STUDIES
SOURCE: Araj, E. (2018). Local LID Case Studies (5th Street LID Project Slides). [PowerPoint Slides].
Summary
The City of Palmetto, in Manatee County, Florida, implemented a comprehensive “green streets” program that
focuses on pedestrian oriented urban re-development and stormwater management. The 5th Street project
demonstrates that it is possible to reduce stormwater runoff and pollution without using costly infrastructure and
land-intensive stormwater ponds. Applied Sciences, an engineering office led by Professional Engineer Elie Araj,
completed this stormwater management project using Low Impact Development (LID) techniques in the year
2012 as part of the initiative. The project combined “green” and “gray” infrastructure to create a more
sustainable and eco-friendly (low impact) solution to the containment, collection and storage of stormwater.
Using these techniques, the team was able to complete the project, including street improvements, for $1.3
million and saved the city $500,000 in stormwater infrastructure such as pipes (personal communication with Araj,
E, 2019). Without the LID approach, it was estimated that the street would need close to 2,000 feet of 18 inch and
24 inch pipe as well as 25 inlets and manholes to access a traditional system. For the system provided, they did
not need to dig into existing streets or relocate other infrastructure such as lateral connections and sanitary sewer
lines. The project also saved money long-term due to much lower maintenance costs. The project used rain
gardens, bio-swales, street infiltration basins, planter boxes, and other storage and retention methods along with
porous pavements. This allowed the water to be treated at the source, which in turn reduced the need for
treatment structures. This allows the downtown area to maximize available land. This project was the first in a
series of urban revitalization for the City using Green Streets model.

Figure 20: Porous pavements

Figure 21: Example of bio filtration planter box

Elements Provided
Asphalt, concrete and pavers were replaced with permeable materials along 5th Street in the City of Palmetto.
The project put emphasis on natural percolation and filtration instead of directing surface water to the main
stormwater pipes. This decreased the load on the rest of the stormwater system. The following techniques were
used:
Bio Filtration Planter Boxes
Planters along the street serve as buffers between cars and pedestrians, also collecting and storing water. They
filter the stormwater as it percolates before being discharged into the main system reducing the amount of
filtration needed later.
Street Infiltration Basins
Water collecting basins are located under the surfaces to help delay and store water.
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Rain Gardens / Bio Swales
Create green areas adjacent to roads to hold water and allow it to slowly filter into the ground. This is done by
creating curb cuts.

Figure 22: Street infiltration and bio swales

“Green” Gutters
As an alternative to traditional curbs that force stormwater to the nearest drain, “green gutters” create a
vegetated buffer between the street and the sidewalk that also serves as a water collection and percolation
zone. This decreases the quantity and speed of stormwater entering the system as well as the amount of debris.

Figure 23: Green gutters
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ROOM FOR THE RIVER
SOURCE: Rijke, J., Herk, S. V., Zevenbergen, C., & Ashley, R. (2012). Room for the River: delivering
integrated river basin management in the Netherlands. International Journal of River Basin
Management, 10(4), 369–382. doi: 10.1080/15715124.2012.739173
H+N+S Landschapsarchitecten. (web, accessed May 14, 2020). Room for the River Nijmegen.
Retrieved from http://www.hnsland.nl/en/projects/room-river-nijmegen
Rijkswaterstaat. (web, accessed May 14, 2020). Room for the River. Retrieved from
https://www.rijkswaterstaat.nl/water/waterbeheer/bescherming-tegen-het-water/maatregelen-omoverstromingen-te-voorkomen/ruimte-voor-de-rivieren/index.aspx
The Room for the River project was initiated in 2001 and was the product of a competition to proactively address
sea-level rise and growing populations, and vulnerability to future flooding in the low-lying country of the
Netherlands. After major floods in 1993 and 1995, the results from the flood defense assessment, created by the
Delta Commission, identified that all defense along the Rhine and Meuse Rivers were in need of restoration to
meet current safety standards according to the Flood Defense Act. The Rijkswaterstaat hydraulic boundary
assessment realized the amount of discharge in the rivers had significantly increased. Therefore, instead of using
the traditional method of raising dikes, the rivers’ capacity would be increased through several measures
including:
 Enlargement of floodplains
 Lowering the flood plain
 Removing obstacles
 Creating secondary channels
Parliament allocated 2.3 billion euros for the project. Similar to the Army Corp of Engineers in the United States,
the Rijkwaterstaat, at the national level, ran the project while working with local water boards and municipalities.
The project started with 39 projects total and ended with 34. In total, they met the agreed upon water storage
capacity standard and overall project budget.
There were two main objectives for the project:
1. Increase Water Safety: Accommodate a discharge capacity of 16,000 meters cubed per second where
the Rhine crosses the German border in Lobith.
2. Improve Spatial Quality: Contribute to the improvement of the experimental and programmatic qualities
of the riverine area.
The main client was the national government, however teams were very complex. During the initiation phase the
program officers executed the assignment and tasks for the project. In the planning phase each project was
assigned an “initiator” such as a province, water board or municipality. In the last phase, the “realizer” was
responsible the completion of plans and all related tasks.

Background
The visioning process brought together government officials, politicians, designers and non-governmental
stakeholders. This structure allowed stakeholders to provide input early in the design process and ultimately led
to a well-informed and context relevant mitigation programs. From the year 2000 to 2006 officials worked towards
the Room for the River Policy Decision (PKB). It was decided that the budget would allocate funds for safety
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measures, but also for spatial quality, creating amenities while also improving safety. This helped to alleviate
resistance from communities and secure maintenance for after measures were implemented. For example, in
the dike relocation project in Deventer, the budget allowed for an earth mound to be built on a farmers land. It
would protect his property but he could use the top of the berm for his farm and is responsible for the
maintenance of the floodplain.

Figure 24: The overall plan for the Room for the River project. Source: Rijkswaterstaat (2020)
Regulation and Compliance: The Quality Team
The project teams were required to follow a designated design process and established deliverables. The
program office evaluated outcomes for quality in terms of hydraulic performance, spatial quality, legal
procedures, geo-technics, integrated design, budgets and risk management. The Quality Team was responsible
for this review. This group was composed of interdisciplinary members that included, but was not limited to,
landscape architects, water engineers, geologist, and planners.

Capacity Building and Demonstration
There were three factors that enhanced the programs capacity:
1. The program deliberately learned from the initial projects. This improved many facets of the process
such as interface management between program office and project teams and configuration of
project teams.
2. The program continuously adapted governance processes, and responded to changing
circumstances. For example, the original task of the program office was to monitor progress and
quality of the 39 project teams. When the office realized that the project teams were in need of
additional expertise, they shifted into a facilitator role.
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3. The program built capacity with the professionals involved through training for stakeholder
management. This process also stimulated community building by hosting events where people could
exchange stories, ideas and solutions.

Establishing Typologies
The use of a ‘planning kit’ created an effective tool for local municipalities to adopt national standards. Each
project had to choose from the kit, but could adapt from these typologies for their local circumstances and
design needs.

Figure 25: Design typologies for the Room for the River project. Source: Rijkswaterstaat (2020)

Project Example: River Expansion + City Park, Nijmegen-Lent
The project at Nijmegen-Lent is considered to be the most complex out of all Room for the River projects. It not
only includes water management practices such as bypass channel, dike lengthening and nature
redevelopment, but also the construction of three new bridges and a grand public space along the river. In
addition, a new inhabited island was created in the center of the river. This location is significant due to the Waal
River making a sharp bend where it also becomes narrow. This bottleneck created flooding and became one of
the main project sites for the Room for the River program. The project constructed a bypass channel, creating
an elongated island. Together, the island and the bypass canal join to create a river park which offers recreation,
nature and urban activities. This project embodies the main principles of the Room for the River project. It has as
its main focus water safety but addresses it in such a way as to provide additional spatial quality within the urban
and riverine areas.
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Figure 26: Plan view drawing of the final project. Source: H+N+S Landschapsarchitecten (2020)

Figure 27: New public spaces created by the Room for the River project in Nijmegen-Lent.
Source H+N+S Landschapsarchitecten (2020)
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NATURE-BASED COASTAL DEFENSES IN SOUTHEAST FLORIDA
SOURCE: The Nature Conservancy and Southeast Florida Regional Compact for Climate Change.
(2014). Nature-based coastal defenses in southeast Florida. Retrieved from
https://www.nature.org/media/florida/natural-defenses-in-southeast-florida.pdf

Summary
This document reports on several existing projects that depart from traditional ‘grey engineering’ to incorporate
natural systems into coastal defense strategies. To prepare for intensified storm damage and erosion from sea
level rise, the projects shown repair and augment existing natural systems like coastal wetlands, coral reefs, oyster
reefs, constructed shorelines, and beach/dunes. The following information will describe those strategies as they
have been implemented in 7 different sites along the southeast coast of Florida.








Coral Cove Dunes Restoration
Snook Islands Natural Area Habitat Enhancement
John U Lloyd Beach State Park Dune Restoration
West Lake Park Mitigation and Restoration
Miami Beach Dune Restoration and Enhancement
Virginia Key North Point Ecosystem Restoration
Florida Keys Coral Restoration

Figure 28: The effects of healthy coastal systems on wave height.

Implemented Coastal Defense Strategies
Estuary Habitat Enhancement
Mangroves, intertidal, and shallow sub-tidal environments are examples of estuarine elements, or ecotones,
which help protect the shoreline from erosion and buffer from wave action. Lake Worth Lagoon (LWL) and the
West Lake Park Mitigation and Restoration Project (WLP) were both damaged estuary wetlands. As part of a
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development offset requirement, the West Lake Park was able to increase its restoration area. Both projects
demonstrate typical human caused damages through dredging, filling, and bulkhead construction. Important
species habitats were also critically damaged from the removal of the mangroves and seagrasses, and the
introduction of invasive species. To enhance natural defenses against sea level rise and intensified storms, these
projects have implemented a series of restoration initiatives.
Strategies:
 Aquatic habitat restoration began with the filling of previously dredged holes that had become anoxic,
or inhabitable, to improve fish habitats and increase seagrass recruitment area (LWL).
 Regrade specific sites to restore 5 hydrological regions such as channels, mangroves, mudflats,
hammocks and tidal pools to facilitate natural recruitments for seagrass, mangroves, and other aquatic
vegetation (LWL and WLP).
 Restore native vegetation with removal of invasive species.
 Stabilize and enhance mangrove establishment with riprap crib structure (WLP). This strategy also
provides habitat for marine species and birds.
 Preserve more land.

Figure 29: Rip rap cribs protecting an erosive shoreline in Broward County
Living Shoreline / Barrier Islands
The living shoreline, as demonstrated in the Snook Islands Natural Area, is a successful buffer against waves and
an alternate to reconstruction of a new seawall. Barrier Islands, like the Virginia Key North Point Ecosystem
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Restoration Project, also act as buffers to inland areas. They contain a variety of different ecotones like seagrass
beds and inter-tidal sand/mud flats, mangrove wetlands, dunes and hammocks. This project additionally will
enhance endangered species habitat and provide a buffer around the Wastewater Treatment Plant located on
the island.
Strategies:
 Removal of invasive species to make room to plant native vegetation.
 Erosion control as a first line of defense against erosion and storms, through restoration of mangrove
communities and dune plantings.
 Oyster Reefs are constructed from limestone rock piles are constructed to mimic naturally occurring
lagoon reefs, at optimum heights to serve as oyster recruitment areas at the Snook Islands Area. They
serve as wildlife habitats and as an alternative to seawalls to protect the shoreline against waves and
boat wakes.
 Enhance a segment of the coastal buffer that protects the existing Wastewater Treatment Facility.
 Enhance endangered species habitat in the area.

Figure 30: Oyster bars and island installed to buffer wave action
Beach / Dunes
Dunes are a naturally occurring form of coastal protection. Without vegetation, they are less stable. Dunes are
destabilized from a number of different causes, including human activities, winds from storms and storm surge.
At Coral Cove, John U. Lloyd Beach, and Miami Beach Dune Restoration, long stretches of critically-eroded coast
left damaged habitat for critically endangered animals and reduced buffer zone for human development.
Natural replenishment has been limited due to human interventions like jetties and channelization. Beach
replenishment is costly and needs upkeep.
Strategies:
 Erosion Control - In addition to sand replenishment, native dune vegetation planted (ex: diverse
plantings like sea oats in fore dune and other native species in back and mid dune) to create habitat
and stabilize the sand.
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Protect sand supplies and communities from storm surges.
Community engagement and awareness - The JUL project has sustained partnerships with Broward
County staff, Youth Environmental Alliance (YEA), park service employees, and community volunteers.
The YEA has since formed similar partnerships with other local municipalities.
Create a plan and a responsible party for maintenance (Miami Beach) to maximize the health of the
plantings and an added layer of security.

Figure 31: Restoration using living shoreline techniques, including sand nourishment and dune grass planting.
Coral Reef Restoration
Reefs provide essential habitat to commercially and recreationally important fish species and invertebrates.
When healthy, they act as part of the healthy coastal habitat system that minimizes the impact of waves and
storm surges.
South Florida has the longest reef tract in the continental US, but it is in sharp decline. The Florida Keys Restoration
Project is attempting to reestablish live coral to reefs by propagating Staghorn and Elkhorn in underwater nurseries
and transplanting to degraded reefs.
Strategies:
 Protect local economy with storm surge protection and wildlife habitat.
 Collaborate to grow and propagate underwater nurseries of genetically diverse coral communities.
Community Awareness / Engagement
 Enlist local communities and youth organizations to implement plantings and other projects, as with the
John U Lloyd Restoration Project.
 Continuous programing and support for outreach education, like the Youth Environmental Alliance.
 Incorporate into other City sectors. The Virginia Key Project is part of the City’s master plan. Miami has
implemented a maintenance schedule for its Dune Restoration.
 Partnerships include non-profit, public and private interests. Virginia Key Restoration is a collaboration
between the City of Miami, Miami-Dade County, Miami Science Museum, City Park nonprofit partners.
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Review
“The Shoreline Resilience Working Group focuses on identifying and promoting healthy natural systems,
engineered ‘living shorelines’ and hybrid ‘grey-green’ approaches to increase coastal resilience in southeast
Florida and the Florida Keys.” These built projects serve as learning labs for additional coastal protection. They
demonstrate the following shifts in coastal protection strategies and management:
1. Recognition of the constantly changing nature of coastal dynamics. Begin to recognize the value of
integrating nature-based engineering solutions with more concrete/static engineering solutions.
2. Healthy coastlines can protect assets and communities.
3. Creative partnerships to leverage resources and commitments in new ways and across different
jurisdictions and private-public authorities.
4. A diverse combination of leaders and community support. Collaborative efforts are clearly successful in
developing community ownership of its natural resources.
5. Continue to learn from dynamic systems as they adapt to lea level changes.
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RACE THE WAVE 5K
SOURCE: Banse, T. (2014, September). Cannon Beach 5K injects fun into tsunami readiness. NW News
Network: Regional Public Journalism. Retrieved from https://www.nwnewsnetwork.org/post/cannonbeach-5k-injects-fun-tsunami-readiness

Summary
As part of an effort to inform and encourage residents to prepare for natural disasters, the community of
Cannon Beach began a 5k fun run that traces the path of the tsunami evacuation route. The fun run was
started in 2014 to increase community awareness and engagement about their number one vulnerability,
tsunami. The premise of this event is to embed the safety route into community member’s consciousness.

Figure 32: Runners set off from the beach during the inaugural ‘Race the Wave’ 5k fun run.
Photo credit: Tom Banse, Northwest News Network

The race starts at Cannon Beach and takes participants through the town and up to higher ground, where the
finish line is at the City’s emergency supply cache. In case of an actual tsunami event, emergency managers
assume roads will be damaged and residents will be instructed to leave by foot, not car. Participants were
informed that worst case scenario estimates give residents 15-25 minutes to get to higher ground. Residents will
be armored with additional information about disaster preparedness throughout the event.

Why?
The theory behind this event is that knowledge is power and residents should be given the tools that they need
to feel safe. The Earthquake and Tsunami Program Coordinator for the State of Oregon feels that fear is the worst
possible thing to leave residents with, and wants to make sure they know the way out of this situation.
The event was organized by Citizens of Cannon Beach, the City of Cannon Beach, the Oregon office of
Emergency Management, Clatsop County and FEMA. Other Oregon initiatives to reach the broader public
include earthquake preparedness comic books for teenagers and a cargo bike race in Eugene Oregon to
simulate a disaster-scenario supply run.
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EAST HARLEM GETS READY
SOURCE: Haggerty, M. & Parkey, E. (2019). Urban Omnibus: East Harlem gets ready. The Architectural
League of New York. Retrieved from https://urbanomnibus.net/2019/06/east-harlem-gets-ready/

Summary
As part of New York’s climate change resiliency assessments and plans, a 2017 study was created in East
Harlem describing localized flooding and heat waves. The design team, consisting of the Department of Parks
and Recreation, Starr Whitehouse Landscape Architects, and Planners + ONE Architecture & Urbanism, was
tasked with designing infrastructure to account for hurricanes and the broader risks of climate change.
The product, East Harlem Resilience Study, combines solutions into a larger strategy that would benefit
community members year-round along with a process for engagement. Green and public spaces can
become multi-functional. For example, a playground with underground storm water storage can also become
a community hub.
The challenge to poorer neighborhoods with pressing issues like cost of living or high crime is that climate
change may be a lower priority. Additionally, the City has not committed funding to any large infrastructure
plans. Knowing that large infrastructure would take up to 20 years to fund and complete, the design team
focused on social infrastructure.
They developed an experimental learning program called the Climate Resilience Leadership Lab with goals to:
• Increase knowledge of climate risk,
• Strengthen social connections, and
• Foster advocates to link residents to systems of governance in times of crisis.
The program builds off of existing social infrastructure that is wrapped up in the DREAM Charter School’s
community activities. For more than 2 years the program has engaged local residents and institutions by using
the built environment as a foundation for learning. Students are taught to understand their surroundings and
planning issues in their own neighborhood. As they learn, they share their perspectives in workshops and with
neighbors. Workshops combine local perspectives of youth and the technical expertise of designers.

Education
Students begin the one semester curriculum by analyzing various local maps and build a larger climate change
narrative of their own world. In New York the students learn about topographic interventions and the original
hydrology of Manhattan. They learn that the 100-year flood plain, or first to flood areas, are filled in salt-water
marshes. East Harlem, being one of these areas is a neighborhood that could be severely threatened in future
storms.
They work with design professionals to learn aspects of green infrastructure, study water movement in the real
world, and tools of advocacy. The students work with the housing resident council to build an emergency
preparedness guide for specific local conditions that can help their own neighbors. By going door to door, the
students learn invaluable information about their neighborhood and neighbors. The students in this program are
able to craft a highly detailed neighborhood assessment. “Cultivating informed advocates who want to make
change, especially among young people who will carry this knowledge for many years to come, is one way for
climate resilience to start to take root across a neighborhood community.”
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PLANNING PROJECTS
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CLIMATE READY BOSTON
SOURCE: City of Boston. (2019). Preparing for climate change. Retrieved from

https://www.boston.gov/departments/environment/climate-ready-boston
Resilient Boston Harbor
Climate ready Boston is an initiative to prepare the city for the long-term effects of climate change and build a
resilient future. It is an ongoing initiative; the city works with communities and other partners to advance their
vision.
Boston’s has the vision to enhance the city’s waterfront in order to protect neighborhoods from sea level rise and
flooding by investing in resilient, accessible open spaces, and preparing buildings and infrastructure.

East Boston Vision
“Redesigned waterfront parks create flood protection and improve access and recreation. Restored marshes at
Belle Isle prevent these natural resources from being lost. They also buffer our shoreline from waves and storm
surge. New resilient developments add public access to open space and transit corridors include flood
protection through elevation”. The city focused on locations that face risk from coastal flooding and sea level
rise, worked with local residents, business and regional partners, and identified short and long-term solutions.

Figure 33: East Boston Vision
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Short-Term Actions
In East Boston, over 10,800 residents, 250 businesses, critical infrastructure, would be protected, and an estimate
of $620 million in losses would be prevented in case of a 1% annual chance flood with 9 inches of sea level rise
(2030’s) by implementing short-term actions.
Greenway Flood Wall
Installation of a seven-foot high deployable flood wall would block the current 1% annual chance flood, with one
foot of freeboard. The project would provide immediate protection to almost 4,300 residents, at least 70
businesses, and critical infrastructure for an estimated cost for design and construction of $100,000.
Implementation includes an operational plan for deploying the flood wall in advance of a flood. The East Boston
Greenway is owned by the City of Boston and maintained by the Parks and Recreation Department.

Figure 34
Greenway Entrance and Piers Park
Elevating the Greenway entrance (owned by the City) and Piers Park II (owned by Massport), would provide
long-term protection against the Marginal Street flood pathway. This would reinforce and extend the level of
protection provided by the Greenway flood wall to 300 additional residents and the fire station in Jeffries Point.
Clippership-Hodge Berm
“Elevating the Harborwalk, in combination with a deployable flood wall across, would protect residents in these
buildings and nearby affordable housing, and the MBTA Maverick Station entrance from flooding damage and
disruption. The estimated cost for design and construction is $500,000 to $900,000 for the berm and less than
$150,000 for the deployable flood wall.”
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Figure 35
Border Street Priority Area
To address this flood pathway, upfront planning and regulatory measures--including potential changes to
designated port areas, the municipal harbor plan, and zoning--may be needed to ensure the integration of
public investment and future private waterfront redevelopment into a unified coastal resilience solution.

Figure 36

Long-Term Actions
These measures would expand the reach of coastal resilience solutions address risks from the 1% annual chance
flood with 21 inches of sea level rise (2050s), plus 1 foot of freeboard.
Elevated parks and pathways would protect critical facilities and vulnerable affordable housing residents. As
existing parks and buildings reach the age where renewal investments are needed, they would incorporate
waterfront flood protection measures that tie into the broader system. The overall concept includes a vision
plan and short, medium and long term actions.
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Figure 37: Map with no intervention with 1% annual chance flood compared to long-term waterfront strategy
Downtown and North End Vision
These designs create vibrant and resilient waterfront parks that are gateways to Boston Harbor.

Figure 38
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Figure 39

South Boston Vision
The Coastal Resilience Solutions for South Boston presents near-term strategies as well as a long-term vision for the
neighborhood.
Short-Term Actions
Near-term actions range from $3 to $16 million depending on design, and consist of berms and open park space.
The area of the Arcade requires a more detailed engineering analysis to assess the structural integrity of the
buildings and the flood protection solution that would be most appropriate.
The cost to complete a flood barrier along Seaport Boulevard between the World Trade Center and Dry Dock 4
is between $19 million and $22 million. Floodproofing the Fish Pier would add an additional $29 million to $33
million. Earthen berms or floodwalls designed and constructed in the mid-term could be raised in the long-term
as sea level rises.
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Figure 40: Seaport Boulevard

Figure 41
Mid-Term Actions
Shoreline strategies include earthen berms and open park space. Along the existing Harborwalk, options include
incorporating building structures into the line of defense or building new barriers in the water. Bridge guardrails
along the proposed alignment would be converted to floodwalls. The many stormwater outfall pipes along the
channel will require flap gates. These solutions range in cost from $56 to $73 million.
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Figure 42: Seaport Boulevard
Due to the space constraint between the waterfront and the roadway, two alignment options were examined:
flood protection along the existing shoreline, and flood protection out into the water.

Figure 43
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South Boston Waterfront
“These are Option A, which is aligned with the existing shoreline, and Option B, which expands available space
for flood protection by adding fill in the marina. At the 1-percent annual chance elevation with 9 inches of sea
level rise, Option A or B will protect 250 people and avoid $85 million in direct physical damages and
displacement costs.”

Figure 44: Option A

Figure 45: Option B
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Raymond L. Flynn Marine Park and Reserve
This option provides flood protection along the perimeter of the Raymond L. Flynn Marine Park

Figure 46
South Boston Neighborhood
Option A is aligned with the perimeter of the neighborhood along Pleasure Bay, and involves floodwall or raised
Harborwalk along Day Boulevard and the beaches. Option B is characterized by coastal restoration and inland
flood protection, and involves beach nourishment and elevation of park space along Farragut Road. Both
options are recommended for further evaluation.

Figure 47
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Dorchester Vision
The city wants to expand beaches and create better access to waterfront through a resilient, accessible, and
connected shoreline.

Figure 48
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Coastal Resilience for Charlestown, in Boston
Near-Term Actions
Main Street Elevation
Elevating Main Street by an average of two feet in front of the Schrafft’s Center driveway would block the main
flood pathway through Charlestown up to a 1% annual chance flood with nine inches of sea level rise (2030s),
plus 1 foot of freeboard. This would protect over 250 residents, at least 60 businesses, first responder facilities,
and the Rutherford Avenue underpass. The estimated cost for design and construction is $2-3 million. One
option is to raise Main Street so that the centerline meets the target flood protection elevation.

Figure 49: Schrafft’s Center Driveway vision drawing
“Raising these low areas to meet the surrounding grade would prevent damages in the near-term and make it
easier and less costly to further elevate in the future. Additional long-term measures along the park’s waterfront
would prevent the park from becoming a flood pathway in a 1% annual chance flood with 36 inches of sea level
rise (2070s). The estimated cost for design and construction is $300,000-500,000. “

Figure 50: Schrafft’s Center waterfront
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Redevelopment of the Schrafft’s Center waterfront with elevated parks, nature-based features, and mixed-use
buildings could bring value to residents, providing new opportunities for recreation, social activities, mobility, and
commerce, while also restoring natural resources in the Harbor. It would also reinforce and extend flood
protection provided by elevating Main Street, protecting about 330 residents, at least 60 businesses, drainage
and combined sewer systems, first responder facilities, and critical transportation infrastructure, such as Rutherford
Avenue and its underpass, from the 1% annual chance coastal flood with nine inches of sea level rise (2030s),
plus one foot of freeboard. At this maximum level of protection, from a single event these measures would
prevent an estimated $390 million in losses, including over $100 million from Schrafft’s Center itself. The estimated
cost for design and construction across the three properties is $28-53 million.
Long-Term Actions:
“The long-term actions for Ryan Playground would raise the park’s edge to the 1% annual chance flood level
with 36 inches of sea level rise (2070s), plus 1 foot of freeboard. This elevation would be met at the top of a raised
pathway with vistas of the Lower Mystic River and integrated seating for viewing the playing fields. In areas where
space is constrained by lighting and dugouts, the pathway would transition to a seating bench that doubles as
a flood wall. The existing seawall at the water's edge could be redesigned to provide a more naturalized
shoreline, such as a terraced retaining wall planted with wetland species. The shallow mud flats could be restored
to marsh, expanding the habitat created in the shallow areas of the Schrafft’s Center waterfront. The estimated
cost for design and construction of this is $3.7-6.1 million.”
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RESILIENCY IN THE CITY OF BOSTON
SOURCE: City of Boston. (2017). Imagine Boston 2030. Retrieved from
https://www.boston.gov/sites/default/files/imce-uploads/201806/imagine20boston202030_pages2.pdf
Summary
Initiated in the year 2015, Imagine Boston 2030 is the City of Boston’s comprehensive plan for the assessment and
future development of the city. It had been over 50 years since the last citywide plan had been developed. The
Imagine Boston 2030 Team was largely internal to the city staff. However, several independent companies,
institutions, and non-profits were brought in as consultants throughout the duration of the project. The Team was
responsible for public relations among other things and as a result spent time between 2015 and 2017 gathering
information from the local residents. During the process of creating Imagine Boston 2030, over 15,000 Bostonians
participated and provided feedback, which provided the foundation for the development of the goals and
methods of the project.
After the city reached its lowest point economically in the late 70’s, the next decade saw the shift from industry
to education and medicine. Boston’s universities and hospitals began an “Eds & Meds” program, where
education and medicinal institutions served as anchors for their surrounding community. This helped re-invent the
city as a highly productive knowledge economy. This fueled the re-development of the city and has played a
significant role in creating the city’s cultural capital. With the new focus, financial and technological firms began
to make the City of Boston their home. To this day the knowledge economy continues to be a driving factor. The
growth of the city reflects this trend strongly, 39% of the population are between 18-34 years old and over 47%
have a 4 years degree or higher. This is significant since the average population with a bachelors or higher is 30%
nationwide. It is also important to note that due to the knowledge economy, one in three Bostonians are
immigrants. The expected population by the year 2030 is approximately 724,000 people. With this growth, the
need for a new city plan to establish the future of Boston became a priority. The City is committed to being a
leader in environmental action and responsibility as it develops. Since 2005, Boston has cut emissions by 17% and
continues to improve that number with the Imagine Boston 2030 project and Go Boston 2030, the city’s mobility
plan.

Timeline for Imagine Boston 2030
The City of Boston and its inhabitants is known as being pioneers for new thoughts, processes and development
throughout the course of history. A brief look at a basic timeline of the City of Boston will prove beneficial to
understanding the resiliency of the city.
1980

Boston’s economy began to grow, propelled by their knowledge-based economy.

2005

Boston commits to being a leader in environmental action and responsibility.

2014

Joined 100 Resilient Cities Initiative

2015

Boston creates the Imagine Boston 2030 Team and begins the project.

2017

Boston releases its Resilience Strategy as well as Imagine Boston 2030.
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City of Boston’s Goals
The city has established the following goals:
 Create new and improved existing partnerships with public, private, for profit and non-profit organizations
and companies.
 Improve relations with other branches of government on the Federal, State and Municipal level.
 Develop new funding and investments opportunities that would allow the city to move forward.
This is translated into the plan, which has the following goals:
 Encourage affordability, reduce displacement, and improve quality of life.
 Increase access to opportunity
 Drive inclusive economic growth
 Promote healthy environment and prepare for climate change
 Invest in open space, arts and culture, transportation, and infrastructure
Specific initiatives listed to accomplish these goals:
1. Housing
2. Health & Safety
3. Education
4. Economy
5. Energy & Environment
6. Open Space
7. Transportation
8. Technology
9. Arts & Culture
10. Land Use & Planning
Opportunities & Challenges that are specifically addressed in the plan include:
 Productive Economy
 Growing Population
 Affordability
 Inequality
 Changing Climate
 Transformative Technology
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NORFOLK VISION 2100: OPPORTUNITY, COLLABORATION, VISION
SOURCE: City of Norfolk. (2016). Norfolk Vision 2100. Retrieved from

https://www.norfolk.gov/DocumentCenter/View/27768/Vision-2100---FINAL?bidId=
Summary
The Norfolk Vision 2100 provides a new resilient framework to guide decision making. The city of Norfolk worked
with the Rockefeller foundation’s 100 Resilient Cities Program to create a long-term plan that accounted for sea
level rise, housing and infrastructure by incorporating resilience into the comprehensive plan.
The project began with three major goals:
1) Create awareness in the community and City Hall
2) Work with the community to identify and map assets
3) Create a vision for future development
The planning process for vision 100 included partnerships with multiple city departments and members of the
community. An assessment was accomplished and locations were coded based on their assets and level of flood
risk. Four colors were used to identify these characteristics.

Figure 51

Vision
In broad terms the aim of the plan is to invest in resilient areas and build long lasting structures in safer places.
City Wide Action Items
1. Focus major infrastructure investments in the most resilient areas, especially civic and public facilities and
long-term municipal investments
2. Improve transportation connections
3. Be a model for responsibly addressing resilience
4. Create tools and incentives to develop a more resilient housing market: This includes Transfer of
Development Rights, Density Bonus programs and inclusionary zoning
5. Seize the economic opportunities of emerging resilience-based industries
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Designing New Urban Centers on High Ground
The city determined areas with lower risk of flooding and high potential for density, mixed use and healthy
mobility as Green Areas per their matrix. This is higher ground that presents opportunities for the city to develop.
This area is seen as underutilized and in need of better planning.
Action Items
1. Outline a transit-centric land use and infrastructure pattern to support new urban centers
2. Build the infrastructure necessary to support new urban centers
3. Make realizing the long-term vision for these areas the central factor in all development decisions
4. Capitalize on the opportunity to create a model urban form of development in these areas

Enhancing Economic Engines near the Water
Red Areas are those which hold economic assets and where additional mixed use and development should be
encouraged through land use policy and infrastructure investment. This is a challenging area because it holds
the most value, yet the most risk. Pulling away from the water is not an option since most of the city’s assets
depend on waterfront access. Moving them somewhere else is not feasible. The goal is to find a balance
between protection and assets.
Action Items
1. Expand the flood protection system with a combination of hard and green infrastructure
2. Build a comprehensive, 24-hour transportation network to improve walkability, bike-ability and transit
accessibility
3. Transform less-intense uses into a denser, mixed-use pattern by increasing utilization of public
infrastructure, ranging from utilities, to sidewalks, to public transit.
4. Diversify the housing options available to residents. Most of the existing housing in this area is expensive
5. Strengthen and increase economic diversity

Adapting to Rising Waters
The neighborhoods which experience more frequent flooding, are categorized as yellow areas. The City
suggests exploring new and innovative technologies to help reduce flood risk and focus investments on
increasing resilience. Balancing the demand for flood mitigation with the need for preservation makes the
yellow areas particularly challenging.
Action Items
1. Exploit new and innovative technologies to reduce flood risk in the built environment
2. Focus infrastructure investments on improvements that extend resilience. This is key to providing services to
residents and businesses throughout the city, particularly for roads, utility lines and emergency services
3. Educate residents about the risk of recurrent flooding
4. Develop mechanisms to allow property owners to recoup economic value lost to water rise
5. Develop a solution for sea-level rise adaptation in historic neighborhoods

Establish Neighborhoods of the Future
Purple areas are established neighborhoods at less-risk of coastal flooding. The city suggests making
investments that improve connections between these and key economic assets. These areas represent
neighborhoods that are highly valued for their residents, which is why they are not suitable for large
transformations. They must be preserved.
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Action Items
1. Improve connections to the city’s key assets
2. Prioritize infrastructure investments that enhance neighborhood attractiveness, such as sidewalks, gutters,
bike paths, parks, libraries and community centers.
3. Maintain housing affordability while improving economic value
4. Redevelop underperforming commercial and multifamily residential properties

Implementation
Vision 2100 is a vision, not a plan. The guidance it provides is not comprehensive, it simply provides an
additional long-range guide to supplement that of plaNorfolk2030.
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RESILIENCY IN COPENHAGEN
SOURCES: City of Copenhagen. (2018). The City of Copenhagen Government 2018 – 2021. Retrieved
from https://international.kk.dk/artikel/city-copenhagen-government
Ramboll. (2013). Copenhagen Cloudburst Plans. Retrieved from
https://acwi.gov/climate_wkg/minutes/Copenhagen_Cloudburst_Ramboll_April_20_2016%20(4).pdf
Summary
In the 1960s, the City of Copenhagen included city planning policies that were focused on pedestrian and
cycling while slowly phasing out the automobile. This model of sustainability has continued and is now putting
effort into combatting issues of environmental and urban change. In 2009, Copenhagen developed their Climate
Plan to address issues and develop solutions. However, on the 15th of August, 2010, the city experienced a severe
rain event that caused major flooding. The city responded by producing the Climate Adaptation Plan 2011. That
same year, Copenhagen experienced two more severe rain events. The first one caused massive flooding that
left approximately “50,000 homes without heat for a week, resulting in over 90,000 insurance claims, and causing
upwards of $1 billion in property damage, transport delays, and production halts.” (Ramboll, 2013). This resulted
in the Cloudburst Management Plan 2012.

COPENHAGEN CLOUDBURST
SOURCE: City of Copenhagen. (2012). The City of Copenhagen Cloudburst Management Plan 2012.

Copenhagen CO2 Neutral 2025. Retrieved from
https://en.klimatilpasning.dk/media/665626/cph_-_cloudburst_management_plan.pdf
SOURCE: Ingemann, C., & Sorensen, C. (2016, March). Copenhagen unveils first city-wide masterplan
for cloudburst. International Water Association. Retrieved from
https://www.thesourcemagazine.org/copenhagen-unveils-first-city-wide-masterplan-for-cloudburst/
Summary
Within 1 year of the completion of the Climate Adaptation Plan, Copenhagen finalized its Cloudburst
Management Plan in 2012. As one of three offshoots of the Climate Adaptation Plan, the Cloudburst Plan is
currently being implemented as the city’s initiative to mitigate extreme rainfall events. The current cloudburst
strategy is to incorporate 300 multi-use civic green spaces into urban environments, and to drain water through
an expanded underground sewer network. Their goal is to implement 15 of the 300 solutions per year.
Guiding Initiatives for Climate Adaptation (Climate Adaptation Plan)
1. Development of methods to discharge during heavy downpours. (Cloudburst)
2. Establishment of green solutions to reduce the risk of flooding.
3. Increased use of passive cooling of buildings.
4. Protection against flooding from the sea.
5. Preparation of a combined climate adaptation strategy. (Cloudburst)
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Figure 52

Figure 53
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One interesting aspect of the project is that they have created a hierarchy of street drainage typologies based
on existing use and infrastructure.

Figure 54

Figure 55
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Figure 56
Educating the Public
Copenhagen has an extensive engagement program, incorporating transparency, science and information
about costs, that has helped to garner public approval and support for implementation.
Example Project: Gladsaxe Water Plus
A project in Gladsaxe includes three main pools that flood during heavy rainfalls. During drier periods with lesser
amounts of rain the pools act as a paddle tennis court, a skate park and recreational area. The addition of new
facilities and activities has transformed the area into a multifunctional sports center with wide user appeal and a
stronger connection to the surrounding residential area. By choosing surface solutions with a dual purpose, the
project has saved approximately US$4.3 million.
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Figure 57: The Water Plus project in Gladsaxe is normally used as a paddle court but with heavy rains can also
detain and store water © Christina Geer Sørensen

Outcomes
Copenhagen outlined that a combined approach of traditional and dual-purpose stormwater measures will
create a socio-economic surplus over 100 years of 5 billion Danish kroner (US$722 million) in comparison to doing
nothing. If a solely traditional sewer-based approach were taken, according to city officials, there would be a
deficit of 4 billion Danish kroner over 100 years.
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THE ST PETERSBURG INTEGRATED SUSTAINABILITY ACTION PLAN (ISAP)
SOURCE: City of St. Petersburg. (2019). Integrated sustainability action plan. Retrieved from
https://www.stpete.org/sustainability/integrated_sustainability_action_plan.php

Summary:
The Integrated Sustainability Action Plan (ISAP) is a data-driven action plan to improve sustainability in a
comprehensive way by integrating criteria into all decision-making. Sustainability is defined as the social,
environmental, and economic aspects of the community. The document provides a blueprint for current and
future goals. St. Petersburg has identified goals such as a transition to 100% clean energy, environmental
stewardship, resiliency, and racial justice while growing a thriving economy and quality of life, and considering
changing weather and climatic conditions. The ISAP builds on current initiatives and programs and affects all city
departments and local communities and business. The report highlights that one of the main issues and areas of
focus is the lack of equity in terms of availability of opportunities and resources based on race and location.
The ISAP was created to integrate sustainability and resiliency across all departments, and aims to identify
reduction strategies to limit the city’s greenhouse gas emissions.
PURPOSE AND VISION
St. Petersburg is working towards becoming a more resilient city. Therefore, it aims to implement strategies to
address future environmental risks, as well as the existing social, cultural and economic issues. Being a resilient city
implies preparing for the physical threats, as well as preparing citizens, neighborhoods, businesses and by
providing communities with the resources to withstand, respond and thrive in the face these threats. The city has
already taken steps including waterfront master planning, fostering partnerships with the county, focusing on
emergency management and targeting investment through the creation of a community redevelopment area
in south St. Petersburg.
The city of St Petersburg recognizes that integrating sustainability into decision-making will enhance its equity,
livability and resiliency as well as promote growth and address environmental, economic and social challenges.
The city is developing a comprehensive sustainability plan to achieve sustainability and resiliency goals including
100% clean energy, reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, and integrating resiliency and sustainability
across all city departments. The ISAP is a guide for the city and its community partners to implement programs
and strategies that enhance sustainability and resiliency. The ISAP will interact with many city and regional plans
and policies.
Star Community Rating System:
“The Sustainability Tools for Assessing & Rating, or STAR Community Rating System, is the nation’s leading
framework and certification program for evaluating community-wide sustainability, encompassing economic,
environmental, and social performance measures. St. Petersburg was certified as a 3-STAR community in
December 2016. The STAR Community Rating System was used as a foundational framework for the ISAP”.

COMMUNITY AND BUSINESS ENGAGEMENT
The city solicited feedback from a diverse pool of stakeholders to understand what sustainability means to the
community and how to implement it. The city’s sustainability and resiliency web page were updated through the
planning process to provide public information about the project status. Through the community outreach
programs, conversations were started on risk, needs and opportunities for the community. The two main themes
that emerged were that equity needs to be central to all sustainability actions, and that there are disparities in
the availability of accessible and affordable housing, quality jobs, and multi-modal transportation options.
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Equity Overview:
The engagement process was developed to be inclusive of the whole community. However, diverse attendance
was only marginally successful. For instance, the availability of resources and opportunities for people based on
their race and where they live was a pressing topic during community engagement. The city is prioritizing race
as an equity issue, since the imbalance of engagement proved that there is a systematic issue to consider.

SUSTAINABILITY ACTION
The ISAP includes significant focus on strategies for improving energy efficiency, shifting to clean energy and
reducing GHG emissions, to mitigate climate change. The ISAP also evaluates the city’s vulnerabilities to climate
change and addresses them through a comprehensive and integrated sustainability program. In addition, the
city seeks ways to alleviate poverty, provide equitable access to resources, and balance development in housing
and infrastructure.

Figure 58: Common themes
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Figure 59: Interaction of ISAP and other City Plans and Policies
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Figure 60: STAR Communities Goal Areas. SOURCE: STAR Communities

Built Environment:
The built environment encompasses housing, businesses, and utility and transportation infrastructure. These
developments have impacts on air quality, water resources, energy and climate, health and mobility, and cost
of living. A sustainable built environment aims towards complete and compact development, affordable and
equitable access to housing and transportation, resilient buildings and infrastructure, efficient use of resources
and mobility options.
Targets and objectives:
 Increased access to transit
 Increased mileage of sidewalks More split – 60% drive alone maximum
 Increased access to transit
 Affordable housing production 5% annually
 5% of building stock certified with a green building program
 Demonstrate 90% or more of existing infrastructure is in good or better condition
 Increase accessible sidewalk
Priority Actions
 Mandate, incentivize, or fund the creation of affordable housing through a unified affordable housing
strategy
 Analyze and develop appropriate strategies for new development adjacent to low and moderateincome (LMI) neighborhoods
 Support temporary, creative neighborhood uses for vacant lots
 Promote the use of Compact and Complete Communities principles for all new development and
redevelopment efforts
 Adopt green building standards for affordable housing
 Target local infrastructure improvements to underserved and blighted areas; catalyze and track private
investment
 Increase access to affordable housing with housing assistance, redevelopment loans and micro-loan
programs, and multifamily housing programs
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Figure 61: Built Environment Sustainability Matrix
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Figure 62: Built Environment Sustainability Actions
Climate and Energy
STAR states that their Climate and Energy goals strive to “reduce climate impacts through adaptation and
mitigation efforts and increase resource efficiency”. As a critical part of the ISAP the city completed a GHG
emissions inventory and developed a roadmap to reach 100% clean energy by 2035 and an 80% GHG reduction
by 2050.
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Figure 63: Clean Energy Roadmap Summary
The city will upgrade its facilities, for energy and water efficiency, and passed the Sustainability and Resiliency
City Facility Building Ordinance, which requires third-party sustainability certification for municipal building and
infrastructure projects.
Targets and objectives:
 100% clean energy by 2035
 80% GHG emission reduction by 2050
 20% GHG emission reduction by December 2020
 5% of building stock certified with green building program
First steps
The city will first take aggressive action for energy reduction in buildings as well as transportation improvements
to reduce GHG emissions. The Clean Energy Roadmap will guide work.
Priority Actions for Climate and Energy
 Implement deep energy retrofits and retro-commissioning of City facilities
 Implement a private sector building challenge
 Influence an inclusive, accessible, and transparent utility planning process
 Scale up solar co-op and Duke Energy community solar improvements
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Deploy electric vehicle (EV) infrastructure and establish EV incentives
Adopt a building energy benchmarking and disclosure policy
Create a retrofit accelerator program
Establish Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE)
Develop a fuel-efficient, green municipal fleet
Introduce building code provisions that support energy improvements, efficiency and EV readiness
Collaborate with key business and community stakeholders to establish implementation milestones and
progress criteria
Continue to support federal legislation and action that will address climate change, including an
evaluation of a carbon fee and dividend

Economy and Jobs
A critical aspect of St Petersburg sustainability commitment is to create equitable access to quality jobs and to
promote a thriving and resilient local economy.
Education, Arts and Community
Preserving the arts and cultural resource assets of the community while also continuing to enhance education
and access to these resources will remain a priority for the City. Additionally, sustainability and resiliency of St.
Petersburg is dependent on equitable and accessible education opportunities and attainment.
Equity and Empowerment
The targets and priority actions in this section are in furtherance of equity, inclusion, access to resources and
opportunities for all residents.
Health and Safety
Sustainable communities are healthy, resilient, and safe places for all residents and visitors. Transitioning to cleaner
energy sources improve air quality; protection of water resources ensures a health water supply; provision of
multiple transportation modes, including active transportation options increases, the health and well-being of
residents; and mitigating impacts of climate change will support reduction of long-term health hazards
associated with changing climate conditions.
Natural Systems
Natural resources, including marine resources, urban agricultural systems, urban trees, wetlands, and water
resources are a significant asset to St Pete do to their importance in tourism, business attraction and economic
growth, and their role in maintaining healthy air and water, and protecting the residents and businesses from
climate change.
Targets and objectives
 Determine city’s current green infrastructure acreage and set goal for percentage of land area
designated green stormwater infrastructure
 Demonstrate that 85% of population lives within 1/3 mile of green infrastructure features that provide
localized cooling through tree canopy or vegetative surfaces
 Achieve no net loss of habitat areas for threatened species or increase the connectivity between habitats
needed for threatened species
 Maintain natural resource acreage at 20 acres per 1,000 residents or greater or 11.5% of total land area
 Achieve no net loss of wetlands, streams, shoreline buffers
 Restore degraded natural resource areas at a ratio greater than 1% of developed land area in the
jurisdiction
 Achieve attainment or maintenance status for all measured criteria pollutants for outdoor air quality
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Demonstrate that all non-industrial water bodies are swimmable and fishable during 90% of days in the
past year or demonstrate a steady reduction in water closures of at least 2% annually towards achieving
90% of days being swimmable and fishable
Demonstrate that green and grey infrastructure investments are planned using a watershed approach
prioritizing projects for connectivity, water quality and quantity
Demonstrate an increase in the acreage of working lands (backyard, community, rooftop, and school
gardens and small farms that distribute or sell food)

Priority Action
 Increase ecological literacy
 Develop a community-wide invasive species integrated pest management plan
 Develop a community-wide green infrastructure plan that is integrated with all other relevant local plans
 Assess the state of urban forest
 Utilize targets and goals set by Tampa Bay Estuary Program (TBEP) for natural resource protection and
restoration
 Promote the value of food and products grown locally
 Invest in projects that reduce exposure to contaminants and risks associated with environmental justice
conditions
 Explore potential for Blue Carbon funding resources in support of coastal habitat maintenance and
expansion
Realizing Resilience
The city conducted a vulnerability assessment considering climate impacts like weather and sea level rise, which
evaluated critical systems and assets, assessed their sensitivity and adaptive capacity and ranked system and
asset vulnerability. It proposes resiliency policies and regulations for planning and development, using the best
available science. The realizing resilience implementation progress will take early action to include the best
available science, outreach to business and vulnerable populations, collaborate with regional coalitions,
implement green infrastructure and work across departments.
“St. Petersburg’s climate change vulnerabilities and strengths can be found in Appendix D [of the report], along
with a full report resulting from community workshops on Realizing Resilience with equity and economic
development.”
Targets and Objectives
 Using the vulnerability assessment, demonstrate a measurable reduction in vulnerability and/or increase
in resiliency to at least three community wide risks and one at-risk population group
 Current building codes reflect design standards to withstand climate risks
 Measured reduction in economic risks from climate change hazards (value of protected property,
business operational downtime, etc.)
 Increased percentage of infrastructure/building stock designed for resiliency
Priority Actions for Realizing Resiliency
 Actively participate as a leader in the newly formed Tampa Bay Regional Resiliency Coalition
 Improve facilities and infrastructure throughout the community to prepare for climate change impacts
 Assess community development strategies with floodplain and coastal high hazard area updates
 Protect and restore coastal ecological resources to enhance coastal resiliency
 Develop and implement a resiliency communication and outreach program
 Promote existing and develop additional resiliency resources for vulnerable populations
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PINELLAS COUNTY STORMWATER MANUAL
SOURCE: Pinellas County. (2017). Stormwater Manual. Retrieved from
https://www.pinellascounty.org/Plan/pdf_files/PC_Stormwater_Manual.pdf
Summary
Pinellas County is a peninsula located within the Tampa/St. Petersburg Metropolitan area. Due to its location and
geography (surrounded by sea, with several lakes, streams and wetlands across its landscape, and also an
intense rainy season with propensity for hurricanes and tropical storms) Pinellas is at higher risk than other
communities. Moreover, the county is almost entirely built out, and future development will occur mostly as
redevelopment, adaptive reuse and/or retrofits.
This manual was created “to promote an advanced stormwater management approach that is integrated with
a revised land development code that incorporates a variety of green infrastructure or low impact development
options to address stormwater quantity/quality standards as redevelopment occurs.”
The manual is divided into three parts that address the stages of the stormwater design process




Part A: Introduction and Site Planning – This addresses the purpose and intent of the stormwater
management, and establishes expectations and how sites are designed, redeveloped and maintained
Part B: Pinellas Stormwater Requirements - This establishes the overall stormwater standards including
performance and technical requirements
Part C: Best Management Practices Catalog – This establishes the various stormwater methods that are
allowed/approved

Introduction
The Pinellas County Stormwater Management Manual (Manual) is intended to be used primarily by professionals
engaged in planning, designing, constructing, operating, and maintaining stormwater management systems in
conjunction with development projects. It “functions as a toolbox of nonstructural and structural stormwater best
management practices (BMPs) that can be applied to a variety of redevelopment and development
opportunities to satisfy regulatory standards”.

Local Context
Urban Environment and Hydrology
Two of the most important site characteristics that will determine the type and nature of stormwater are the soil
types and the seasonal high-water table conditions. Pinellas County, in cooperation with the Southwest Florida
Water Management District (SWFWMD), Florida Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP), and other
entities, conducts monitoring of water bodies to determine their health every five years. Waters that do not meet
the state’s quality standards undergo a long-term planning and implementation process to reduce pollutants
discharged into the system and to restore their beneficial uses and health.
Discharges to Pinellas County Waterbodies
Most discharges to Florida water bodies are not allowed without a permit. Many future redevelopment projects
will be required to meet a “net improvement” treatment standard for their stormwater discharges.
Flood Control Considerations
Certain areas in Pinellas County discharge to open tidal systems, so they have fewer stormwater management
requirements related to flood control. In areas discharging to waters that are not open tidal systems; however,
full flood protection requirements must be met. The use of green infrastructure Best Management Practices (BMPs)
in these areas will help to reduce stormwater volume, thus providing both water quality and flood control benefits.
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County Stormwater Requirements and Criteria
There is a need to reduce stormwater pollutant loads and improve water quality, wetland, and habitat
conditions. The Land Development Codes, and the Pinellas County Comprehensive Plan ensure low impact
development and a holistic approach.
The document addresses the following:
Erosion and Sediment Control
A plan for minimizing erosion and controlling sediment through the implementation of appropriate BMPs must be
included with the application for a stormwater treatment permit. Erosion and sediment control Best Management
Practices (BMPs) shall be used as necessary during construction to retain sediment on-site and assure that any
discharges from the site do not cause or contribute to a violation of Florida’s turbidity standard.
Inspection and Recertification of Stormwater Treatment Systems
Stormwater treatment and management system must be inspected and maintained on a regular basis as set
forth in this Manual to assure that systems continue to function as permitted.
Potable Water and Hazardous or Toxic Substances
Stormwater systems should not be constructed near drinking water supplies and should prevent exposure to
hazardous and toxic substances.
Off Site Compensating Treatment and Regional Treatment Facilities
Off-site compensating treatment may be used when on-site treatment is not sufficient to meet the required
performance standards
Stormwater Quantity / Flood Control Requirements
Chapter 4 provides the design criteria and methodologies for meeting the water quantity and conveyance
requirements of the County’s Land Development Codes it addresses criteria for discharge to open/closed
drainage basins and tidal waters. It provides acceptable methods of computation of runoff rates and general
requirements for stormwater systems.
Stormwater Quality Permitting Requirements
“The stormwater treatment system shall be designed to achieve the highest level of pollutant removal by
reducing the post-development annual average stormwater total nitrogen and phosphorus.” Chapter 5 provides
methodology for calculating site-specific annual average stormwater pollutant loadings for pre-development
and post-development hydrology.
“Once the pre-development and post-development loadings have been calculated and the required percent
reduction of TN and TP have been established, the stormwater BMP treatment train can be designed. This Manual
includes a variety of BMPs, both nonstructural and structural, that can be used to reduce nutrients in stormwater
discharges.”

Evaluating and Master Planning a Site
Stormwater characteristics change dramatically with the urbanization process. Development and
redevelopment activities compact soils and add impervious which reduce, disrupt, or entirely eliminate native
vegetation, upper soil layers, shallow depressions, and natural drainage patterns that intercept, evaporate, store,
slowly convey, and infiltrate stormwater.
The hydrologic and hydraulic effects of these activities include reduced infiltration and groundwater recharge,
increased speed and volume of stormwater runoff and increased erosion and sedimentation. These
consequences of urban development lead to lowering of groundwater tables, altered stream flows; altered
wetland and lake water levels; and an increased magnitude and frequency of flooding.
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This manual discusses the goals of stormwater management, and of essential site planning requirements. The
ultimate goal is to maintain predevelopment stormwater characteristics of a site after development, as well as
to minimize the adverse effects of urban development on communities, watersheds, water bodies, wetlands,
floodplains, and other natural systems. A Particular emphasis is placed on water quality treatment Best
Management Practices (BMPs) and Low Impact Development.

Stormwater Management
Stormwater management systems are required to mitigate the stormwater quantity and quality changes that
accompany urban development. Stormwater treatment systems are those components of a stormwater water
management system constructed to control pollutant loads. Stormwater treatment systems utilize best
management practices (BMPs) that can be categorized into two basic categories:
Nonstructural BMPs (source control):
These BMPs are used for pollution prevention to minimize pollutants getting into stormwater or to minimize
stormwater volume. They include Site Planning BMPs such as preserving vegetation, clustering development,
minimizing total impervious and directly connected impervious area. They also include Source Control BMPs such
as minimizing clearing, minimizing soil compaction and using Florida-Friendly Landscaping™ and minimizing
fertilizer use.
Structural BMPs:
Structural BMPs are used to mitigate the changes in stormwater characteristics associated with land
development and urbanization.
 Retention BMPs: Infiltration based practices. Includes retention basins, exfiltration, trenches, natural buffers
and previous pavements
 Detention BMPs: those that detain stormwater and discharge it offsite at a specified rate. Commonly wet
detention system that has a permanent pool of water
 Filtration BMPs: detention systems that have discharge structures that incorporate pollutant removal
media within a filtration system

Catalog of Stormwater Best Management Practices
This section of the Manual sets forth county-specific technical criteria for the design, construction, operation, and
maintenance of structural stormwater treatment systems or BMPs, with a greater emphasis on non-structural BMPs,
Site planning BMPs and Source Control BMPs. This chapter presents several systems, and expands on their benefits,
limitations, level of treatment, required nutrient load, calculations for load reduction, design and performance
criteria, construction requirements, and inspection requirements.
6.1 Retention Basin Design Criteria
“A ‘retention basin’ is a recessed area within the landscape that is designed to store and retain a defined
quantity of runoff, allowing it to percolate through permeable soils into the shallow ground water aquifer.”
6.2 Exfiltration Trench Design Criteria
“An exfiltration trench is a subsurface retention system consisting of a conduit such as perforated pipe surrounded
by natural or artificial aggregate which temporarily stores and infiltrates stormwater runoff”
6.3 Underground Storage and Retention Systems Design Criteria
“Underground storage and retention systems are special types of retention systems that capture the Required
Treatment Volume (RTV) in an underground storage system and ‘drainfield.’ Generally, these systems consist of
lightweight, high strength modular units with “open” bottoms to allow for soil infiltration”
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6.4 Treatment Swales
“Swales are manmade trenches which provide retention and infiltration of stormwater.”
6.5 Vegetated Natural Buffers
“Vegetated natural buffers (VNBs) are defined as areas with vegetation suitable for sediment removal along with
nutrient uptake and soil stabilization that are set aside between developed areas and a receiving water or
wetland for stormwater treatment purposes. They also can be used as the pre-filter for a bio-filtration system…
Buffers are intended for use to avoid the difficulties associated with the construction and maintenance of
backyard swales on land controlled by individual homeowners.”
6.6 Pervious Pavement Systems
“Pervious pavement systems include the subsoil, the sub-base, and the pervious pavement (Figure 6.6.1). They
can include several types of materials or designed systems such as pervious concrete, pervious
aggregate/binder products, pervious paver systems, and modular paver systems.”
6.7 Green Roof/Cistern Systems
“A green roof/cistern stormwater treatment system is a vegetated roof followed by storage in a cistern for the
filtrate that is reused for irrigation.”
6.8 Wet Detention System
“Wet detention systems are permanently wet ponds that are designed to slowly release a portion of the collected
stormwater runoff through an outlet structure. Wet detention systems are often an effective BMP for sites with
moderate to high water table conditions.”
6.9 Stormwater Harvesting System
“Stormwater harvesting uses treated stormwater for beneficial purposes thus reducing the stormwater volume
and mass of pollutants discharged from a retention or wet detention system. It is most often used with wet
detention as part of a BMP treatment train. The harvested stormwater can be used for numerous uses including
irrigating lawns and landscape beds, irrigating green roofs, washing vehicles, industrial cooling and processing,
and toilet flushing.”
6.10
Up-Flow Filter Systems
“Up-flow filters are used in conjunction with detention systems, either wet detention or vault systems, to increase
their pollutant load removal effectiveness. As the name implies, stormwater enters the bottom of these filters and
exits from the top.”
6.11
Managed Aquatic Plant Systems (MAPS) Design Criteria
“The littoral zone is that portion of a wet detention pond that is designed to contain rooted aquatic plants. The
littoral area is usually created by extending and gently sloping the sides of the pond to a maximum depth of four
feet below the normal water level or control elevation.”
6.12
Biofiltration Systems with Biosorption Activated Media (BAM)
“Biofilters or biofiltration systems are a suite of typically offline BMPs that are engineered systems used when soils
will not allow adequate percolation for retention systems. Typically, these are stormwater detention BMPs and
serve small drainage areas of up to two acres. Biofiltration systems with BAM incorporate select soils, cellulose, or
other pollutant removal mixtures”
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6.13
Rain Gardens
Rain gardens are small retention basins that can be integrated into a site’s landscaping. A rain garden is a
shallow, constructed depression that is planted with deep-rooted Florida-Friendly™ plants. It is located in the
landscape to receive runoff from hard surfaces such as a roof, a sidewalk, a driveway, or parking area. Rain
gardens slow down the rush of water from these impervious surfaces, holds the water for a short period of time
and allows it to naturally infiltrate into the ground.
6.14
Rainwater Harvesting
Harvesting rainwater from roof runoff is an easy, inexpensive way to disconnect impervious surfaces and capture
water before it has contacted many potential contaminants.
6.15
Rainfall Interceptor Trees
Interceptor trees are those trees used in urban land uses adjacent to impervious surfaces as part of the
stormwater treatment system to reduce runoff volume and pollution from the area.
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2020 TAMPA BAY HABITAT MASTER PLAN UPDATE
SOURCE: ESA. (2020). 2020 Habitat Master Plan Update, Draft. Provided with permission by the Tampa
Bay Estuary Program.
Summary
The Tampa Bay Estuary Program (TBEP) 2020 Habitat Master Plan Update provides an overview of the critical
environments in the area and an updated roadmap (along with the organization’s Comprehensive Plan) toward
protection and restoration. It defines 2030 protection and restoration targets for Tampa Bay habitats of interest.
The document update provides an extensive inventory of Tampa’s existing conservation lands and the 546
habitat restoration activities since 1971-2019. TBEP is now shifting efforts from ‘Restore the Balance’ to the
Watershed Approach, with coordinated and realistic targets. Mitigation and protection strategies incorporate
the entire watershed, from uplands to subtidal environments in the Bay.

Figure 64: Map of Tampa Bay Estuary Watershed, prepared by ESA for the TBEP
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The plan outlines 1.) critical communities and their ecosystem services, 2.) an adjusted conservation/restoration
strategy, 3.) potential opportunities, and 4.) funding mechanisms.
The Plan’s current emphasis is to protect and restore the most productive habitats, seagrass beds and the three
major types of emergent tidal wetlands (mangrove, salt marsh, salt barren). Because of the structure and
productivity of these wetlands, they are identified as critical coastal habitats.

Strategies and Paradigms
The Watershed Approach
The document describes that the health of the Bay and coastal habitats is linked to land uses and management
of water quality and quantity of the whole watershed. “All water that falls within the boundaries of the watershed
is interconnected and expressed through the continuum of natural plant communities that extend from the
headwaters to the estuary”. This applies to pollutant load, both point and non-point, and flows as well as habitat
protection and restoration. The approach should be based on “partnerships, watershed geographic focus, and
sound management techniques based on strong science and data”.
Watershed Components and Specific Strategies
Within the Tampa Bay Watershed there are three defined actions areas; the coastal stratum, the river floodplain
stratum, and the upland stratum. It is helpful to understand these systems as they can be mapped (stratum) and
also by the elevation below or above sea level in which they thrive.
 Subtidal (the Coastal Stratum) areas include seagrasses, tidal flats, oyster bars, hard bottom, and
artificial habitats / shoreline stabilization alternatives (constructed reefs, oyster domes, rip-rap jetties, and
living shorelines). Actions associated with this zone include dredging recovery
 Intertidal (the Coastal Stratum) areas include mangroves, salt marshes, tidal creeks, and salt barrens
that require low energy, estuarine, shallow slopes, and intertidal zones. They provide critical habitat,
provide important nutrients, stabilize shorelines and minimize erosion, and assimilate pollutants from
urban runoff. Low lying coastal uplands are critically important tidal wetland buffers and will be
necessary to accommodate wetland migration. The incorporation of green techniques as living
shorelines along the urban waterfront improves shoreline stabilization, biological complexity, and water
quality, can keep pace with sea level rise, and are more resilient than ‘grayer’ techniques.
 Supratidal (the Upland Stratum and the River Floodplain Stratum) areas include freshwater wetlands,
native uplands, and coastal uplands which buffer tidal wetlands from urban and agricultural
development. These wetland corridors, including the 100-year river floodplain, provide migratory fish
and wildlife habitats, floodwater attenuation and aquifer recharge, erosion control, water quality
treatment, delivery of critical nutrients, and economic services. Coastal uplands are expected to
transition to emergent tidal wetlands over the next 50 years. Local governments must improve
protections for native upland habitats against development pressures.
Habitat Mosaics
Restoration projects have become more sophisticated over time with increasing complexity that supports greater
species diversity within smaller areas. This habitat mosaic approach, has evolved in Tampa Bay restoration
projects because of increased knowledge and because of the limited area available for restoration projects.
Many designs have incorporated ‘polishing’ of stormwater to care for polluted runoff into the Bay. Improved
mosaic designs increase resilience and are an important element to adaptive management planning to
account for future environmental uncertainties.
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Adaptive Management
The concept is based on the following:
 Ecosystems are inherently complex and dynamic with a large degree of unpredictability.
 Reduce uncertainty by monitoring and using feedback to redirect future actions.
 Learn by doing, which reinforces the feedback loop and constant learning.
 The process is iterative, with adjustments along the way.
 It can be applied at any scale.
The process has been successfully applied for seagrasses by first setting a restoration target, implementing
actions, monitoring, and then fine-tuning management actions based on input. This data can then be utilized for
designing future projects (reference SWFWMD lessons learned).
The Additive Hybrid Approach
The additive hybrid approach demands comprehensive solutions at both watershed and site level. “The Habitat
Master Plan Update recommends the adoption of an integrated and comprehensive plan” that should
accomplish the following:
 Be retrospective and prospective;
 Address all native habitats in the TBEP watershed, upland and coastal;
 Management is best accomplished on publicly-owned conservation lands;
○ Prioritize the acquisition of identified critical lands.
 Promote public-private partnerships and rolling easements;
 Incorporate upland buffers to accommodate habitat migration.
Targets should:
 Be informed by past changes and anticipated future trends;
 Be based on the opportunities and restoration potentials that exist today;
 Be place based; and
 Consider and accommodate current and future stressors including development, sea level rise, and
climate change.

New Strategies
Protection and Restoration Targets
The master plan includes protection and restoration targets for native forested and non-forested freshwater
wetlands. Meeting these targets will improve overall watershed health, provide flood attenuation, water quality
treatment, production and export of complex organic matter, and wildlife shelter and migratory corridors.
Conservation of existing salt marsh habitat will necessitate the provision of adequate freshwater discharges to
maintain proper salinity regimes in the tidal tributaries where they are found.

The Importance of Uplands
The plan also suggests to include coastal uplands for current function and for possible future function. Hydric
hammocks act as a buffer between habitats and between development and native wetlands. They may
accommodate migration of emergent tidal wetlands with sea level rise. Conserve remaining coastal uplands to
accommodate emergent tidal wetland migration in response to sea level rise.
Water Clarity and Pollution
Improvement of water clarity is a top issue to prevent seagrass losses along the ‘deep edge’ as depth increases
and light levels decrease.
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Land Conservation Mechanisms
The plan suggests that, in order to conserve existing habitats, governments and agencies should focus on
publicly-owned conservation lands. They should also initiate public-private partnerships (Mosaic, TECO, and
private mitigation bank) to secure conservation easements and funding for implementation. As sea-level rise
increases, there may also be a need to explore rolling easements, which would restrict more intense
development along the coast so that land could accommodate tidal wetland migration.

Opportunities for Conservation and Restoration
In an already developed watershed, perpetual management activities include prescribed burns, chemical and
physical exotic and nuisance species control, controlling human disturbances from recreational uses, as well as
fish wildlife management actions targeting the maintenance or recovery of threatened species. Other
opportunities may include:
Dredge and Fill Areas
61% of the completed habitat restoration projects in the Tampa watershed involved estuarine habitats such as
mangroves, salt marshes, salt barrens, and associated subtidal habitats. These tidal wetlands are a large
component of the Surface Water Improvement and Management (SWIM) program. Opportunistic land
acquisition and conservation should take advantage of any coastal property that becomes available.
Areas with potential for restoration include areas that have been filled for development or through illicit spoil
disposal, abandoned tropical fish farm ponds (typically near the coast or contiguous tidal tributary), abandoned
borrow pits and rock mining ponds (see Rock Ponds Ecosystem Restoration Project). 11 documented dredged
holes around Tampa’s coastline have been assessed for restoration potential, along with water quality and
benthic communities. An 86-acre restoration site in McKay Bay (implemented by the Tampa Port Authority and
funded by SWFWMD) should be monitored and used as reference for design of future dredge hole restoration
projects. Utilize existing projects like this to design from their successes and challenges.
Hardened Urban Shorelines
Urban areas are unrealistic locations for large-scale habitat restoration, but there are various opportunities to
enhance habitat functions and improve resilience in such areas. Stabilization structures, like living shorelines, can
protect shorelines from intense storms, wave erosion, and sea level rise while providing ecosystem services. See
the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission for Tampa specific Living Shoreline Suitability Model. By
enhancing hard edges where appropriate, living shorelines can expand the horizontal and vertical footprint to
expand the site’s resilience. See original document for detailed locations.
Altered Tidal Creeks and Tributaries
With over 2 million linear feet of tidal tributary channels, most have been physically altered through dredging,
filling, straightening, hardening, and/or impoundment and chemically altered by point or non-point source
pollution. These impacted areas offer restoration potential and can be integrated with aesthetic and
recreational features. Booker Creek in St Petersburg is identified for potential restoration and enhancements.
Improvements can include removal of salt barriers and hardened shorelines, restoration of straightened channel
segments, planting of riparian areas with native vegetation, and trash skimmers.
Flood control canals and flow diversion alternatives, like the Palm River/Tampa Bypass Canal and the Lake Tarpon
Outfall Canal, are necessary for flooding control protection. But there is potential in both for functional restoration
opportunities like the addition of emergent tidal wetlands that could provide for salinity gradients and improved
habitat richness while maintaining flood control capacity. Riparian land bordering both of these canals is publicly
owned by the SWFWMD as drainage easements. Successful examples of this happening are Channels A and G,
part of the greater Rocky/Brushy Creek and Upper Sweetwater Creek watershed flood control system. Both were
hardened versions of natural tidal tributaries.
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Reclaimed Mined Lands
The headwaters of the Alafia and the Little Manatee Rivers have been historically mined for phosphate. Many of
these old sites have mandatory reclamation status but have been reclaimed to variable degrees, and sites along
the Alafia that were mined before 1975 are designated ‘non-mandatory’ lands. ⅓ of the Alafia River watershed
is reclaimed lands. Pollutant loads and seepage need to be better understood.

Habitat Restoration and Compensatory Mitigation
The linkage of publicly funded restoration activity with compensatory mitigation requirements continues to be a
concern in the Habitat Master Plan Update. For wetland protection requirements, development permits are
issued in exchange for one of the 5 following options:
 Restoration of a previously existing wetland or another aquatic site;
 Enhancement of an existing wetland or aquatic site’s functions;
 Establishment of a new wetland or aquatic site;
 Preservation of an existing wetland or aquatic site;
 Preservation, restoration and/or enhancement of an upland site providing habitat support for wetland
dependent wildlife.
In Florida, this can be achieved through permittee-responsible compensatory mitigation, mitigation banking,
regional off-site mitigation, and in-lie fee programs. These are described below:
 Permittee-responsible compensatory mitigation
o The developer or entity requesting a development permit is responsible for implementation and
monitoring of the mitigation requirements. This has been rare since mitigation banking became
an option in 1994.
 Mitigation banks
o A practice in which an environmental enhancement or restoration project is conducted by a
public agency or private entity (“banker”) to provide mitigation for unavoidable wetland
impacts within a defined region (mitigation service area). The permittee purchases credits from
the bank, but transfers the responsibility to the owner/manager of the bank.
o There is a uniform assessment method for valuing the ecosystem function that will be lost. It
evaluates functions through consideration of an ecological community’s current condition,
hydrologic connection, uniqueness, location, fish and wildlife utilization, time lag and mitigation
risk.
o This is the most common of the available options.
o Operated by for profit private entities.
o Must achieve certain milestones and approvals upfront - including site selection, conceptual
plan development, and wetland credit value - and can generally sell a majority of their wetland
credits only after the physical construction of compensation sites has begun.
 Regional off-site mitigation areas (ROMAs)
o Environmental enhancement projects conducted by the FDEP, a Water Management District, or
a local government that serve as mitigation for multiple impact projects. ROMA’s that serve as
mitigation for more than 5 permits or 35 acres of impact are operated under a Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA), similar to a state mitigation bank permit.
o The vast majority of ROMAs have been established by local governments to mitigate wetland
impacts related to their own infrastructure improvements.
o “Mitigation banks and offsite regional mitigation should emphasize the restoration and
enhancement of degraded ecosystems and the preservation of uplands and wetlands as intact
ecosystems rather than alteration of landscapes to create wetlands. This is best accomplished
through restoration of ecological communities that were historically present.” These
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amendments now allow for even more flexibility in attaining watershed-level goals, as well as for
potentially improved coordination between habitat restoration and compensatory mitigation.
2019 Florida Legislature Amendment.
○ Operated by non-profit or governmental agencies.
○ Must achieve certain milestones and approvals upfront - including site selection, conceptual
plan development, and wetland credit value - and can generally sell a majority of their wetland
credits only after the physical construction of compensation sites has begun.
In-lieu fee programs
○ “An in-lieu fee program involves the restoration, establishment, enhancement and/or
preservation of aquatic resources through funds paid to a government or non-profit natural
resources management entity to satisfy compensatory mitigation requirements for permits”.
○ The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) mitigation program (est. 1995), the most
significant of this strategy, requires FDOT to announce each year an inventory of anticipated
wetland impacts and to invest in offset mitigation. The funding is used to reimburse affected
water management districts for their direct mitigation costs.
○ Operated by non-profit or governmental agencies.
○ In-lieu fee programs generally initiate compensatory mitigation projects only after collecting
fees, and there has often been a substantial time lag between permitted impacts and the
physical construction of compensatory mitigation projects.

Failures of compensatory mitigation in Florida
Compensatory mitigation has not accomplished the goals it was originally set out for. The Master Plan points
out that insufficient resources have been committed to construct and monitor for successful projects and that
on-site mitigation projects are often too small and isolated to be effective (‘postage stamp’ mitigation). Also,
rigid type-for-type regulatory requirements limit restoration and conservation potential, meaning sometimes a
direct replacement for what is damaged is not possible or the best solution.
Develop a Coordinated Watershed Approach
Mitigation projects as described above have typically happened without watershed level coordination. To
reduce fragmented implementation and to improve monitoring, the Master Plan Update recommends that the
TBEP form a federal-state-local-private partnership to provide the necessary framework. The outcome would be
a coordinated approach to linking regulatory and resource management programs in the Tampa Bay
watershed. The proposed Tampa Bay Habitat Management Consortium would ‘serve as a coordinating body for
watershed-level conservation land acquisition, as well as habitat management, enhancement, and restoration
activities.
For Further Implementation Details Refer to:
TBEP Master Plan Update, Appendix B: Habitat Restoration Best Practices Manual
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TAMPA BAY BLUE CARBON ASSESSMENT
SOURCE: Sheehan, L., Crooks, S., Tomasko, D., Robison, D., Connell, H. & Quinton, B. (2016). Tampa
bay blue carbon assessment. Tampa Bay Estuary Program: ESA Project No. D140671. Retrieved from
http://www.tampabay.wateratlas.usf.edu/upload/documents/Tampa-Bay-Blue-Carbon-AssessmentReport-final_June2016.pdf
Summary
This study highlights the substantial contribution that coastal wetlands provide by removing carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere and storing carbon as biomass in the soil. “By 2100 Tampa Bay’s blue carbon ecosystems will
remove 74,000 tons of CO2.” The study is limited in scope to existing and restored natural areas, but identifies
future areas for potential habitat retreat or future ecosystem restoration. Additionally, this study is part of an
important discussion to further the valorization of carbon offset preservation in estuarine ecosystems.
Thanks to hard fought gains since the 1950’s, Tampa Bay is unique in that its carbon sequestration capacities
have increased. The study includes a quantitative analysis of local habitat productivity over time and at various
sea level rise scenarios. They note that restoration targets have been exceeded for seagrasses and are being
defined for other ecosystems. For the purposes of this study, “the restoration plan specifically targets salt marsh
and salt barrens as priorities for restoration as loss of these habitats has been disproportionate compared to other
emergent tidal wetlands.”
“The ecosystem services provided by the Bay’s coastal habitats support and directly contribute toward a
substantial regional economy (Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council 2015). About half of the regional
employment is dependent upon the Bay itself, and in total, one in five jobs in the region depends on a ‘healthy’
Tampa Bay.” The goal of this assessment is to encourage restoration efforts to evolve to adapt to the pressures of
climate change and to develop upon known mechanisms to reduce the drivers of climate change - principally,
greenhouse gas emissions (Crooks et al. 2014).
The report suggests that, to mitigate for future climate, communities in the Bay area need to manage carbon
sequestration now and reduce the drivers of climate change (principally greenhouse gases), and also mitigate
to allow coastal ecology to adapt to sea level rise
Tampa Bay’s population is expected to double by 2050, which will place significant stress on habitat resources.
This is a recommendation to plan ahead for expected populations and coastal changes by incorporating new
incentives and policies to promote and expand protected estuarine habitats.

Recommendations from the Report
Recognize Landscape Change through Time
“The actual evolution of coastal wetland habitats in Tampa Bay will almost certainly be further affected by
localized changes in rainfall patterns, freshwater inflows, nutrient loading, flushing and circulation patterns,
dredge and fill, restoration actions, and urban development activities.” It is important, as work progresses to
recognize that natural systems will continue to change, reflecting the new environmental conditions, pressures,
and constraints.
Strategies should account for inherently dynamic system as it evolves in response to the forces around it, natural
and otherwise. Additionally, consider the flux of GHG gases with a better understanding of stocks and emissions.
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Protect Existing Habitats and Plan for Habitat Retreat
If water quality is maintained, modeling predicts that seagrasses will thrive and move into newly-submerged and
vacated mangroves. The balance of habitats will decline in extent - and ‘will require creation of space for
wetlands in upland areas that will be flooded by future sea-level rise.’ For future protection and restoration of
critical coastal habitats, continue to “restore large-scale ecosystems with a mosaic of habitats” and “consider
lands upslope of the previously identified priority restoration areas to provide sea-level rise accommodation
space.” The report refers to The Southeast Florida Regional Climate Change Compact as a model for local
government conservation and collaboration.
Suggested management plans should yield higher carbon sequestration rates. Actions should focus on:





“Restoring habitats bordering upland areas in order to maintain wetland habitat and associated
sequestration into the future,
Targeting upland areas for acquisition and restoration, and
Improving water quality to help drive seagrass expansion.”

Recommendations for Future Analysis
The study suggests improving regional understanding of sediment supply to tidal wetlands as an indicator and
influence on mangrove resiliency. The maximum capacity of mangroves to build soils through organic
sedimentation is not clearly defined or understood - and leaves a certain amount of uncertainty.
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BROWARD SEA-LEVEL-RISE EFFORTS BRING RESILIENCY SUCCESS STORIES
SOURCE: Lee, I. (2018, July 12). Broward sea-level-rise efforts bring resiliency success stories. South
Florida Sun Sentinel. Retrieved from https://www.sun-sentinel.com/opinion/fl-op-viewpoint-sea-levelrise-broward-teamwork-20180712-story
Summary
Climate change has been a key focal area for Broward County since 2008. In that year, the County passed a
resolution that established a community-wide greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction target of 80 percent below 2007
emissions by 2050. In 2009, the Climate Change Task Force engaged hundreds of local experts and citizens to
draft the first Climate Change Action Plan. Published in 2010, the county has been actively implementing the 126
recommended actions across all agencies. In 2015, the plan was updated through a similar process. It will be
updated again five years.
Regional Climate Action
Broward County is a partner of the Southeast Florida Regional Climate Change Compact and is a part of a joint
commitment between Broward, Miami-Dade, Monroe, and Palm Beach Counties in mitigating the causes from
and adapting to the consequences of climate change. It’s a collaboration focused on addressing shared
climate-related challenges, which has accelerated our mutual efforts. In 2014, the White House designated the
Compact as a Climate Action Champion. In addition, Broward County became the first local government to
create a stand-alone climate change element as part of the Comprehensive Plan. The Climate Change
Element is a coordinated initiative consisting of 82 environmental policies which consider how the community will
best adapt to and mitigate for the economic, environmental, and social effects of climate change.

Initiatives
Broward County’s Resilient Dunes Program
Launched in 2016 after tropical storm Sandy hit, it was learned that dunes can mitigate coastal flooding while
also reducing sand loss and infrastructure damage from storms.
Resilient Roads
After Sandy eroded Fort Lauderdale beach, it was further damaged by a high-wave event over Thanksgiving
of 2012. About 2,000 feet of one lane of A1A was washed into the ocean. Several government agencies
responded. Broward County brought in sand to re-establish the beach. FDOT worked with the local community
to re-think the restoration of the road. The City solicited community input. In the end, the road was rebuilt with
sheet piles driven to 45 feet to prevent scouring of the road bed. Drainage was redirected to the west, allowing
a 2-foot increase in the ocean-facing lane for additional wave protection.
The iconic wave wall was replaced but anchored to the sheet pilings. Property owners agreed to have low
dunes planted to prevent erosion and had input in changing the traffic flow at this location. The result is stronger
infrastructure that preserves the beach, walkways and wave wall.
Stormwater Improvements:
The Riviera Isles community wanted the City to install a new technology -- one-way check valves, also known
as tidal valves, into the stormwater drainage system to address high tides in the fall. The projects were privately
funded by the City, who would reimburse the paying communities if the valves met performance standards.
During the next high-tide event, the valves met the performance criteria and the community was reimbursed.
That success launched a more comprehensive program with 147 tidal valves installed throughout coastal Fort
Lauderdale.
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Groundwater and Water Supply
The Commission built a water reuse system. The City protects its water supply by reusing water instead of
pumping more out of the ground. Pompano Beach is the only city to have pushed back the saltwater intrusion
line.
Sea Walls
In July 2017, Broward County adopted an updated wet season groundwater elevation map that accounts for
the rise in the groundwater table predicted with 2 feet of sea-level rise. This standard is now applied to all new
development and major redevelopment.
Sea-level Rise
On May 8, 2018, Broward County approved a contract that will provide an update of the 100-year flood map
that reflects 2 feet of sea-level rise. It will be used to guide building and road elevations and help keep flood
insurance rates as low as possible in our community.
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SOUTHEAST FLORIDA REGIONAL CLIMATE CHANGE COMPACT
SOURCE: Southeast Florida Regional Climate Compact. (2019). About the regional climate action
plan (RCAP). Retrieved from https://southeastfloridaclimatecompact.org/regional-climate-actionplan/
Summary
The Southeast Florida Regional Climate Change Compact was established in 2010 due to the realization that
working from similar baselines would strengthen lobbying efforts. Counties, municipalities and other organizations
work in collaboration.
The Compact developed the “Sea Level Rise Technical Ad Hoc Working Group” which created the document
“Unified Sea Level Rise Projection” paper.
Another important development and implementation document is the Compact’s Regional Climate Action Plan.
This was a collaborative action project that included nearly 100 subject-matter experts. It contains
recommendations in seven areas:
 Sustainable communities and transportation planning
 Water supply, management and infrastructure
 Natural systems
 Agriculture
 Energy and fuel;
 Risk reduction and emergency management
 Outreach and public policy
The RCAP also contains 110 recommendations intended to be implemented.
The compact, composed of Broward County, Miami-Dade County, Monroe County and Palm Beach County,
outlines a collaborative effort to foster sustainability and climate resilience at a regional scale. It is a way to
coordinate mitigation, adaptation, response, and preparation for climate change, including seal-level rise,
flooding, and economic and social disruptions across counties.
The counties work cooperatively to develop legislative programs and jointly advocate for state and federal
policies and funding, dedicate resources to the Regional Climate Action Plan, and meet annually to record
progress and identify emerging issues.
Members
Each county has one (or two) designated senior staff member to serve as a Staff Steering Committee charged
with assuring fulfillments of the Compact commitments. Additionally, municipal representatives, ex-officio
members of institutes such as the South Florida Regional Planning Council or the South Florida Water
Management District, and representatives of the institute for Sustainable Communities, support the compact.
Partnerships
The compact has partnerships with the Florida Climate Institute, Regional Economic Resilience Collaboration,
and several municipalities.
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Regional Climate Action Plan (RCAP)
The Regional Climate Action Plan (RCAP) is the Compact’s guide for coordinated climate action to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and build climate resilience. It provides a set of recommendations, guidelines for
implementation, and shared best practices for local entities to act in-line with the regional agenda.
The first RCAP was published in 2012. After five years it was updated by the compact, with help from local
governments, stakeholders and partners, and reflects upon lessons learned and actions taken.
The RCAP is meant to serve as a tool for all scales of planning. It identifies vulnerabilities, prioritized actions, and
integrated policy initiatives to create a clear path forward for the region. This framework for concerted regional
action recognizes that decisions on timing and approach are best determined at the local level.
The RCAP 2.0 is an online interactive tool that allows stakeholders to build customizable implementation plans.
Users are able to browse for resiliency recommendations based on focus area and priorities:
Focus Areas
 Agriculture
 Compact Coordination
 Energy and Fuel
 Natural Systems
 Public Health
 Public Outreach and Engagement
 Public Policy Advocacy
 Regional Economic Resilience
 Risk Reduction and Emergency Management
 Social Equity
 Sustainable Communities and Transportation
 Water
Within each of these areas, specific goals are established, including contexts and recommendations.

Figure 65: Website interface for the RCAP 2.0
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EXAMPLE:

Figure 66: Website interface for the RCAP 2.0

PUBLIC

HEALTH
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Figure 67: Website interface for the RCAP 2.0

Mitigation Strategies within the Regional Climate Action Plan
(Taken directly from the Regional Climate Action Plan)
Agriculture
Goal
Ensure the continued viability of agriculture in Southeast Florida in the face of climate change through policies
and actions that encourage sustainable production, remove barriers to production, promote economic
incentives, improve water reliability, and promote best management practices.
Strategies
AG-1: Preserve economic viability
 Support local land use, zoning, water management, and other policies that help the agriculture sector
adapt to and manage climate impacts to agriculture, including increased drought, flooding, sea level
rise, and groundwater salinization
 Consider developing Adaptation Action Areas (AAAs) for agricultural projects focused on adaptation
AG-2: Meet water needs
 Align local water management goals with the Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services’
(FDACS)
 Invest in mutually beneficial and shared infrastructure
AG-3: Promote local goods
AG-4: Research climate-related needs
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Develop processes with extension services for regularly identifying the most pressing climate-related data
and research needs
 Facilitate sharing of climate-related agriculture research with local farmers and the agriculture industry.
 Prioritize academic research and agricultural extension services that align with needs for climate
adaptation in Southeast Florida agriculture
AG-5: Create purchase of development rights programs
AG-6: Manage land responsibly
 Review and assess current agricultural best management practices (BMPs)
 Integrate climate-smart management practices into BMPs
AG-7: Seek critical agricultural resource designation
AG-8: Enable urban agriculture
 Identify and reduce obstacles for enabling urban agriculture, gardening, and other backyard agricultural
practices
 Reduce zoning obstacles for urban agricultural practices, such as vertical and rooftop farming, growing
and selling produce, and keeping chickens and/or beehives. Steps to reduce obstacles include:
o Amending zoning codes to allow for specific agricultural animals in residential districts
o Establishing a pilot permit program to incrementally increase the number of agricultural animals
o Explicitly excluding agricultural activities in nuisance laws and aesthetic regulations
 Strengthen home-rule powers of municipalities and counties as it relates to agricultural zoning so decisions
about community agriculture are localized.
AG-9: Expand pest and pathogen prevention
AG-10: Promote responsible agricultural practices
 Promote sustainable aquaculture, perennial crops, diversified farming systems, precision agriculture, and
re-contouring field elevations.
 Create education and incentive programs to encourage sustainable food production techniques that
preserve soil and water quality.
AG-11: Assess health risk to workers


Compact Coordination
Goal
Strengthen coordination and collaboration in Southeast Florida on climate change issues by building the
capacity of the Compact to meet evolving regional needs.
Strategies
CC-1: Implement a communications strategy
 Partner with business, government, and community leadership to define communications priorities and
develop a coordinated communications strategy designed to educate and engage the entire
community on climate challenges and regional needs as an economic imperative and opportunity.
 Develop and promote a well-curated online library of regionally consistent, rigorous, and multilingual
communications resources for use by local governments, associations, and other stakeholders.
CC-2: Update sea level rise projections
 Convene the ad hoc sea level rise working group at least every five years to review and update the
Southeast Florida unified sea level rise projections and other established unified projections in
accordance with the latest peer-reviewed science.
CC-3: Promote broader project review
 Explore opportunities to better coordinate cross-agency and cross-jurisdiction reviews of major
infrastructure projects
 Review and assess current infrastructure project identification, design, and approval processes across
agencies and jurisdictions in Southeast Florida municipalities, counties, and regional and state agencies.
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Evaluate the efficacy and efficiency of alternative project processes that coordinate across agencies
and jurisdictions.
CC-4: Support resilience in jurisdictions
CC-5: Track regional indicators
 Develop processes for refining regional climate and community indicators based on local, state, and
federally produced data.
 Gather existing up-to-date data that contributes to the regional climate indicators to share on website
 Develop and manage a process for tracking RCAP implementation across the region
CC-6: Create an equity advisory group


Energy and Fuel
Goal
Reduce consumption of electricity and fuel and increase renewable energy capacity to increase regional
resilience, reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and improve emergency management and disaster recovery.
Strategies
EF-1: Promote renewables policies and technology
 Promote renewable energy through policies and technological development in order to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
 Develop local GHG emissions reduction targets through climate action plans aligned with regional
priorities
 Set percent renewable energy targets that align with regional and local GHG emissions reduction targets
 Partner with academic institutions to invest in research and development of new renewable energy
technologies, such as biodiesel production from algae.
EF-2: Advance energy efficiency and conservation
 Advance energy efficiency and conservation through technological solutions, behavioral strategies, and
policies in order to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
 Set local energy efficiency building standards that align with regional and local GHG emissions reduction
targets
 Partner with local government and other stakeholders to assess the efficiency of the Florida Energy Code
and define the responsibilities of each trade to improve compliance and enforcement.
 Review and share action examples for local governments and regional agencies for energy efficiency
financing strategies, including changes to local ordinances, incentives, and education.
 Support and advocate for utilities to develop competitive rates for efficient lighting and energy efficiency
retrofits.
 Develop policies to regularly audit, benchmark, and/or retro-commission government and private
buildings.
EF-3: Increase access to energy efficiency
 Create local incentive or loan programs for energy efficiency technologies or building retrofits.
 Prioritize or create energy efficiency programs for limited-income residents and communities that reduce
upfront costs.
 Develop legal mechanisms for renters and landlords to share the upfront costs and benefits of energy
efficiency and weatherization investments.
 Establish rental weatherization programs to ensure weatherization standards for rental units.
EF-4: Increase access to distributed renewables
 Expand renewable energy purchasing options by investing in community solar and energy co-ops.
 Advocate for state laws and programs that expand all opportunities for solar energy deployment
statewide.
 Seek alternative funding sources for expanding renewable energy purchasing options, including:
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o Regional collaboration on grant opportunities
o Public-private partnerships
 Identify and expand incentives for businesses that research and bring to market distributed energy
technologies.
EF-5: Use renewables for emergency management
 Partner with Florida Power & Light and other electric providers to pilot distributed solar energy at hurricane
shelters or government operations centers for disaster recovery and emergency management.
 Support and advocate for Florida Power & Light to develop energy security models for solar and batteries
during disaster recovery.
 Partner with public and private entities to install solar demo projects on public sites and/or buildings that
will support solar market development (financially and operationally) and displace significant building
energy use and/or partially or fully operate certain facilities. Demo projects should consider including
battery storage for emergency situations and increase overall resilience of the site or building.
EF-6: Streamline permitting and administrative processes
 Promote and incentivize the state-wide adoption of the GOSolar Florida Model Zoning Ordinance and
permitting platform developed by the GOSolar Florida consortium.
 Adjust zoning policies to better accommodate energy efficient practices and renewable energy.
EF-7: Help homeowners invest in renewables
EF-8: Build future energy capacity
 Install solar panels on public buildings and encourage local governments to promote solar energy by
installing solar panels and signing solar power purchase agreements for public buildings.
 Develop policies requiring new properties to be solar ready or include a minimum amount of solar energy
production per property.
 Develop green building policies.
EF-9: Enable new energy systems
 Evaluate existing land development regulations and development standards on the capacity for
installation and use of energy-efficient and small-scale distributed renewable and modular waste-toenergy systems that are grid independent.
EF-10: Enable fuel-efficient public vehicle fleets
EF-11: Establish fuel-efficient municipal vehicle fleets
EF-12: Promote electric vehicles

Natural Systems
Goal
Implement monitoring, management, and conservation programs designed to protect natural systems and the
services they provide to society while improving their capacity for climate adaptation.
Strategies
NS-1: Foster public awareness
 Conduct public opinion research of various stakeholders’ values to effectively communicate how they
will be affected by climate change
 Develop local communications strategies around climate impacts on ecological sites that have
community recognition or significance
 Develop and share regional communication materials about the regional ecosystem services affected
by climate change
 Partner with local governments, NGOs, universities, libraries, faith-based organizations, and community
groups to disseminate local and regional natural systems messages.
NS-2: Promote government conservation land acquisition
 Promote and advocate for sufficient funding of the Florida Forever conservation land acquisition program
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Connect local land conservation initiatives with potential federal funding programs based on specific
ecosystem characteristics
NS-3: Support wildland fire management
NS-4: Develop sustainable financing
 Conduct a scan of existing financing mechanisms that provide loans for projects that promote the
preservation of natural capital
 Assess the feasibility of implementing natural capital financing through current local financing institutions
in Southeast Florida
NS-5: Form species dispersal and conservation group
NS-6: Assess invasive species impacts
NS-7: Promote coastal natural systems
 Identify specific locations and general conditions that could utilize living shorelines in place of, or in
combination with, seawalls.
 Write regulations encouraging the use or integration of living shorelines where feasible.
NS-8: Protect coral reefs
 Develop or enforce local regulations that reduce negative human impacts on coral reefs
NS-9: Seek government climate science funding
NS-10: Revise environmental regulations
NS-11: Create fisheries adaptation plans
NS-12: Promote freshwater buffer landscapes
 Promote the protection, restoration, and creation of freshwater wetlands, open space buffer areas, and
connectivity between freshwater and estuarine waters
 Adopt or develop local wetland maps for planning, regulation, and zoning purposes
 Develop a formal “wetland” or “conservation” zone designation for all zoning maps that includes
freshwater wetlands, buffer areas, and critical freshwater connective areas
 Promote or create regulations for allowable and prohibited use of critical zoning areas
 Adopt local real estate tax incentives for protecting and conserving local wetland zones
 Acquire conservation easements or conservation land acquisition for critical wetland zones
NS-13: Respond to beach erosion
 Develop and implement long-term, sustainable, regional solutions to beach erosion and sediment supply.
NS-14: Promote urban tree canopy
NS-15: Fund the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan


Public Health
Goal
Build capacity to proactively mitigate climate-related public health risks in Southeast Florida.
Strategies
PH-1: Communicate public health risks
 Develop communications material about the human health risks of climate change, including increased
risks for heat illness, vector-borne disease, and floodwater pathogens.
 Ensure communication materials and methods are accessible. Communicate in different languages,
including American Sign Language, and use traditional and social media as appropriate to engage with
communities.
PH-2: Update Department of Health plans
 Adopt and update all Florida Department of Health plans to reflect climate and sea level rise impacts on
public health
 Integrate climate change considerations into existing program review processes
PH-3: Tailor health resources to communities
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PH-4: Reduce extreme heat exposure
 Increase the urban tree canopy to reduce extreme heat and provide shade.
 Reduce the urban heat island effect by encouraging and/or requiring highly reflective paving and
roofing materials and/or increasing vegetation on buildings.
 Work with community groups–especially in high-vulnerability communities–to determine the current risk of
indoor heat exposure by identifying households with inadequate air conditioning or at risk of not paying
utility payments.
 Reduce the risk of indoor heat exposure by assessing current public and private emergency utility
assistance funds and supplementing funds as needed. Promote and expand programs that reduce longterm need, such as weatherization assistance.
 Ensure the availability of, and access to, public cooling centers.
PH-5: Support data collection
PH-6: Increase health data monitoring
 Identify the currently collected health data that would be indicators of emerging diseases associated
with climate change impacts, and current gaps in health data that would support the monitoring of
climate change health impacts.
PH-7: Assess climate impacts on chronic conditions

Public Outreach and Engagement
Goal
Build public awareness of the climate-related risks facing Southeast Florida and the opportunities for early,
coordinated action to address these risks.
Strategies
PO-1: Develop communications per community needs
PO-2: Promote public awareness
PO-3: Inspire community action
 Develop and promote avenues for collective community action and individual behavior change for
residents to address the causes of climate change.
 Utilize visual arts, signage, installations, and participatory events to creatively communicate to residents
and visitors the localized impacts of climate change and avenues for community action.
PO-4: Create open data tools
PO-5: Co-create community-responsive strategies

Public Policy Advocacy
Goal
Guide and influence all levels of government to address climate change in relevant policies, programs, and
legislation.
Strategies
PP-1: Support climate-conscious government action
 Support—at all levels of government—policy, legislation, and funding to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
in all sectors, use less energy and water, deploy renewable energy and low-carbon transportation,
prepare for and adapt to climate impacts, build community resilience, and study climate and earth
science.
 Integrate the Regional Climate Action Plan (RCAP) objectives in all planning and policies developed by
local governments and agencies. Focus efforts on specific recommendations that require a policy or
policy process change.
 Advocate for state and federal policy changes that aid local climate work, as outlined in RCAP
recommendations.
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PP-2: Advocate jointly on issues
 Developing joint federal and state climate, energy, and resilience legislative programs to guide united
advocacy
 Support the continued incorporation of climate-related policies and programs in state and federal
infrastructure funding programs
PP-3: Prioritize climate change in water management plans
 Set up a regional water management and flood working group to facilitate climate considerations.
 Engage with regional partners such as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the South Florida Water
Management District.
PP-4: Form coalitions
 Gather and share information on the landscape of public, private, and nonprofit organizations currently
working on climate and resilience issues in Southeast Florida.
 Facilitate collaborative coalitions to tackle regional challenges that cross sectors and jurisdictions.
PP-5: Coordinate policies across jurisdictions
PP-6: Advance social and economic equity
PP-7: Consider direct and indirect impacts
PP-8: Encourage public participation

Regional Economic Resilience
Goal
Establish a regional resilience strategy involving elected and business leadership, inclusive of funding mechanisms
to guide, incentivize, protect, and promote public and private investments and the economic integrity of the
region.
Strategies
ER-1: Establish business-oriented communications strategy
ER-2: Advance infrastructure standards
 Advance and promote a Southeast Florida resilience strategy that includes regionally coordinated
resilience standards as the basis for planning, development, and infrastructure investments to proactively
address flood risk associated with sea level rise and predicted changes in coastal water levels,
groundwater tables, flood elevations, and storm surge.
ER-3: Seek federal and state engagement
ER-4: Develop regional water models
 Engage the South Florida Water Management District and other water officials in the development and
update of regional water management models to account for future climate conditions.
 Guide planning and investments for future flood and climate conditions based on regional water
management models, including anticipated adjustments to water management operations, storage,
and water supply needs.
ER-5: Integrate resilience and economic development
ER-6: Establish equitable investment strategies
ER-7: Engage in the NFIP process
 Advocate regionally for long-term affordability and sustainability of flood insurance coverage and
options within the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP), and for private insurers that properly credit
communities and individual policyholders for investments in resilience.
 Encourage maximum participation in the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s Community Rating
Systems (CRS) program and broaden education of homeowners and businesses on flood proofing,
elevation of structures, and open space for water storage.
ER-8: Model regional resilience
ER-9: Strive for equity
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Risk Reduction and Emergency Management
Goal
Prepare for the inevitable shocks and stresses experienced in Southeast Florida through coordinated and
interdisciplinary risk reduction and emergency management planning and investment.
Strategies
RR-1: Identify at-risk populations and infrastructure
 Perform local vulnerability analyses to identify and quantify infrastructure and populations at risk under
various sea level rise scenarios and other climate change scenarios.
 Use the best available data, models, and resources, including the Compact’s Unified Sea Level Rise
Projection, to inform planning, prioritizing, and annual funding.
RR-2: Integrate climate scenarios into planning
 Identify all climate risks, including but not limited to storm surge, which could cause evacuation in the
future.
 Develop climate scenarios for climate risks that require evacuation planning by partnering with the
community to identify local factors, including geographic and social aspects of vulnerability.
 Integrate climate scenarios into evacuation preparation, including planning, training, and exercises.
RR-3: Include vulnerability analyses in emergency management
RR-4: Create pre-disaster plans
 Create a pre-disaster plan that includes neighborhood, business, and government for accelerated
recovery and resilience. These strategic plans should cover critical infrastructure systems, land use,
housing, economic development, and public health.
RR-5: Reduce risk exposure with insurance
 Identify current methods of insurance for climate-related risks employed by local government in other
regions, such as catastrophe bonds.
 Assess the applicability of existing insurance methods in the Southeast Florida context, including
identifying the potential insuring institution.
RR-6: Prioritize transportation adaptation investments
 Identify vulnerable roadways and bridges using the Florida Department of Transportation Sea Level
Scenario Sketch Planning Tool.
 Determine the current resilience of evacuation routes by mapping them against projected climate
impacts, and redesign any evacuation routes that are threatened by potential climate impacts.
 Integrate climate adaptation into the standards for designing transportation infrastructure.
RR-7: Align plans with Coastal Construction Control Line
 Build goals, objectives, and policies related to coastal high hazard area designations for the highest
protection possible.
 Support the Florida Department of Environmental Protection’s efforts to enforce the Coastal Construction
Control Line program and to educate the general public about its importance.
 Evaluate special flood hazard areas periodically against water level data.
RR-8: Promote climate adaptation plans across sectors
 Continue to adopt and update consistent plans at all levels of government in the region that address and
integrate mitigation, sea level rise, and climate change adaptation.
RR-9: Review the Florida Building Code
 Review the Florida Building Code through the lens of climate vulnerability.
 Convene a panel of regional representatives from local government and the planning and construction
sectors to review the Florida Building Code and assess its current standards that include climate
projections.
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Develop and adopt recommendations specific to Southeast Florida counties to strengthen the code and
the built environment, particularly in regard to flooding hazards.
 Develop resilience guidelines and create municipal pilot projects.
RR-10: Communicate risk to all residents
 Communicate risks in an accessible way. Create materials in different languages, including American
Sign Language, and disseminate these materials through traditional and social media, as appropriate to
the community.
RR-11: Promote policies to reduce flood risks
RR-12: Promote renewable energy and storage
RR-13: Use social media to communicate
RR-14: Encourage recovery and adaptation plans
RR-15: Train city and county staff
RR-16: Connect with high-vulnerability populations
RR-17: Define “communities at risk”
RR-18: Integrate chief resilience officer roles


Social Equity
Goal
Guide and support municipalities and counties in the Compact region to create equitable climate policies,
programs, and decision-making processes that consider local socioeconomic and racial inequities and ensure
all can participate and prosper.
Strategies
EQ-1: Engage with high-vulnerability populations
EQ-2: Integrate social vulnerability data
EQ-3: Support equitable public infrastructure
 Prioritize investments in infrastructure that enable economic mobility, health, and safety, such as:
o Accessible public transportation
o Complete Streets policies
o Green infrastructure to reduce urban heat effects
o Affordable housing accessible to transit and other public infrastructure, including schools and
community spaces
o Community recreation spaces
EQ-4: Engage leaders in high-vulnerability populations
EQ-5: Connect with communities through local leaders
EQ-6: Partner with intermediary organizations
EQ-7: Train government staff on equity

Sustainable Communities and Transportation
Goal
Adapt to the impacts of climate change and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by reshaping where and how to
build and move from place to place.
Strategies
ST-1: Incorporate projections into plans
 Incorporate unified sea level rise projections, by reference, into all city, county, and regional agency
comprehensive plans, transportation and other infrastructure plans, and capital improvement plans.
 Review all local comprehensive, transportation, infrastructure, and capital improvement plans and
determine the gaps in planning for projected sea level rise
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Organize targeted advocacy around review timelines for plan amendments to include the unified sea
level rise projections.
ST-2: Include projections in maps
 Develop sea level rise scenario maps and updated storm surge maps based on the Compact’s Unified
Sea Level Rise Projections and storm surge modeling, such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s Sea, Lake, and Overland Surges from Hurricanes (SLOSH) model, to be included in
appropriate comprehensive plans and/or regional planning documents.
ST-3: Identify investments through vulnerability analyses
ST-4: Designate adaptation action areas
 Designate adaptation action areas, restoration areas, and growth areas as a priority-setting tool for
vulnerable areas, and as a means to maximize benefits to natural systems while guiding people and
commerce to less vulnerable places in the region.
 Use local government authority to designate or otherwise recognize adaptation action areas (AAAs) to
identify areas deemed most vulnerable to sea level rise and other climate change impacts (including,
but not limited to, extreme high tides, heavy local rain events, and storm surge) and prioritize funding and
adaptation planning.
ST-5: Ensure equitable outcomes for policy
ST-6: Develop localized adaptation strategies
 Develop policies and capital plans related to climate-related vulnerable areas, including those
designated as adaptation action areas (AAAs) to improve resilience to coastal flooding, sea level rise,
and other climate-related vulnerabilities.
 Identify locations within AAAs or similarly vulnerable areas where targeted infrastructure improvements,
new infrastructure, modified land use, and/or development practices could reduce vulnerability and/or
improve community resilience.
 Infrastructure needs and specific adaptation improvements required in AAAs or other related adaptation
planning areas.
 Identify populations and communities that are most vulnerable or of special concern within AAAs and
similarly vulnerable areas in order to ensure the proper consideration of individual needs and resources
as part of local and regional planning activities.
 Utilize technical workshops and collaborative design charrettes, such as the Compact’s Resilient
Redesign, to help develop adaptation strategies, including those focused on living with the water. Include
case studies of green (e.g., natural stormwater retention) and grey (e.g., road elevation) solutions that
provide information on planning, design, construction, and communication experiences.
ST-7: Incorporate risk-reduction strategies into planning
ST-8: Adopt green building standards
 Incorporate sustainable building and neighborhood ratings or national model green building codes,
including, but not limited to, those defined in Section 255.253(7) of the Florida Statutes, into municipal
codes region-wide.
ST-9: Preserve historic and archaeological resources
ST-10: Shape development through transportation planning
ST-11: Modify local land use plans
 Identify both potential changes to future land use maps and comprehensive plans and strategies for
transit-oriented developments at the local level (e.g., reduced parking requirements), and address these
issues in regional-level plans.
 Adopt form-based codes with physical form, the design of buildings and the public realm, and an
emphasis on mixed and evolving land uses as organizing principles.
 Consider the regional implementation of rapid transit zones or other such designations to maintain land
use control around transit stations, including ones with multiple jurisdictions.
ST-12: Design sustainable and equitable transportation systems
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ST-13: Utilize unused or underutilized properties
ST-14: Adopt social equity policies
ST-15: Promote urban tree canopy
ST-16: Phase out septic systems
ST-17: Increase resilience through investments
ST-18: Increase the use of transit
ST-19: Promote bicycle and pedestrian facilities
ST-20: Expand transportation demand management
ST-21: Promote low-carbon transportation for freight
ST-22: Promote transportation-system management and operations
ST-23: Use evidence-based planning

Water
Goal
Advance the water management strategies and infrastructure improvements needed, in parallel with existing
water conservation efforts, to mitigate the potential adverse impacts of climate change and sea level rise on
water supplies, water and wastewater infrastructure, and water management systems, inclusive of regional canal
networks, pumps, control structures, and operations.
Strategies
WS-1: Foster innovative water management
WS-2: Ensure consistency in water resource scenario planning
WS-3: Plan for future water supply
WS-4: Coordinate saltwater intrusion mapping
WS-5: Inventory water and wastewater infrastructure
WS-6: Develop a water infrastructure database
WS-7: Modernize standards
WS-8: Create resilient flood control systems
WS-9: Update the regional stormwater rule
WS-10: Integrate surface and groundwater impacts in planning
 Continue to utilize a combination of inundation maps and stormwater models to identify areas and
infrastructure at increased risk of flooding.
 Evaluate the potential impacts of changes in groundwater levels on wastewater and stormwater systems
WS-11: Encourage green infrastructure
WS-12: Integrate hydrologic and hydraulic models
WS-13: Practice integrated water management
WS-14: Improve stormwater management practices
WS-15: Foster water management research
WS-16: Expand partnerships and resources for innovation
WS-17: Advance capital projects
WS-18: Coordinate innovation and funding
WS-19: Recognize adaptable infrastructure
WS-20: Support the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan
WS-21: Expand surface water storage
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REBUILD BY DESIGN: HUNTS POINT LIFELINES
An Initiative of the President’s Hurricane Sandy Recovery Task Force
SOURCE: Penn Design / OLIN. (2014). Hunts Point lifelines. Rebuild by Design. Retrieved from
http://www.rebuildbydesign.org/data/files/677.pdf
Summary
The project establishes a catalog of strategies called “Lifelines” to create a multi-faceted, value added
approach to mitigate against coastal flooding and can be replicated in other maritime industrial areas. The
Lifelines focus on modernizing and protecting the Food Distribution Center and neighboring businesses through
interventions that improve public health and access to the water. These techniques are implemented with
community participation and provide jobs for residents while increasing their understanding of the infrastructure.

Figure 68

Vulnerability
The research for the project identified physical, economic and social vulnerabilities, stating that none of them
are primary or independent from each other. Moreover, key assets and specific elements and characteristics of
the site were identified. Physical vulnerabilities were identified through a composite mapping of the FEMA Flood
Zones and areas affected by storm surge during Sandy. The economic analysis recognized that in a region where
“capital is highly mobile, rising flood insurance rates and the costs of repetitive storm damage will create two
different coastal development trajectories: first, high end housing and concentration of wealth, and second,
concentrations of housing with lower quality, density and economic activity.

Opportunity
Hunts Point has great potential for development as a thriving intermodal hub. It is well-positioned to play a role
as the nexus for an east coast maritime emergency supply chain, significantly reducing supply loss risks and
ensuring continuity in regional food distribution during weather events when roads, tunnels, and bridges are
impassable.
The city, in partnership with the Community Planning Board and non-profit organizations, have generated a
number of detailed and highly regarded community-based plans, which align well with an integrated flood
protection system at the edge of the peninsula, complemented by a range of other resilience strategies.
The team identified that living wage jobs and food distribution facilities are crucial elements of resiliency.
Additionally, if the community is engaged, they can inform resiliency planning.
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Figure 69

LIFELINE 1: INTEGRATED FLOOD PROTECTION
The central focus of Hunts Point Lifelines is a flood protection system and energy plan that keep the region’s food
supply active through storm and disaster, and stimulate reinvestment in the South Bronx significant maritime
industrial area. The physical design is a combination of a protective levee, wetland system, and connective
waterfront greenway integrated with the South Bronx Greenway and a string of destinations, designed ecologies,
research stations, and critical utilities, all of which will bring life and use to the water’s edge.

Policy and Funding Context
By partnering with the City and New York State, Hunts Point could have access to three assistance programs:
 HMGP are finite grants that support the implementation of long-term hazard mitigation measures after a
major disaster scenario.
 PDM is an annual funding stream that aims to help reduce overall risk to a population and its structures
while reducing reliance on federal assistance.
 FEMA provides funding for structures within National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) boundaries. Such
funding could be used in the short-term to shore up flood protection while more extensive measures are
under construction.

Flood Protection Strategy and Parameters
Based on the current predictions of flood height and cost benefit analysis, the project proposes layered
protection. Edge defenses are key to the project because of the existing density in low-lying areas.
The preliminary recommendation is a mix of resilience measures behind the levee, a roughening of the outer
edge of the levee, and an increase of the existing edge from 8 to 10 feet at its lowest to a preliminary designed
height of 16 feet, which corresponds to the 100 year Base Flood Elevation.

Design of the edge protection is informed by the amount of space available, necessary security near industrial
operations, existing edge construction/condition, and the opportunity to embed constructed ecologies. Three
basic typologies were determined:
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Figure 70
Adaptive Edge
Adaptive edges are located in places where there is either no room to build flood protection on land, or at
strategic locations where at-grade access to the greenway or waterfront is desired. Adaptive measures are an
active element of the waterfront which transform into flood protection during a storm event.
Typically, these structures deploy due to buoyancy forces as flood waters rise. They are devised as walkways and
public surfaces that react to flood and protect the areas between levees and bulkheads. Swing-gate and dockgates are European technologies which provide value for everyday use and are deployed into place during a
flood event.

Figure 71

Thin Edge
Thin edges occur where space is restricted by operations or existing infrastructure, or where there is not room to
make a more dynamic tidal slope. Flood protection along these thin edges is accomplished either by steep
stabilized earth or constructed walls and bulkheads.
They are typically constructed directly adjacent to the water boundary; therefore, they can protect assets near
the waterway. The initial cost is higher than levees because they are designed for hydrodynamic loads.
These structures are typically constructed of a concrete wall supported by a steel or concrete sheet pile
foundation. However, there are material combinations which can be explored in order to find more ecologically
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productive options (Refer to Levee Lab Section). The thin edge can be designed to accommodate a greenway
since the walls can be tilted to minimize wave reflectivity and walkways cantilevered to minimize fill in the
waterway.

Figure 72

Figure 73
Thick Edge
Thick edges are where there is room to cut into land, creating a more tidally dynamic shoreline and building up
an earthen berm away from the water’s edge. Associated with levees, where the berm is located within the
floodplain and not adjacent to the water, therefore a sloping buffer is created which will inundate before water
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reaches the structure, and it will dissipate the wave’s energy. This reduces lateral loads and erosion, and
therefore, cost. Additionally, I the case of a river, this slope will decrease the overall flood depth.

Figure 74

Greenway
The project proposes to integrate flood protection into the ongoing greenway development that the city is
working on. This design integrates flood protection while generating public space. There are amenities and
destinations along the greenway that were determined by the community and provided by the public and
private sector. The greenway opens access to the water, including amenities and destinations that link the inland
neighborhoods. The greenway path is 15 feet wide.

Stormwater Design Concept
Protecting at the edge alone is not enough to prevent flooding, inland stormwater must also be managed. A
high-volume stormwater design is proposed to avoid flooding of necessary infrastructure in storm scenarios where
there is a large amount of rainfall that could create a bathtub effect behind the surge protected edge. These
stormwater features are also designed to improve water quality and habitat in typical storms.
Catchments and Conveyance
To better manage stormwater, the team created sub-catchments within the peninsula. These sub-catchments
were delineated based on: (1) Existing conditions (such as walls, medians and curbs); (2) available area for
stormwater management; and (3) feasibility for proposed topographic changes.
Treat and Release
All treatment wetlands are designed to manage stormwater runoff that occurs behind the IFPS. Runoff will be
conveyed to the treatment wetlands through a system of proposed separate storm sewers and vegetated
swales. The wetlands will be lined with an impermeable EPDM liner and placed above the water table. An
additional inlet will be placed above the first one, and will be sized to release water from the 100-year rainfall
event, also within 24 hours. Both orifices will release stormwater to the waterways by gravity alone.
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Shoreline Ecology
Successful salt marsh restoration is predicated on:
1. Proper Substrate
2. Proper Elevations
3. Proper Light Regime
4. Creating A Low Energy System
5. Ensuring That the Ecosystem Drains. Standard Low
Marsh
Standard low marsh design entails importing clean sand to a
depth of 1 foot bringing the elevation to between mean high
water and 2/3 tide, and grading the marsh to a 3% slope. The
project sets a wave break at an elevation of at least 3 feet
above the mean higher high water (MHHW) elevation to
dissipate wave energy.

LIFELINES 2: LIVELIHOODS AND COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
Livelihoods
This proposal integrates local benefit from resilience
investments and human resources into physical design, and
includes maintenance and operations plan for flood
protection and ‘cleanways.’
Incorporating a jobs creation and local benefit strategy
directly into the design of flood protection is important
because job creation is critical in communities where poverty
creates a major vulnerability to storms and other disasters.
If local communities participate in climate adaptation, it will
not only build community economic assets needed for
resilience, but can also generate a range of benefits including
learning, awareness of waterfront dynamics, perception of risk,
informed citizenship, and deeper sense of locality and
personal investment.
Hyperlocal Fabrication
Look for potential for hyperlocal construction and fabrication
or cultivation of selected elements. This reduces material
transportation costs, carbon, and the construction budget.
Landscape Management and System Maintenance
Flood protection design generates green, high quality, high
learning jobs for management and maintenance.
Private Sector Jobs
The job market is changing and economic restructuring
creates an opportunity for stimulus. It is possible that the best

Figure 75
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means of living wage job creation for South Bronx residents might focus on strategic support of infrastructure for
private sector growth.

LIFELINES 3: CLEANWAYS
Cleanways are defined as a series of infrastructure elements that improve connectivity, sociability, air quality,
safe passage for pedestrians through truck routes, food access, commercial activity, and filtration of
stormwater in major rain events. Resilience strategies address social and economic vulnerabilities. They connect
neighborhood, industry, and waterfront, and minimize the impacts of the food cluster on its residential
neighbors. This proposal directly addresses these concerns through physical design, policy, and operations
The project introduces a Tri-Gen Power Generating Station, which that turns heat into chilled water and is
designed for the huge thermal load of a district that is dependent on refrigeration. The creation of a Tri-Gen Plant
would make it possible for the Hunts Point peninsula to have its own micro-grid island of energy when the City
grid goes down.
Objectives
 Improve Air Quality
 Increase Access to Healthy Food
 Improve Access to Open Space
 Provide Mobility and Safe Passage
 Offer A More Resilient Power Supply
Better Truck Routes
The plan suggests revisions to truck routes in order to be safer for pedestrians and reduce congestion.
Safe Pedestrian and Bike Routes
Building on the Greenway, the project proposes a street-based network for bicycle and pedestrian use. This
provides additional ecosystem services such as stormwater management and air pollutant removal. For
instance, distributed green infrastructure can reduce the load on the sewer system and decrease overflows
when integrated into the streetscape by absorbing and retaining water before it enters the pipe system.
Air Quality
In addition to the improved truck routes, this lifeline addresses air quality through “expanded refrigeration and
advanced truck stop electrification to reduce idling at the FDC, and plantings optimized for air pollutant
removal.”
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Figure 76
Resilient Energy
Considering the dangers and economic loss associated to power outage, the long-term proposal includes the
creation of a micro-grid which can operate independently through on-site gas fired turbines. “Utilizing waste
heat from the generation turbines, steam and chilled water can be generated for free to reduce energy costs
and carbon emissions.”
Community Food Access and Security
This lifeline is concerned with providing food accessibility for the community through a permanent farmer’s
market, a regional foodbank, a nutrition center for education and the promotion of urban farming.

LIFELINES 4: Access and Maritime Supply Chain
Through their research, the design team identified the opportunity to create a base of operations in Hunts Point
for distribution of goods, personnel, and equipment to areas under emergency. The first mode of transportation
restored after most events is maritime access. The proposal builds on the Marine Highways “Cities Readiness”
Initiative, and Disaster Relief and Mitigation programs to explore the viability of establishing a maritime
emergency supply chain for the east coast, with Hunts Point as a major distribution node and potential supply
stockpile site.
This lifeline looks at the opportunity for creating a base of operations for the distribution of goods, personnel, and
equipment to areas under emergency, particularly when roads, tunnels and bridges are down. The objective is
to increase reliance on marine highways for regular interstate commerce, increasing resilience, reducing carbon
emissions, and stimulating growth in Hunts Point.
Cities Readiness Initiative
“The CDC has developed two programs that aim to increase national resilience for disaster scenarios: the
Strategic National Stockpile (SNS), and the Cities Readiness Initiative (CRI). These two programs are designed to
re-supply large quantities of medicine and medical supplies to protect the American public in a public health
emergency.”
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Marine Highways
“The aims are to increase environmental sustainability by reducing ground traffic congestion and energy use,
increase public safety and transportation system resiliency by creating alternative and redundant supply and
distribution routes, create jobs, and increase competitiveness.”

Figure 77: Emergency maritime supply

Cost Benefit Analysis
Implementing the projects has cost benefit on direct impact such as property loss, as well as compounded
costs relating to job loss, food distribution and others.

Figure 78

Implementation Strategy
Step 1: Commission a follow-on feasibility study to advance site-specific planning to identify funds and plan for
the procurement of design options and construction bids
Step 2: Perform required regulatory and land use actions, including seeking and securing regulatory approvals
and funding, and acquiring necessary property
Step 3: Commission and award contracts for project design, construction, and implementation.
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SOUTHBAY SPONGE: NATURE, TECHNOLOGY AND RESILIENCY IN THE SOUTH BAY
SOURCE: The Field Operations Team. (2018). South bay sponge. Resilient by Design.
Retrieved from http://www.resilientbayarea.org/south-bay-sponge
SUMMARY
“The south bay sponge is a design framework for adaptation - for the shoreline, infrastructure and for advancing
methods of planning, design and cooperation to achieve new and resilient forms of settlement on the bay.”
The “Sponge” is a concept for using nature and natural systems as a primary tool for climate adaptation and
resiliency. It gathers from the historic function of the region’s inter-tidal marshlands as flood protection. The
potential of a large-scale assemblage of remnant marshlands, newly restored salt ponds and newly constructed
wetlands as the core component of a regional flood protection strategy is innovative, yet in line with the
landscape.
This proposal can grow in scale, incentivize investment, build public support, facilitate coordination across
jurisdictions and contribute to larger resiliency efforts. The ‘Sponge’ is green infrastructure on a large-scale: new
absorptive landscapes for collecting, filtering and dispersing flood waters during storm events.

Figure 79
The team observed key issues to consider for the project. These include the concept of resiliency, disconnected
communities including inefficient transit, the loss of natural habitat and its critical role on resiliency, the lack of
housing, specifically affordable housing, and possible sources of funding. The approach aims to be holistic
through equitable design that includes all the towns.
The project team recognized that due to the multi-jurisdictional challenge, they must aim to integrate all needs
and encourage collaboration. Therefore, they established connections with state, regional and county agencies
as well as the residents and community groups.
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Design Concepts
“Nature, in the form of wetlands, marshes, wet-footed forests, mudflats, inter-tidal zones and soft shouldered
creeks, acts as a giant “sponge” - absorbing floodwaters during storm events and slowly releasing runoff as storms
and tides subside.” This included:

Current Conditions
Figure 80

With Sea Level Rise

With South Bay Sponge

The Soil Swap: a coordinated, collaborative, regional approach to finding, sorting, moving, storing and utilizing
sol for sea level rise improvements. Soil is used to build up shoreline edges, restore levees and elevate building
sites. The phasing starts from the lowest-lying, most vulnerable areas, and it would connect to higher points
through a new continuous shoreline, which is green infrastructure and also green space and new amenities for
the region.

Figure 81
The Land-Use Swap: This is a strategic approach to de-densify low-lying areas while densifying higher ground. In
California this is possible due to the rapid development of Silicon Valley, with the economic potential to
reevaluate land use. This plan encompasses changes in general planning and zoning regulations. These zoning
regulations, adjusted to higher densities, would encourage transit-oriented development. Moreover, transfer of
developments has the potential to generate funds to preserve and strengthen resiliency infrastructure.
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Figure 82
The Sponge:
Sponges are green infrastructure in a large scale: new absorptive landscapes for collecting, filtering and
dispersing flood waters during storm events. The Sponges are also diverse eco-tones, designed with topographic
variation to support a range of ecological conditions from ponds, to marshlands, to transitional and seasonal
wetlands, to floodable parks and green spaces at higher elevations alongside new and existing neighborhoods
and development.
Low-lying sites supplying soil become stormwater infrastructure or “freshwater sponges”. “The Sponges achieve
flood protection; ecosystem and watershed protection; restoration, rehabilitation, and improvement of wildlife
habitat; local parks and park improvements; restoration of wetlands and watersheds; reduction of polluted
runoff; equitable access to clean water, parks and recreation for under-served low-income communities;
waterway and natural resource protection; public access to natural resources; water conservation; healthy
forests and urban greening; and, climate adaptation and resiliency.”

Figure 83
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The Creeks: This proposal consists of widening and softening creek corridors. This reduces their speed and provides
space for water detention and absorption. As the creeks approach lower elevations, they merge with the
sponges and create micro-deltas along the shoreline, resulting in dynamic, highly adaptive ecosystems for floor
protections.

Figure 84
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LIVING WITH THE BAY: A COMPREHENSIVE REGIONAL RESILIENCY PLAN FOR
NASSAU COUNTY’S SOUTH SHORE
SOURCE: Interboro Team. (2014). Living with the bay: A Comprehensive resiliency plan for Nassau
County's south shore. Nassau County: Rebuild by Design. Retrieved from
https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/INTERBORO_IP_BRIEFING_BOOK.PDF

Summary
Living with the Bay is a buffered approach for protecting the bay from regular stormwater runoff and wastewater
overflows through integrative adaptive measures. The layered approach is necessary since there are multiple
threats. The range of mitigation strategies include:
 Recovering the sediment system
 Deployable protective measures like constructed marshes, dikes, and cross structures along the urbanized
edge
 Stormwater management
 Expanding housing options in high areas near public transportation

Figure 85

Guiding Principles
Plan and Design for a Dynamic Landscape: Consider the interconnections of the natural system and the
continuous transformations in landscape
Plan and Design Interventions that are Prototypical and Catalytic: Interventions should address common
problems so they can be applied elsewhere, and they should be a starting point for other desired outcomes
Plan and Design Low-Risk, “no regrets” Scenarios: Develop a long-term perspective that can be achieved along
different paths, on which one can adjust the route as circumstances change.
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Figure 86
Plan and Design for the Storm and the Norm: Investments should enhance everyday life

Figure 87

Strategies
Strategies for the Barrier Island - Smart Barrier: A protective infrastructure that is also an amenity. It provides access
to the bay front and a landscape space that stores, cleans and replenishes stormwater.
Strategies for the Marsh - The Eco-Edge: “Wetlands—particularly saltwater marshes—buffer coastal communities.
New marsh islands could reduce wave action, improve bay ecology, and afford new recreational opportunities.”
Strategies for the Lowlands - Slow Streams: Addressing storm surge and rainfall flooding threats could transform
rivers into green-blue corridors that store and filter water, provide public space, and offer room for new urban
development.
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The Plan
A range of strategies are provided to address the multiple threats of storm surge, sea level rise, stormwater,
wastewater and susceptible critical infrastructure, while enhancing the quality of life in the area. The team
defined that the bay cannot be completely open nor closed to the ocean. This would either put it in danger to
sea level rise, or negatively affect the ecosystem. The most fitting solution is a buffered bay that integrates
adaptive measures without depleting its natural qualities.
Proposals include recovering sediment systems and constructing marshes, dikes, and cross structures along the
urbanized edge. Additionally, the project manages stormwater for common rain events, which will also improve
the water quality in the bay. Lastly, the team suggests expanding housing options in high and dry areas near
public transportation.
The project works at scale of the region, with a regional resiliency plan, which includes research, planning and
decision making. At the sub-region it aims to develop prototypical resiliency strategies for ocean shores, barrier
islands, saltwater marshes, creeks and river estuaries, and highlands, which can be applied at other locations.
Finally, it also works at specific sites to develop catalytic projects that are implementable within the short term
and can kick-start long-term change.
The overall purpose of this strategy is to use available sediment within active systems, so that it can move around
the system and strengthen it. This includes sediment nourishment projects and (natural) sand engines. The
nourishments are placed on the ebb-tidal delta and in the channels, after which sediment is transported toward
the bay and along the shore through natural processes of waves and currents. The strategy will result in both a
dynamic coastline, which will be more natural and continue to develop seaward, and a fixed coastline which is
kept in place by dune construction.
Edges in the Bay need more protection and new levees will be constructed. The barrier island is strengthened at
the oceanfront by nourishments, but a levee within the new dune will ensure water safety to a higher standard.
Additionally, raising roads will provide added safety for evacuation routes.

Figure 88: Dynamic processes, nourishments, over washes are the main ingredients for resilient sediment
management of the ocean shores on the scale of Long Island.
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The Water Edges and Local Protection
Within this strategy, three main directions can be defined. A local storm gate within the creeks to protect urban
areas from stormwater which can also be stored. Levee ring construction such as dike compartments for
protection. Finally, flood plain development, integrated with an integral strategy for the heightening of houses.

Figure 89: Lowering the surge levels and increase natural resilience of the bay area by the construction of
compartment/cross dams and marsh ridges along the bay coastline.
The Bay Area: Water Level Buffering
The proposal to construct new marsh ridges will result in new habitats, a reduction in the wave run up and impact
on the coast, and less marsh erosion. In addition, cross dams, which are constructed at the location of the current
causeways, will control the surge during storms and maintain the natural dynamics during daily conditions. This
strategic option is linked to the ocean shore strategy, which provides the sediment input that is distributed through
natural processes into the bay area.

Figure 90: The prevention of flooding from urban stormwater is an important issue, as the urban areas have a
large amount of impermeable surface. The strategy is to delay and store the water before it is drained in order
to relieve the pressure on the drainage system. The availability of groundwater for urban and agricultural use is
also an aspect, and we propose to take care of the source and recharge groundwater as much as possible.
Urban Water: Delay, Store, Drain
This strategy proposes restoring the rivers’ natural functions and enhancing their use for activities. Long term
proposals include
a. Storing more water in urban areas
b. Adjust stormwater outflows to improve quality
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c.
d.
e.
f.

Store water via cascade of ponds to slow down stormwater
Re-infiltrate effluent where possible
Remove dams, where possible to stimulate vertical sedimentation
Control outflow of rivers by building sluices and pumps that can create extra storage capacity and cope
with the effects of sea level rise

Figure 91: Integral regional strategy for the Buffered Bay.

Five Prototypical Strategies Summary
1. Sediment Flow: improved sediment flow nourishes ocean beaches and marshes. This is a multi-faceted
approach to recovering the region’s sediment system. The strategy uses the available sediment within
the system to that it can move around the system and strengthen in. Additionally, the system is activated
by adding sediment from other sources.
2. Smart Barrier: improvements and protective measures along the ocean and bay to create a
comprehensive system to protect residents and provide better connections. For instance, a smart
recreational dike landscape which consists of ring levees can progressively protect the entire shore.
Similarly, a system of stormwater retention in the form of floodable areas, or redesigning streets to store
and filter more water, doubles as open spaces and friendlier street networks. Moreover, freshwater
landscapes behind the dikes create an open space amenity and provide space for water storage,
infiltration, and purification. The project also proposes to build protected housing to replace some of the
most vulnerable housing and to create an elevated site for mixed-use development in close proximity to
the new open space amenities and the train station.
3. Eco-Edge: new marshes to reduce wave action and improve bay ecology. Ring dikes protect residents
on the urbanized edge. New marsh islands are created that reduce wave action, improve the bay
ecology, and afford new recreational opportunities. A second component of this strategy is a system of
ring levees that would further protect development along the urbanized edge. Additionally, the proposal
of raising bay front roads as well as homes.
4. Slow streams: The project proposes green infrastructure improvements to reduce inundations and
pollution and also create publicly accessible greenways that connect the communities. Proposed
improvements include safety thresholds with sluices, stormwater swales for infiltration and water storage,
fish ladders, and “aquaphilic” housing prototypes.
Specifically, the project proposes strategies such as installing a sluice that would reduce storm surge
during storm through compartmentalization, making room for the river by transforming an existing,
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undeveloped parcel into an attractive, accessible riverfront, adding stormwater swales to the streets that
are adjacent to the river, among others.
5. Green Corridor: The proposal for the “green corridor” is a reimagining of a six-lane highway to do four
things: “1) target “high and dry” areas along the corridor for rental housing within walking distance of
select LIRR stations; 2) improve the capacity of the corridor to capture stormwater runoff; 3) bundle
proposed green infrastructure improvements with pedestrian safety improvements that would facilitate
pedestrian connectivity; and 4) relieve “choke points” by selective daylighting.” The proposal includes
green infrastructure and transit-oriented development to create affordable opportunities for people to
live out of harm. The Green Corridor consists of five elements: green infrastructure, a bike path, pedestrian
safety improvements, new rental apartments, and strengthened north / west downtown streets.
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RESIST, DELAY, STORE, DISCHARGE: A COMPREHENSIVE STRATEGY FOR HOBOKEN
SOURCE: OMA. (2014). Hoboken, New Jersey. Resist, Delay, Restore, Discharge. Rebuild by Design. Retrieved
from http://www.rebuildbydesign.org/data/files/673.pdf

Summary
Jersey City, Hoboken and Weehawken are susceptible to flash floor and storm surge. These integrated urban
developments require a comprehensive approach that considers the complexity of the context as well as its
community.
 Resist: programmed hard infrastructure and soft landscape for coastal defense. Based on 500-year storm
surge and expected Sea Level Rise (SLR)
 Delay: policy recommendations, guidelines and urban infrastructure to slow rainwater runoff
 Store: a circuit of interconnected green infrastructure to store excess rainwater
 Discharge: water pumps and alternative routes to drainage
.

Figure 92
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Approach
The main objective of the project is to have a comprehensive solution which manages water for discharge and
growth, mitigates flood insurance, and delivers co-benefits in terms of civic, cultural, recreational and
commercial amenities.
The implementation process includes projects with different time frames. For example, Phase 1 includes five-year
projects. These pilot projects test and develop the proposals, which in this case included marsh introduction study,
stormwater management guidelines and initiatives, mandates, and zoning recommendations for green
infrastructure.
The OMA team calculated the economic benefits of reduced flood risk including infrastructure and layered
program elements. The investment on infrastructure and protection significantly reduces the potential costs of
lost property. Additionally, these investments can enhance and benefit the community and region through
enhanced transit, neighborhood fabric, parks, retail, water, air and energy quality and efficiency. Flood defense
will positively impact real estate and combine with other factors to generate a significant new economy. The
document identifies private and public funding sources to support the project. Some of the strategies for this
include accomplishing demonstration projects in order to gain momentum and community support.

Resist Strategies:

Figure 93
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Delay Strategies:

Figure 94

Figure 95
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Store Strategies:

Figure 96

Discharge Strategies

Figure 97
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LIVING BREAKWATERS
SOURCE: SCAPE Landscape Architecture. (2019). Living Breakwaters. New York: NY Rebuild by Design.
Retrieved from https://www.hud.gov/sites/documents/SCAPE_IP_BRIEFING_BOOK.PDF
Summary
The south shore of Staten Island is vulnerable to wave action and erosion, particularly on its south shore in
Tottenville. The diminishment of natural and farmed oyster reefs has left it exposed and it will continue to lose
acreage to sea level rise if no action is taken. The Living Breakwaters project aims to connect physical, social and
ecological resilience. “The proposal is a ‘necklace’ of offshore breakwaters that will reduce risk, revive ecologies,
and connect residents and educators to Staten Island’s southeast shoreline”. This structure will provide habitat for
the ecosystem and on land space for the community. The vegetated dune system will be strengthened by the
breakwaters, to provide a layered system of protection.

CONTEXT

Figure98

The Layered Approach
The project intertwines coastal resiliency infrastructure, habitat enhancement techniques and community
engagement models. People are a critical component of the ecosystem, which is why it is important to link them
to the water. The layered approach embraces the water and its economic and recreational opportunities.
The Protective Shallows
The project embraces water yet limits risk with a necklace of breakwaters to buffer against wave, damage,
flooding and erosion. “Reef streets” were designed as micro pockets of habitat, while the system was modeled
at a macro scale to understand how and where they can help the communities the most.
Staten Island’s south shore was once protected by the “West Bank” a wide shallow bathymetric shelf. The reefs
and oyster beds reduced storm impacts and filtered waters, but they have been diminished and the capacity
to do this, reduced.
Bays as Ecological Infrastructure
There are many bay landscapes which were affected by Hurricane Sandy and continue to be at risk from
urbanization, contamination, sediment starvation and sea level rise. The team mapped potential enhancements
to bay landscapes and communities to help protect from extreme storm events while also enhancing the
community.
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Figure 99
Living Breakwaters
Living Breakwaters are strategically located to reduce risk for coastal communities, build reef habitat for juvenile
fish and shellfish, and enhance waterfront recreation and stewardship. In areas of high land loss and risk to
infrastructure, they are located to encourage sedimentation and help build back the beach. In more
ecologically or economically sensitive zones, such as hard clam habitat areas, their footprint is minimized or
realigned. The project introduces “a landscape scale intervention that integrates aquatic habitat and
community access”. Breakwaters calm water, reduce wave heights and prevent shoreline erosion. Slow waters
replenish the beaches and enhance ecosystems. Breakwaters can be designed to encourage or discourage
sedimentation which can help extend the beach. It was found through storm surge modeling, that breakwaters
led to having a wave decrease of over four feet.
The projects strengthen by ongoing programs such as the new dune systems and seawall constructions. Water
Hubs are located along the shore and serve as places for gathering, storage, data monitoring and emergency
response.

A Community-Based Solution
The main takeaway from this project is that resilience is found in strengthening networks rather than single
solutions. The strategies presented, mitigate flood but do not eliminate it altogether. These ecologic
improvements make flooding slower, cleaner and safer.
“Projects require localized response, but in all instances, it can be paired with ecological and recreational systems
for greater public benefit and longevity”. The project aims to preserve the relationship with water by preserving
economies such as fishing, marinas and waterfront structures.

Figure 100
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A Suite of Replicable Typologies
“The concept is replicable yet highly contextual, as the combination of breakwaters and living shoreline
techniques is applicable over a broad range of conditions. Breakwaters can be designed to catalyze new forms
of waterfront occupation, grow beaches, protect sensitive ecosystems, and enable more ecologically and
aesthetically sensitive methods of shoreline construction. Design considerations include breakwater design
height, width, distance to shoreline, and length.”

Figure 101
“A mix of exposed, intertidal, and sub-tidal breakwaters reduces risk to shoreline neighborhoods while creating
calmer, slower water that can be safely occupied by people for a greater diversity of activities and programs.”

Figure 102
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“Constructed reefs (subtidal breakwaters) add a layer of risk reduction to sensitive ecosystems without
compromising existing ecological vitality. Reducing everyday wave action, constructed reefs have a narrow
footprint and are located to minimize sedimentation.”

Figure 103
“Nearshore breakwaters can enable new occupations and uses of the waterfront, as the reduction of wave
action can reduce the height of on shore walls or bulkheads and enable low wave energy ecosystems to thrive.”

Figure 104
“Typical flood protection infrastructure often does not apply to economies that rely upon water access. Living
breakwaters can reduce wave action and water velocity damage to marinas and other water-based structures
along the shore. Constructed reefs create new finfish and lobster habitat, enhancing recreational fisheries and
the local water-based economy.”
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SALTY URBANISM: TOWARDS AN ADAPTIVE COASTAL DESIGN FRAMEWORK TO
ADDRESS SEA LEVEL RISE
SOURCE: Brooks + Scarpa. (2017). Salty Urbanism. Architecture Landscape Urban Design. Retrieved
from https://brooksscarpa.com/salty-urbanism
Summary
‘Salty Urbanism’ establishes an interdisciplinary team to develop a coupled research methodology and
pedagogical approach that envisions and quantifies the experiential and ecological outcomes of alternative
ways forward in response to climate instability, disruption and rising sea levels. These outcomes consider an
inevitable future of saturated landscapes and, as a result, integrate research models that accommodate a
variety of best management practices (BMP), low impact development (LID), green infrastructure (GI) and other
alternative concepts to be implemented over time in the neighborhood adaptation plan.”
The study suggests that due to the wide range of environmental threats, and relevant disciplines involved, this
complex environmental issue requires a common ground and integrated solutions through a comprehensive
framework.
There is a need for long-term planning that considers sea level rise and climate change. The city of Fort
Lauderdale follows an urban design “systems” approach which guides communities to a future land use and
investment plan that considers infrastructure impacts, future investments, and insurability of risk as long-term
objectives to address potential impacts from both coastal flooding and a rising water table. They are the first
major municipality to approve the use of “Adaptation Action Areas,” which allows cities to prioritize infrastructure
improvements within areas vulnerable to climate change and sea level rise.
Michael Rosenzweig in his book Win-Win Ecology (2003) talks about reconciliation ecology, which studies
methods and approaches to increase biodiversity in human-dominated ecosystems. It encourages soft
infrastructure technologies that come out of the ecological sciences and engineering fields be appropriated by
architects, urban designers and planners it strives to couple ecological processes within urban infrastructure and
public space networks to develop urban solutions at the scales of individual lots (what a property owner can do),
public rights-of-way (what the municipality can do), and neighborhood (what coordinated public/private
collaborations can do).
For example, living shorelines, sand engines, breakwaters, bioswales, rain gardens, infiltration and exfiltration
trenches, and constructed wetlands among many others, can be tested within urban land development and
especially in coastal communities. The greatest obstacle is municipal codes, zoning ordinances, development
industry conventions, and cross-agency permitting processes, which prescribe civil-engineered water
management solutions, and the fact that these techniques have not been tested engage socio-environmental
development “ecological design within human-dominated ecosystems”
The region has many examples, from Stiltsville in Biscayne Bay to new projects like the Perez Art Museum in Miami,
where the building is raised above a parking area that acts as a sponge to capture rainwater and prevents
flooding from storm surges. Soft engineering infrastructures replicate ecosystems embedding ecological
processes within urban infrastructure and public space networks to develop urban solutions Florida Sea Grant
program entitled, ADaPT: Adaptation Design and Planning Tool for Urban Areas in the Coastal Zone multi-scale
approach (building, lot, public rights-of-way, and neighborhood) will provide a link between the large-scale
policy-driven approach and bottom-up design thinking and scientific modeling to provide niche adaptation
solutions.
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Objectives
Objective 1
Understand asset‐based mapping and hydrological modeling research into the historic ecology also provides
valuable insight into vegetation types and ecosystems that could be reinterpreted in design

Figure 105
Objective 2
Assess and survey existing soft-infrastructure technologies for site appropriateness and integration within design
scenarios. Moreover, objectively review area codes and regulations. This complex regulatory environment
increases the challenges and is why building regulations and land development codes were vetted to expose
potential obstacles or opportunities in implementation of a particular BMP in the design strategies and scenario
visioning. Also, provide associated costs for each type of infrastructure, as this gives designers and stakeholders
the ability to do cost-benefit analysis of a particular solution or series of solutions.
Objective 3
Imagine and develop a community design visioning framework. Understand the difference between “businessas-usual” (if nothing was implemented), “soft defense,” “strategic retreat,” and “land adjustment.”
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Phasing
The project identifies 3 phases for adaptation. 1.) soft defense, 2.) strategic retreat and 3.) land adjust.

Figure 106

Figure 107
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Figure 108

Projects also evaluate local ecology and how it will adapt to future sea-level rise.

Figure 109
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STUDIES, GUIDES AND ACTION PLANS
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STRATEGIES FOR MULTIFAMILY BUILDING RESILIENCE
SOURCE: Enterprise Green Communities. (2015). Ready to respond: Strategies for multifamily building
resilience. Enterprise Community Partners, 1-152. Retrieved from
https://www.enterprisecommunity.org/download?fid=2154&nid=4325

Summary
This guide was created after Hurricane Katrina and Superstorm Sandy left multifamily building owners facing
unique challenges when designing and retrofitting for resilience. Existing resilience residential guidelines target
single-family dwellings, making them impractical for multifamily buildings. With the increasing frequency of
extreme weather and flooding, affordable multifamily housing is vulnerable. This guide provides mitigation
strategies for multifamily building owners against a number of hazards encountered in the northeastern states.
Protection strategies include wet floodproofing, dry floodproofing, and temporary site perimeter floodproofing
along with adaptation and community strategies to encourage behavior that enhances resilience.
The guiding principles for multifamily housing resiliency include smart investment to help save on energy use,
reducing operational expenses and lowering insurance premiums. Additionally, learning from extreme weather
events provides an opportunity to integrate lessons for retrofitting buildings and their operations. When residents
are not called on to evacuate, housing should be designed to keep them safe and healthy by staying in
communication with their community and by strengthening personal ties in order to build resilience.

Terms
Base Flood Elevation (BFE) – Measured from the crest of expected wave height, does not include future sealevel rise from climate change.
Freeboard (F) – Additional safety buffer above the BFE.
Design Flood Elevation (DFE) – BFE plus additional amount of freeboard. Guidance varies by local codes, it is
generally 1- 2 ft. above the BFE.

Figure 110: Elevation terminology
Hydrostatic Pressure - As the depth of floodwater increases, the pressure exerted by still or slowly-moving
floodwater or groundwater against building walls and floors will increase.
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) – A FEMA administered insurance option for participating
communities. NFIP premiums for building owners are determined by flood risk to the building. By implementing
NFIP- approved mitigation measures, premiums may be reduced and also cover property loss.
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Figure 111: Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) showing flood zones
Locating the Flood Zone and Base Flood Elevation on the FEMA flood map center can help identify the
building’s flooding exposure and using NOAA’s Sea Level Rise Viewer will determine how future sea-level rise will
impact the property. Additionally, hiring a surveyor will provide the building owner with an Elevation Certificate
and flood zone determination. Areas that are not located within the flood zone and have combined sewerstormwater systems are still at risk for flooding.

Protection: Strategies to Reduce a Building’s Vulnerability to Extreme Weather
Wet Floodproofing
This strategy allows for unoccupied portions of the property to be flooded during a storm, allowing the water to
flow through the property in a controlled way can greatly reduce the damage and recovery time. FEMA
defines wet floodproofing as “permanent or temporary measures applied to a structure or its contents that
prevent of provide resistance to damage while flooding occurs; generally, this includes properly anchoring the
structure, using flood resistant materials below the BFE, protection of mechanical and utility equipment and use
of opening or breakaway walls”.
Relocating or protecting equipment that cannot be exposed to water is key to successful wet floodproofing.
Electrical panels, mechanical equipment, gas and electric meters and shut offs should be located above the
DFE. Additionally, due to hydrostatic pressure during flooding multiple vent openings should be installed to
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provide floodwater with entry and exit points to avoid structural damage. Using water resistant materials below
the DFE, including framing, wallboard, flooring and ceiling paneling should provide resistance to water
exposure for up to 72 hours. In coastal areas, it is important to note that corrosion of metals is damaging and
materials that are resistant to fresh water may be damaged by salt water beyond repair.

Figure 112: Chart to determine resilience strategies
Before flooding, the property’s emergency plan should clearly lay out how to remove vehicles, mechanical
equipment, furniture, area rugs, residents’ belongings, cleaning supplies and toxic chemicals from ground-floor
spaces to higher floors. Engaging professional cleaning teams who have been properly trained to mitigate
exposure risk after flooding is important, due to polluted floodwater posing health risks. To prevent mold growth
and serious health conditions for building occupants, a common problem after flooding, all materials exposed
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to water should be dried as soon as possible. The area should be well-ventilated and porous materials such as
wood, drywall or carpeting should be thrown away.
Dry Floodproofing
In comparison to wet floodproofing, dry floodproofing is less disruptive because relocation of equipment is not
needed. One of the two types of dry floodproofing is active floodproofing which requires removable elements
to be placed before an anticipated flood. In contrast, permanent floodproofing requires fixtures and systems
being integrated into the structure itself, which do not require to be moved before a flooding event. It is
important to note that FEMA does not recommend dry floodproofing for residential buildings, because such
measures have not substantially improved previous residential buildings and will not reduce an owner’s NFIP
premium.
Effective dry floodproofing requires a design by a qualified engineer and a proper operations and
maintenance plan. The design plan should include openings on exterior walls or the foundation of the property,
covering entry points below the DFE, eliminating seepage inside the building, sealing unused floor drains,
obtaining waterproof covers for vents and louvers located under the DFE, and protecting mechanical and
electrical systems.
Long term dry floodproofing includes permanently replacing first floor doors with sealed-gasket flood floors and
installing removable flood gates over entry ways. If critical building systems cannot be elevated, they can be
flood-proofed by building a perimeter wall that is three feet high to allow for hydrostatic pressure.
Temporary Site Perimeter Floodproofing
Physical barriers such as sandbags, water-inflated tube systems and panelized systems installed into foundation
slots can be deployed to prevent floodwaters from reaching the property and they do not require
modifications to the structure of building. These temporary barriers can be deployed less than 24 hours before
the anticipated weather event. Deployable barrier walls that are less than six feet high can be deployed in
several hours, these consists of interlocking panels inserted into permanent slots. As these are temporary
barriers, these protective barriers do not fulfill NFIP floodproofing requirements and cannot be utilized to
improve property into compliance. It is important to note that building owners may need permission from the
Department of Transportation before deploying temporary flood barriers on sidewalks or streets.

Figure 113: Deployable barrier walls
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Figure 114: Water infiltration

Figure 115: Mitigation of flood entry points
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Figure 115: Permanent Dry Floodproofing
Permanent Site Perimeter Flooding
Permanent barriers such as floodwalls are built on solid foundations and made of reinforced concrete or
reinforced concrete blocks. These are engineered to sustain the hydrostatic pressure from a flood. Another
example of permanent barriers are berms, these earthen structures with wide, shallow-sloping sides and
compacted layers of clay can prevent water penetration. Linear berms, levees, can be built to keep a river
within its banks while smaller berms are utilized to encircle buildings. Berms and levees are an adequate option
if there is proper space around a building since they require greater setbacks due to their width. Integrating
permanent barriers with landscape design can serve additional purposes such as recreational use and design
that can provide seating or erosion control. An important consideration to these permanent barriers is how to
manage stormwater that enters the enclosure, which can be done by either pumping it out or giving it an
outlet. Additionally, the design of floodwalls should always provide steps, ladders, ramps or waterproof doors for
residents and emergency personnel to get in or out.
Site Perimeter Floodproofing Operations and Maintenance
Even with permanent flood barriers in place, evacuation is usually necessary when multifamily family buildings
are threatened by flooding. After flooding, inspection of permanent berms, levees and floodwalls is key to
identify potential failures. Permanent and temporary floodwalls may fail if concrete footings degrade or fissures
open up. Frequent inspection of temporary, panelized floodwalls is necessary, if the foundations, grooves in
walls or structural columns are damaged. Proper storage of temporary floodproofing such as water-inflated
barriers and door gaskets is key to avoid deterioration from UV exposure, dust and dirt. Additionally, conduction
of yearly trainings on proper installation of temporary flood barriers is important for staff members to practice
deploying the systems.
Resilient Elevators
Elevators are a critical building system because they may be the only way vulnerable residents can reach the
higher floors. Elevator pits usually extend far below the lowest floor which makes them vulnerable to flooding
damage and even outside flood zones, elevators are exposed to plumbing failures, sprinkler system runoff and
sewer backups. Elevator shafts extending below the DFE should be designed and built to resist the hydrostatic
pressure of floodwater. These require proper construction materials such as reinforced masonry block and
reinforced poured concrete. Additionally, elevator controls are important during power outages in buildings of
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Figure 116: Floodproofing utilities
four stories or more, these should automatically shut down elevators except for one at a flood-safe floor.
Controls should be above the DFE in the rooftop machine room or in a mechanical closet next to the elevator
shaft on an upper floor. After flooding, careful inspection is needed around the damaged elevator equipment.
Engage an elevator service company to determine any damage.
Backwater Valves
When storm water backs up into a building basement due to sewer line blockage or storm drain overflow
because of flooding, sewage backflow occurs. A backwater valve is an inexpensive retrofit that can prevent
serious problems from sewer line failure by blocking reverse flow from entering the property through wastewater
pipes. If the property is situated within the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), backwater valves should be
installed, especially in buildings that have sewer connections below the highest manhole cover in the sewer
system. It is important to note that some building codes may prohibit backwater valves, but if allowed, a

Figure 1 Resilient Elevators

Figure 117: Installation of backwater valves
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Figure 118: Installation of backwater valves, detail
plumbing professional should be able to install a code-compliant system. Regular inspection of backwater
valves in key to ensure there is no debris in the device and that the valve is functioning properly. In areas with
salt water and heavy minerals in the water, cast-iron valves may be damaged, checking these regularly for rust
and internal corrosion is important.
When the backwater valve is closed to prevent stormwater from entering the building, it also prevents
stormwater collected onsite from leaving, causing flooding damage inside the building. Consideration of
alternate options for managing stormwater onsite is key in preventing flooding damage, these include storing
stormwater in rainwater cisterns or designing infiltration systems into the site.
Sump Pumps
Typically built in sump basins in basement floors, sumps can be integrated into slab-on-grade floors and
elevator pits. Sump pumps are an effective and affordable solution to reduce costly flood damages by
removing water that accumulates in the lowest points of a building. Based on the maximum amount of water
anticipated in a flood and how high water needs to be pumped, the proper number and size of the sump
pumps will be determined. For example, a sump pump rated at 5.5 amps can remove an estimated 100 gallons
of water a minute. A larger pump or lower vertical rise will remove the water faster.
The design of sump pumps such as their power supply should be rated for submersion and rather than along
the floor, wiring should extend up from the equipment. Controls for the system should be above the DFE along
with direct connection to emergency backup generators to maintain power during outages. Additionally,
regular inspection of permanently installed sump pumps is necessary to ensure good working conditions.

Adaption: Strategies That Improve a Facility’s Ability to Adapt to Changing Climate Conditions
Elevated Equipment
To increase a building’s resiliency relocating mechanical and electrical equipment is key. This critical
equipment should be elevated in place or moved to higher floors, the roof or outdoor platform. Equipment at
risk for water damage due to flooding includes: boilers, furnaces, water heaters, fuel storage tanks, firesuppression sprinkler controls, elevator machine rooms, duct work, electrical panels and switch gear, backup
generators, alarm controls and components, service wiring and receptacles, energy management systems,
telecommunications equipment, electric and gas meters and utility shut-off switches. Relocating electrical
systems and other equipment above the DFE is required for NFIP compliance for buildings within coastal flood
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zones. Consulting a structural engineer to ensure the upper floors or roof are capable of supporting the
relocated equipment is key along with properly securing rooftop equipment against high winds.
Elevated Living Space
Repurposing or abandoning floors below the DFE will limit damage to critical equipment or living space during
a flooding event. By eliminating living spaces and mechanical systems and incorporating wet floodproofing
measures below the BFE, property may become eligible for lower insurance rates. NFIP requires that space
below the BFE be utilized for parking, building access and storage. Other alternatives include repurposing the
first floor of the property into commercial use, this will permit dry floodproofing measures that are not
recommended for residential property.
Surface Stormwater Management
The two most common approaches to managing onsite stormwater are containment and infiltration.
Stormwater is a major cause of urban flooding; many cities have combined sewer and stormwater systems that
cannot handle additional volume during a large storm. The level of the water table and stability of the soil must
be considered, checking with a civil engineer before implementing significant stormwater management plans
is important. A solution is infiltrating water into the ground on-site which reduces the need for large infrastructure
projects and can ease flooding, reduce sewer backups and speed recovery after a weather event.
Bioswales are systems designed to hold rainwater until the sewer system is ready to handle additional water.
These can be located along streets or in a low area near a building. Green roofs are another option in
managing stormwater, these provide additional storage for water while increasing roof insulation and reducing
urban heat island effect. Urban onsite infiltration systems are often a permeable surface over crushed stone or
gravel and an infiltration trench or drywell. When effective, these systems collect water underground and
infiltrate it slowly.

Figure 119: Surface stormwater management
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Community: Strategies That Encourage Behavior Which Enhances Resilience
Building Community Ties
During storm events, neighbors may become the most important source of support and information, therefore
having strong ties to each other can better prepare the community to weather a storm event. When first
responders are unable to access the community, residents who know one another will most likely rely on each
other for support. To build a stronger sense of community the developing of infrastructure to support residential
engagement and interaction is key. Common spaces for posting information, hosting gatherings and other
group activities will help strengthen community ties, additional strategies to developing a community include:
 Maintaining communication through facility newsletters, posting flyers on a notice board.
 Hosting youth activities.
 Gathering residents for building picnics, block parties, movie nights or meals in a community space.
 Building community gardens for outdoor enjoyment, exercise, and healthier food options.
To ensure engagement from all residents, find out if there are residents who have limited English abilities.
Children can help translate for older relatives to ensure communication is passed on as needed.
Connecting to a broader neighborhood is also important, including local police, fire departments, social
service agencies, faith-based organizations, medical clinics and other organization can help encourage
stronger ties to the larger neighborhood. Strategies to maintain relationships include:
 Keeping an up-to-date contact list for important service providers.
 Encouraging residents to join local disaster preparedness groups.
 Conducting a building walkthrough with residents, property owners and staff to show the building’s
operations, maintenance and emergency procedures.
Creating Community Resilience Spaces
Community spaces offer safe and secure environment for getting residents involved, connected to each other,
and a central location for emergency services. The location of the community space can be in an existing
multi-purpose area. If a multi-purpose room does not exist, consider setting aside a “safe room” located above
the DFE. These community resiliency spaces should serve to:
 Gather a resilience committee to put together emergency plans.
 Provide backup power and multiple communication options powered by a backup generator.
 Store emergency supplies such as medical supplies, flashlights, batteries, radios and blankets.
 Provide access and storage of potable water and food.
 Provide the community with functioning toilets.
Developing an Emergency Management Manual
A community with a clear, well-rehearsed emergency plan will be better prepared to manage a more
coordinated, effective response. An effective emergency plan promotes three core capabilities, coordination,
communication and information sharing. The first steps to developing an emergency plan is to assign an
emergency preparedness coordinator (EPC), the coordinator will work alongside senior leadership to assign
other staff emergency response roles. The EPC will also customize preparedness materials, tasks and coordinate
trainings. An emergency plan should consider:
Organizing for Community Resilience
On a large scale, collaborating with other multifamily housing organizations can make a building’s resiliency
plan stronger and more effective. Coming together with other organizations to share experiences in resilience
planning and emergency preparedness can help identify local and shared resources. To start a multiorganizational learning group:
 Assign a facilitator and identify a potential list of members.
 Develop a group mission statement, this will create a group identity and structure.
 Schedule meetings on a consistent basis to convey information in group meetings.
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Invite local government officials and technical experts to build the organization’s capacity and
connection to the neighborhood.
Apply for philanthropic and government funding.

Figure 120: Organizing for community resilience

Putting It All Together
To begin pre-development, it is important to determine which resilience strategies to pursue and what
participants should be brought into the planning and design process. Utilizing an integrative design approach
can help save time and money, the integrative design process involves collaboration with key leaders, staff
members and design professionals. For most strategies in this manual the building owner may only need to
engage the local building department through an architect or general contractor.
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MITIGATION ASSESSMENT TEAM REPORT HURRICANE IRMA IN FLORIDA
SOURCE: Federal Emergency Management Association [FEMA]. (2018). Mitigation assessment team
report: Hurricane Irma in Florida. Retrieved from
https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/176315
Summary
The Federal Emergency Management Association’s (FEMA) Mitigation Assessment Team (MAT) conducted a
series of analyses of municipal buildings, coastal residential properties and public facilities after Hurricane Irma
landed in Florida. The forensic engineers determined causes of failure and recommended actions that Federal,
State, and local governments can take to mitigate damage in future events. Among the findings, the engineers
found that many structural problems were found in buildings with foundations at or near grade, causing
increased flooding. Also, more influence is needed to help communities participate with the National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP) Community Rating System (CRS), floodplain management should be more
consistently developed and enforced, and training is needed for technical assistance and code review in
regard to hurricane preparedness and flood-proofing buildings.
The article discusses two types of dry floodproofing systems: active and passive. Active systems require
deployment immediately prior to a perilous event. Passive systems are included in the original structure of the
building and maintain resistance to flooding at all times. The article suggests that passive systems be treated
like fireproofing, with associated vulnerability assessments in the design phase, in code review and with ongoing
compliance reviews.

Terms
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) Community Rating System (CRS) - A program recognizing activities
undertaken by communities to reduce risk of flood by providing premium discounts to citizens who have NFIP
flood insurance policies.
Flood Barrier - The physical barrier, composed of opening protection, flood slab, and wall system, which
separates floodwater from the dry floodproofed portion of the building.
Opening Protection - A cover, shield, or door that covers a window, doorway, loading dock access, or other
opening in a building wall of floor. Sometimes called a “closure device”.
Floodwall - A constructed barrier of flood damage-resistant materials to keep water away from or out of a
specific area. Floodwalls surround a building and are typically offset from the exterior walls of the building;
some floodwalls can be integrated into the building envelope and are considered a component of a flood
barrier.
Flood Entry Point - Any opening, join, gap, crack, low point, or other location through or over which floodwater
can enter.
Active Dry Floodproofing - Systems that require human intervention to deploy the physical barrier and are
effective only if there is enough warning time to mobilize the labor and equipment to implement them and
evacuate.
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Passive Dry Floodproofing - Systems that do not require human intervention to deploy the physical barrier.
Breakaway Walls - A wall that is not part of the structural support of the building and is intended through its
design and construction to collapse under specific lateral loading forces, without causing damage to the
elevated portion of the building.

Key Findings
With their review, the MAT made observations in the following areas:
Flood Insurance
 Approximately half of the 467 Florida NFIP communities utilize the Community Rating System (CRS). This is
an important program for mitigating risk to hurricane damage to flood, by creating higher standards for
flood prevention. The more communities participate, the less potential collective risk during a flood
event.
Buildings and Foundations
 The extent of flood damage varied in relation to depth of floodwater, amount of energy in the water
column (waves, velocity) and the type of building design and construction.
 Elevated homes with unreinforced masonry breakaway walls performed as intended but houses
constructed at grade where the masonry walls were parallel to the shoreline were destroyed. Some
houses on shallow foundations collapsed with erosion scouring out beneath them.
 Buildings with deep foundations performed better than buildings with shallow foundations. Many houses
in dunes situations with deep pile foundations survived the erosion, but were then uninhabitable
“pending repairs to buildings and utilities.”

Figure 121: (Left) Elevated house with unreinforced masonry breakaway walls that performed as intended in Big
Pine Key, FL. (Right) House constructed at grade where the masonry walls parallel to the shoreline were
destroyed; this house was near the elevated house (Big Pine Key, FL)
Floodproofing
 In many situations, building managers/owners understood the concepts of dry floodproofing but did not
appreciate the importance of design and details that create a successful system.
 Analyses proved a need for guidance on maintaining and deploying dry floodproofing systems, as well
as developing emergency operations and maintenance plans that meet dry floodproofing
requirements.
 Dry floodproofing systems lacked regular testing and maintenance. When systems were installed prior to
the storm, several systems did not provide intended level of protection. Some facilities lacked formal or
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written documentation on who, how, when, and where to deploy floodproofing systems, which resulted
in time and energy wasted on a disorderly deployment prior to the event.
Other recommendations included
 Conduct a thorough vulnerability assessment, including a survey of all potential water entry points, as
part of the design process. Treat flood barriers like fire wall assemblies. Also, evaluate utility components
and penetrations through walls and floors as potential water entry points and incorporate freeboard
into the design flood elevation based on building use.
 Install check valves in floor drain systems and require ejector systems with check valves/ backflow
preventers for stormwater in sanitary sewers.
 Provide water stops at the seals in foundation walls and flood slabs where those spaces are intended to
remain dry and are located below the design flood elevation.
 Develop an emergency operations plan (EOP) for severe weather along with instilling a culture of
preparedness.
 Annually conduct procedures described in the operations, maintenance, and testing plan and consider
them part of the long-term approach to maintaining the effectiveness of the building’s flood protection
system.
 Building codes and floodplain management requirements need to be consistently enforced.
 Florida Division of Emergency Management (FDEM) should consider developing or modifying training for
the flood provisions in the Florida Building Code (FBC) and local floodplain management ordinances
with an emphasis on the use of flood damage-resistant materials below required floor elevation. Training
should be for builders, developers, floodplain administrators, building officials, plan reviewers, and
building inspectors.
 FDEM should also consider training design professionals to assist with inspections.
 The Florida Post-Disaster Toolkit for Floodplain Administrators should be distributed to all communities.
 FDEM should expand its technical assistance for CRS communities. They could provide technical
assistance for developing stormwater master plan studies, for establishing compensatory storage
requirements, and for identifying base flood elevations (BFEs) in flood Zone A.
 FDEM could assist with conducting public outreach for design professionals, surveyors, and mappers
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NATURAL DISASTERS AND URBAN CULTURAL HERITAGE: A REASSESSMENT
SOURCE: Taboroff, J. (2003). Natural disasters and urban cultural heritage: A Reassessment. In
Kreimer, A., Arnold, M., Carlin A. (Eds.), Building Safer Cities: The Future of
Disaster Risk, 233-240. The World Bank. Retrieved from
http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/584631468779951316/pdf/272110PAPER0Bu
ilding0safer0cities.pdf
Summary
This article examines the importance of factoring urban cultural heritage into overall disaster mitigation and
management approaches. Numerous case studies include Dresden’s art treasures, the architecture archive of
the Prague University of Technology and the increasing costly infrastructure in Venice. These examples highlight
the need to ensure adequate individual site management plans for disaster scenarios and inform and educate
the public about the risks to cultural heritages due to the frequency of natural disasters. To avoid losing sense of
place when historic sites are destroyed due to lack of urban risk preparedness, the article identifies that policies
and planning can help mitigate.
Measures and incentives that could be adopted to better protect heritage:
• Review and update inventories of historic sites, to know the locations and condition of each.
• Move archives and collections from basements in flood prone spaces.
• Enforce building code.
• Include heritage professionals in national and local disasters and civil defense committees.
• Train civil defense and emergency workers on the special needs of heritage sites.
Effective mitigation strategies are dependent on government agencies, heritage professionals and emergency
services collaborating to ensure legislation accounts for needed heritage protection and that there is
coordination of emergency plans and disaster relief planners at local and national levels.
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COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENT OF LOCAL & TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE &
SCIENCE IN MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
SOURCE: Thornton, T. F., & Scheer, A. M. (2012). Collaborative engagement of local and
traditional knowledge and science in marine environments: A Review. Ecology and
Society 17(3): 8. Retrieved from http://dx.doi.org/10.5751/ES-04714-170308
Summary
“Today, marine Local and Traditional Knowledge is being used to provide historical and contemporary baseline
information, suggest stewardship techniques, improve conservation planning and practice, and to resolve
management disputes.” Local and traditional ecological knowledge (LTK) has been recognized as an
important component within research as it provides a proven way to fill in gaps and bring new perspective for
hazard mitigation. It is important to understand that empirical data can often be incomplete when focusing on
a complex system. Using LTK has proven to be extremely effective for many areas of study, especially within
marine ecosystems in formation of new knowledge. It is important to note that LTK is not an alternative to
scientific or empirical research. Instead it provides supporting data that creates a more complete
understanding of the topic. The best results occur when it is combined as an equal data source or used to
construct a more complete perspective.
LTK is especially useful at the human scale since it stems from utilitarian knowledge. Well documented examples
are hunting, fishing and farming. For example, in the South Pacific Islands some tribes have a person
designated as a “Master Fisherman”. They are the leading authority on fishing lore and practice for their
people. In Tlingit salmon watersheds in Alaska, there is a “Master of the Stream”. The Master knows the seasons,
amount of salmon to catch as well as specific information regarding size of individual fish. This is seen as a way
of protecting the resource, and allows them to live where and how they do.
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CASE STUDY OF INSTITUTIONAL AND SOCIAL RESPONSES TO FLOODING:
REFORMING FOR RESILIENCE?
SOURCE: Cashman, A. (2011). Case study of institutional and social responses to flooding: Reforming
for resilience. Journal of Flood and Risk Management, 4, 33-41. Retrieved from doi:10.111/j.1753318x.2010.01087.x
Summary
After a series of flooding events between 2000 and 2004, the City of Bradford Metropolitan District Management
Advisory Group recognized the growing need for proactive flood mitigation. They began by defining resiliency
on a community scale and how they could implement projects or policies that would allow them to create a
community better prepared for future flood events. Once establishing definitions, the City conducted qualitative
research interviewing stakeholders in the community that had been previously involved with flood management.
This created a common focal point for the city and the stakeholders, and a hierarchy of topics and issues to be
addressed. They created a series of initiatives. Their focus was to better understand and manage flood risk. The
initiatives included:
• An independent inquiry into water management in Bradford.
• A water management liaison and advisory group.
• Community Flood Local Action Plans (FLAPs)
• Collaboration with academic institutions.

Water Management Inquiry
The Flood Management inquiry provided an opportunity to create fundamental changes to policy in regards to
inter-agency cooperation and emergency management. This has led to the City of Bradford having a more
efficient and holistic approach when it comes to flood management.
The objectives of this group were:
• Effective integration of water management in policy and city administration.
• Improve communication between organizations and stakeholders.
• Establish common understandings and knowledge.

Flood Local Action Plans (FLAPS)
Flood Local Action Plans were set up in response to concerns that the communities were not consulted or aware
of what was being done for flooding. This initiative was started by the City of Bradford Metropolitan District Council
(CBMDC), however was operated by a local community group that was intentionally kept independent of the
council. It provided a platform for people to share their issues and experiences regarding flood, initiate
conversation where they could, then decide for themselves the course of action they wanted to take and
function as a liaison in order to negotiate with appropriate agencies if needed. This also had as its objective the
collaboration with academic institutions in the area to stimulate new relationships in the community.

Implementation
As a result of the implementation of initiatives, the City of Bradford has seen significant changes in the way that
they operate and address issues of flooding. For example, in the past, policy makers and policies were
disjointed as each one was limited to addressing issues that existed only within their jurisdiction or area of
responsibility. This created a disconnect between sections of the city and caused additional issues when flood
events occurred. Prior to the Water Management Inquiry, a policy officer from the city said:
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“We were going into risk management but it was about masking risk. We know these issues are out there but
actually if we just turn the other way, we don’t quite see them and actually they are the fault of someone else.
Internally we dealt with the issues when they arose. Externally as far as we were concerned it was other
people’s responsibility, it wasn’t about partnership workings it was the responsibility. If the water was in the river
it was the EA’s responsibility. If it was coming over the top it was ours and if it got into the sewers it was YW and
when it came back out again it was ours. That was very clear and everybody saw it like that.”

Findings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social resilience at the individual and collective level has been enhanced by the processes put in
motion by the City of Bradford.
Perceived benefit of initiative: More confidence and understanding among community regarding flood
issues. This has led people to believe that they are now part of the process instead of apart from it.
It stimulated enhanced community bonding and increased the sense of community by coming
together.
Results from the Flood Local Action Plans suggest that engagement and understanding can both be
transformative factors within communities.
The process led to a greater understanding and appreciation of the complexities of flooding.
Initiatives only last as long as there is interest and funding so it must be proven to a broader audience
that the effort is relevant.
Efforts like FLAPs can have a positive impact on strengthening institutional networks as well as increased
awareness, information flows and more effective emergency management.
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FLOOD RISK PERCEPTION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT IN
THE NETHERLANDS
SOURCE: Baan P. J. A. & Klijn, F. (2004). Flood risk perception and implications for flood risk
management in the Netherlands. International Journal of River Basin Management.
2,(2) 113-122. Retrieved from https://doi.org/10.1080/15715124.2004.9635226
Summary
The article defines the psychological impacts of those who are affected by the flood event itself or by the
management measures and techniques that are put in place for the mitigation of flooding. There is a direct
relation between people who are affected by proximity and frequency of exposure to flood risk and the level
of preparedness both physical and psychological. The study shows that there are three main categories of
people that can be defined.
Low Risk
The first are those who live in polders with lower risk of flooding which the article defines as “Dormant Flood
Risk”. This population tends to underestimate flood risk due to the amount of time since the last flood event.
They do not have very much knowledge regarding the behavior of the water, the likelihood of a breach or the
inundation process. The “Crisis Effect” may occur where risk is overestimated immediately after an event. With
more time, worries tend to decrease and after a few years the risks are severely underestimated, leading to
additional vulnerability.
High Risk
The second are those living with immediate flood threat. In flood zones, usually along rivers, there is a sense of
familiarity with the nature of the water and the population tends to have less fear of flooding than others who
live further in the polders. This creates a noticeable difference in the psychological condition between the
people. The inhabitants of the flood zone tend to be not only better prepared technically but also
psychologically since they have developed the ability to cope with and understand the process. This is in
contrast to the remaining population who, due to their limited or nonexistent knowledge of flood, have more
negative psychological responses such as high stress and anxiety that leads to additional health issues.
Unexpected Risk
The third group is classified as living with accidental or uncontrolled flooding. This applies to areas where
uncontrolled or sudden flooding takes place. This is most commonly seen in valleys due to the natural elevation
change. In many cases people are not aware of the risk of flood due to the lapse of time since the last event.
For this reason, they experience more psychological stressors than someone who is familiar with or expecting a
flood event. This group is impacted psychologically and through the various types of damage that can be
created by flood in both the built environment. These uncontrolled events tend to cause more damage since
populations are caught by surprise and are unprepared.

Decision Making and Flood Risk
The article explains that government tends to use a technical rationale to guide decision making, such as hard
data and analysis. This is in contrast to rationale that influences lay people’s decision making. The best
technical or “analytical approach of risks can only be effective, when it is guided by emotion and feelings.”
(Slovic 2002). This is due to the fact that people are not purely analytical. The decisions and judgments made
are often based on what people feel. This must be taken into consideration when choosing how to mitigate
disasters.
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Below is a table referencing technical vs cultural rationality in risk perception. Source: Barnes (2002).
Technical Rationale
Trust in scientific methods, evidence and
explanations
Appeal to authority and expertise
Boundaries of analysis are narrow and
reductionist
Risk is depersonalized focusing on measures
of statistical variation and probability
Concerns and issues that can’t be described
or clearly expressed are irrelevant

Cultural Rationale
Trust in political culture and democratic
process
Appeal to folk wisdom, peer groups and
cultural tradition
Boundaries of analysis are broad and include
use of analogy and historical precedent
Risk is personalized with emphasis on impacts
on the community and family
Unanticipated or unarticulated issues or
concerns are relevant

Many researchers have tried to document and understand the factors related to risk perception and have a
wide range of factors identified. For example, Sjoberg and Drottz-Sjoberg (1994) created a list of 27 factors, 10
are related to the character of the risk, 11 to social context, and 6 to personality. Personality is important, to
understand how decisions are made. This however, is difficult to take into consideration in risk and preventative
management. Lyklema (2001) studied water related risk in the Netherlands and identified key factors that are
significant for people’s judgment. These factors are:
 The fairness of division of risk and gains between parties involved.
 Familiarity with risk and the effects to people exposed.
 The reason of exposure to risk.
 The seriousness of the effects.
 The degree of preparedness and the degree of control of consequences.
The Control Factor
Vlek (2001) expresses the importance of the last factor when understanding the perception, attitude and
behavior in risk situations. People tend to find man-made disaster more threatening than natural disasters. It is
also known that manmade disasters tend to stay in people’s collective memory longer (Valk 2003). This comes
into play when considering purposeful inundations, used to protect vulnerable areas downstream. Man-made
flooding events change the perception of risk that people have regarding this phenomenon:
 They may find flood compulsory.
 They may consider the division of losses and gains unfair.
 They may doubt the beneficial effects on society at large.
 They may develop mistrust of government and experts.
It is important to note that, “sustainable solutions can be found only when qualitative research on human
values and perceptions, and how to change these, is part of the investigations.”
The article defines a series of important questions that must be asked in order to develop a sustainable flood risk
management strategy.
 Is uncontrolled flooding still acceptable from a societal point of view or should we prevent that by all
means and gain control over the flooding process?
 How much flood damage is acceptable in floodable areas and how will government ensure that this
maximum level of damage is not exceeded?
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Is it acceptable that protection levels differ between areas and which protection levels are preferable
in view of potential flood damage?
Is the desired protection level realized by structural measures only or also by non-structural and
emergency measures?
To what extent can the government count on the ability of the inhabitants and businesses to take on
their own responsibility in dealing with floods?
Will government compensate victims for flood damage suffered and/or must it be made possible to
insure flood damages? And what demands can insurers put on citizens and businesses?
What will be the base for determining damage compensation in case of inundation? Are intangible
effects included and to what extent?

In regards to mitigation strategies, it has been repeatedly stated that reducing flood damage potential is by far
the most cost-effective measure (Hooijer, 2002). There are many possibilities for doing so:
 Spatial planning to slow down economic developments in vulnerable areas.
 The construction of secondary levees and structures within an area which will be flooded.
 Adapted building construction and flood-proof decoration and furniture.
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THE IMPACT OF NATURAL DISASTERS ON IMMIGRANTS AND REFUGEES IN THE
UNITED SATES: WHAT FUNDERS NEED TO KNOW IN THE IMMEDIATE TERM
SOURCE: Grant Makers Concerned with Immigrants and Refugees [GCIR] (2018, October 9). The
Impact of natural disasters on immigrants and refugees in the United States: What funders need to
know in the immediate term. Retrieved from https://www.gcir.org/resources/impactnatural-disasters-immigrants-and-refugees-united-states-what-funders-need-know
Summary:
Developed in 2017, the article provides a framework that serves as a guide for philanthropic responses through
grant making after a hazardous event. Within this framework the GCIR established a series of principles that
should be considered when assisting in post disaster response:
 Work through local foundations and invest in existing distribution mechanisms and frameworks.
o Local foundations already have a level of experience with immigrants and refugees in the
affected area. This allows them to better understand the needs as well as the methods for
providing aid in an efficient and timely manner. Support should be given to local organizations
that have proven to be efficient, effective and invested in the communities around them.
 Address gaps in philanthropic support and support the creation of new organizations, networks, and
collaborations.
o More commonly known affected areas often receive more aid than the lesser known areas that
have also been impacted by the disaster. It is important to find and maintain the appropriate
balance of aid so that all affected areas receive the assistance that they need to recover.
 Invest for the long term.
o The focus should be on long term investments that allow affected people and communities to
rebuild their lives even after the immediate aid and attention has faded.
 Invest in multi-ethnic, multi-racial organizations to bridge potential divides among affected populations.
o Pursue opportunities to invest in organizations that will work collaboratively in multiple affected
communities without creating tensions between different groups who are all in need of limited
resources.
In addition to these principles other needs were identified:
 Basic Needs
o For immigrants and refugees specifically, invest in linguistic and cultural resources that allow the
organization to provide all basic needs in an efficient and caring manner.
 Mental Health Services
o Linguistic and culturally competent mental health services are crucial to providing aid to
immigrants to deal with traumatic events and stressful situations.
 Immigration and Other Legal Services
o It is critical that legal services be provided for those who need legal services but do not have the
resources to afford it.
 Housing Assistance
o Impacted residents need temporary and permanent housing solutions. Many immigrants and
refugees face challenges rebuilding due to rental or mortgage payments that stem from their
legal status, education or ability to work.
 Livelihood Assistance
o Impacted residents will need additional assistance in regards to employment. They will also need
support in order to find rebuilding and education opportunities.
 Coordination of Services
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Help facilitate and improve communication between organizations that provide aid so that they
can share information and resources efficiently to provide better care.
Policy Advocacy
o Due to most disaster relief efforts and immigration policy being separate, long term rebuilding for
immigrants is difficult since they are often tied to legal status. Advocacy for new policies that
take into consideration circumstances related to disaster recovery and immigration are needed.
Long Term Planning and Oversight
o Long term oversight is needed for government agencies and organizations that are involved in
relief efforts. It is important that they address immigrant needs. Any emergency plans that are
produced should be sure to address linguistic and cultural competency as well as providing
assistance to immigrants regardless of legal status.
o
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SOCIAL CAPITAL AS COLLECTIVE NARRATIVES AND POST-DISASTER COMMUNITY
RECOVERY
SOURCE: Chamlee-Wright, E., & Storr, V. (2011). Social capital as collective narratives and postdisaster community recovery. The Sociological Review, 59(2), 266-282. Retrieved from
doi:10.1111/j.1467-954X.2011.02008.x
Summary
This paper establishes the importance of collective social narratives in the post disaster recovery process. Social
capital has often been referenced as a key component to any community in a post disaster setting. However,
the specific influences of a common narrative have not been discussed in depth. A collective narrative can be
defined as, “how community members describe themselves, their circumstances, and their prospects for
recovery that can shape how they respond to a disaster”. For example, if the members of a community believe
that they do not have the ability to recover and the circumstances too overwhelming, then the community is
likely to have a longer and more difficult recovery process if it is able to recover at all. On the other hand, if a
community decides that they are resilient, determined to rebuild and have the expertise or knowledge to do so,
then the recovery process can take place much more efficiently and with a much higher chance of success.
The article uses the community of St. Bernard Parrish, which was devastated by Hurricane Katrina, and their
recovery efforts as a precedent study to represent the influence of a collective narrative. The authors contend
that social capital in the form of a narrative shaped the disaster response and recovery efforts in St. Bernard
Parish. They saw themselves as a community comprised of people who see hard work as essential and common.
They approached every task as a challenge and an opportunity to prove their skills and determination as a
community to overcome the obstacles presented to them. The community narrative that they are a “tight-knit
and family oriented” neighborhood assisted in the recovery aspects of Katrina. Social capital in the form of
community narratives encouraged the people of St. Bernard Parish to utilize self-reliant strategies to help rebuild
the community instead of waiting for assistance from the Federal Government.

Findings
•
•

•
•
•
•

Collective narratives are important because they compile individual narratives into a more concrete
group of narratives that can mobilize and direct community actions.
After a disaster, shared narratives help communities:
a. Understand Their Reality
b. Analyze Their Capacity for Recovery
c. Help Plan a Course of Action
The sentiments of a strong community were present across socioeconomic status, age, and gender.
The collective narratives revealed that residents felt confident in their ability to return and rebuild
successfully without federal help.
Social capital is not always able to provide what else in necessary in rebuilding a community, such as
building materials. There must be access to financial and material resources for the community to use.
The density of social networks in this community was a crucial aspect to the success of this community
rebuilding after Hurricane Katrina.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL CAPITAL IN BUILDING COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
SOURCE: Aldrich, D. (2017). The Importance of social capital in building community resilience. In
Yan, W. M. & Galloway W. (Eds.), Rethinking Resilience, Adaptation, and Transformation in a Time of
Change, 357-364. Boston, MA: Springer International Publishing. Retrieved from doi:10.1007/978-3-31950171-0_23
Summary
Case studies of disasters in Bangkok, Thailand, the Tohoku region of Japan, and Christchurch in New Zealand
revealed that strong social networks allowed communities to recover faster than surrounding areas. It also kept
people from leaving the region, allowed for easy mobilization of groups for recovery efforts, and provided
informal assurance when normal business and resource operations were unreliable.
After the 2011 earthquake in the Tohuku region of Japan a quantitative analysis of tsunami mortality levels in 280
communities indicated strong correlation between a widely used measure of social capital: crime. In areas with
lower levels of trust, fewer shared norms, and a lack of social connections, there are higher levels of crime. The
more theft, coercion, and murder in an area pre-tsunami had higher levels of mortality and had slower recovery
times. Also, in 2011, in Christchurch, New Zealand criticism was directed at the Canterbury Earthquake Recovery
Agency for not focusing on bottom-up, community-oriented projects to help Christchurch recover. In response
they formed the Gap Filler Charitable Trust, which tests small scale, experimental projects which focused on using
vacant lots for temporary, people-oriented installations. This allowed areas to be activated throughout the city
for community purposes and decreasing the likelihood of vandalism and crime in those areas. Examples of
successful projects include a Summer Pallet Pavilion- a small community space and venue, and a Student
Volunteer Army- group of local student volunteers aid in response and recovery. They found that this approach
allowed the local based volunteerism to create long term recovery and rebuilding efforts that generated deeper
relationships with the locals of the area, which in turn, improved the social cohesion and social capital.

Types Social Capital Strategies
There are three types of networks that connect individuals to each other:
a. Bonding social capital: connecting with people of similar ethnic, racial, nationality, class
(homophily).
b. Bridging social capital: occurs in institutions such as schools, clubs and corporations.
c. Linking social capital: allows normal citizens’ access to power brokers, authority figures, and
decision makers.
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SMART POLICIES FOR A CHANGING CLIMATE: THE REPORT AND
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS
BLUE RIBBON PANEL ON CLIMATE CHANGE AND RESILIENCE
SOURCE: American Society of Landscape Architects. (2018, June). Smart Policies for a Changing
Climate: The Report and Recommendations of the American Society of Landscape Architects
Blue Ribbon Panel on Climate Change and Resilience. Retrieved from
https://www.asla.org//uploadedFiles/CMS/About__Us/Climate_Blue_Ribbon/climate%20i
nteractive3.pdf

Summary
This document is the product of an interdisciplinary panel on Climate Change and Resiliency organized by the
American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA). The panel’s goals were to identify the most important design
and planning approaches and public policy recommendations to support those approaches. It is an
advocacy platform, which outlines solutions, design, and policy recommendations to a general audience.
Solutions and recommendations include crosswalks between various single categories. The six identified
categories include:
• Natural Systems
• Community Development
• Vulnerable Communities
• Transportation
• Agriculture
• Community Engagement
Policies should:
• Be incentive based where possible,
• Promote holistic planning,
• Address environmental justice and equity issues,
• Reflect meaningful community engagement,
• Be revisited regularly and reviewed, and
• Address broader and local goals.

Recommendations by Category
Natural Systems
Systems with green infrastructure are more resilient when they are healthy and diverse. The committee suggests
the following:
 Utilizing green infrastructure in all new development,
 Limiting building in flood prone areas,
 Planning for conservation,
 Reusing greywater,
 Enhancing tree canopies,
 Preserving open space,
 Protecting water sources,
 Protecting wildlife corridors,
 Selecting biohabitat-supporting and pollinator-friendly native or plant species.
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Policies should provide dedicated and ongoing funding for green systems, and include them in community plans.
Regulations should foster, encourage, and require contextually appropriate environmentally beneficial green
infrastructure investment to protect clean water and biodiversity.
Community Development
Design smarter for just, compact, walkable communities with natural systems and public health in consideration.
Design should:
 Capture and restore damaged land and protect green space from development.
 Include resiliency plans and climate change analysis in laws and regulations.
 Address funding limitations by restructuring insurance programs to encourage resilient rebuilding.
 Create community investment trusts.
 Work with insurance policies to coordinate relocation planning with existing development in hazard zones.
 Support community land banking to convert vacant and abandoned properties to productive use and
community investment trusts to fund green infrastructure.
 Require funding that helps with public health issues from natural disasters.
Vulnerable Communities
For those living along the coast or inland floodplains and in underserved communities, the committee
recommends the following:
 Assess climate impacts,
 Managed retreat strategies, and
 Build more housing
 Address transportation, housing, jobs, recreation, and environmental justice in affordable development
conversations.
 Develop suitable relocation, retreat, and/or evacuation plans.
 Reinstitute Federal Flood Risk Management Standards.
 Smart growth standards will apply to many of these goals, ultimately to get people out of harm’s way.
Transportation
Develop better transit models by:
 Incorporating smart growth and complete streets solutions to promote walkability, equitable access, and
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
 Develop equitable and accessible transit-oriented development at the local and regional levels.
 Frame transit access as a civil right and look for financing opportunities to allow equitable access.
Agriculture
 Address existing food deserts
 Plan to protect food systems from climate change, soil depletion, and water pollution.
 Use community planning to make room for and incentivize urban and suburban agriculture.
 Preserve and incentivize local farmland and soil protection.
 Adopt agricultural policies and farm insurance programs to encourage conservation farming practices.
Community Engagement Guidelines
“The importance of proactive communications and public engagement cannot be overstated.”
 Overcome barriers to acceptance and implementation by integrating diverse opinions and needs early
in the process.
 Gain critical insight through multiple different platforms and scales to understand community needs and
motivations.
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Demonstrate examples of success.
Highlight what is at stake as well as social and racial equity issues.
Engage youth.

Findings
The committee’s suggestions are classified into 6 groups, but are all reflective of the larger priority toward
comprehensive and inclusive planning. They aim to promote resilience by planning with natural systems and
capitalizing on actions that benefit multiple categories. Strategies include green infrastructure, native plantings,
tree plantings, and healthy soil management practices. All categories benefit from inclusive smart growth with
compact, walkable, and transit-oriented connections that pay attention to vulnerable communities and
regional agricultural systems.
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HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY SUMMARY OF GREEN INFRASTRUCTURE
INCONSISTENCIES AND BARRIERS IN CODES AND GUIDANCE WITH ACTION ITEMS.
SOURCE: Tetra Tech. (2014, December). County of Hillsborough final summary of green infrastructure
inconsistencies and barriers in codes and guidance with action items. Retrieved from
https://tbeptech.org/TBEP_TECH_PUBS/2014/TBEP_08_14_Final_Technical_Memo_Hillsboro
ughCo_GI_Code_Barrier_Evaluation.pdf
Summary
This assessment, led by Tetra Tech, reviews the Hillsborough county Land Development Code (LDC),
Hillsborough County Construction Code, Stormwater Management Technical Manual (SMTM), Transportation
Technical Manual (TTM) and the Development Review Procedures Manual, to identify potential components
preventing implementation of green infrastructure approaches. Language and provisions that actively
discourage the use of green infrastructure were identified though the following five goals: minimizing
connected impervious area, preserving and enhancing the hydrologic function of unpaved areas, harvesting
rainwater to enhance potable and non-potable water supply, allow and encourage multi-use stormwater
controls and manage stormwater to sustain stream functions.
After confirmation and discussion of the multiple inconsistencies and barriers, the following key issues were
determined to be of high priority by the county: stormwater harvest and reuse, multiple benefits of developed
spaces, driveway design, green street design and off-street parking design. To further green infrastructure in
Hillsborough County, the county staff agreed on several action items to be accomplished jointly by the
Department of Public Works and the Department of Development Services. These action items were
determined from highest to lowest priority, these include amending codes to allow for alternative permeable
paving surfaces and shared parking with incorporated green infrastructure practices to manage stormwater.

Goals and Barriers
After reviewing the relevant sections of Hillsborough’s Codes and Manuals, Tetra Tech used their own Green
Infrastructure Opportunity Checklist Tool to detail five goals, their objectives and the barriers identified in
relation to each green infrastructure goal.
Minimize Effective or Connected Impervious Area
Effective impervious area includes rooftops, driveways, and compacted lawns that are connected to a storm
drain collection system. Solutions include disconnecting impervious areas by intersecting green practices prior
to it reaching a storm drain or reducing the overall amount of impervious area. Objectives to reach this goal
include minimizing impervious area associated with streets, parking, driveways and sidewalks, clustering
development and incorporating sustainable hydrology practices into urban redevelopment. Below are multiple
barriers identified in association with this green infrastructure goal:
 The County’s code has inconsistent definitions of impervious area and does not distinguish between
effective impervious area and disconnected impervious area.
 TTM standards do not require integration of green infrastructure elements into new or retrofit street
projects.
 Code provisions regarding incompatible use buffering, landscape strip planting height, and street
screening requirements can prohibit bio-retention, swale and other green infrastructure opportunities.
 Codes are not explicit in regards to downspouts being disconnected or redirected to discharge into a
rain barrel or yard.
 Codes and manuals do not address whether building owners are allowed to have bio-retention areas,
swales, cisterns and rain barrels if properly designed in order to infiltrate or reuse roof runoff.
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The County does not require that a specific percentage of all new off-site parking lots drain to
landscape area.
Standards do not allow pervious surfaces without approval for off-street parking except for “distant
parking”.
The County has established parking minimums with no maximum or penalty for building more spaces
than the minimum.

Preserve and Enhance the Hydrologic Function of Unpaved Areas
Protecting significant tracts of critical lands and wildlife habitat contributes in the improvement and protection
of water quality. This increases infiltration and groundwater recharge, prevention of erosion and contamination
of ground water and surface water resources in addition to protecting our sources of drinking water. Protective
tools in place around wetlands, riparian areas, and floodplains that improve/protect water quality reduce
pollutants loads and hydrologic alterations to water bodies. Objectives to reach this goal include minimizing
building footprint/envelope area, preserving topsoil structure, sensitive wetlands, washes, soils and stream
buffers. Below are multiple barriers identified in association with this green infrastructure goal:
 Codes and manuals do not require/encourage building footprints to avoid highly erodible soils.
 Codes disregard the suggested riparian buffer width for water quality benefits (50 to 75 foot), the codes
require a 30 – 50 feet buffer for new development.
 Required setbacks from wetlands and streams for new development are not required to remain in their
natural state.
Harvest Rainwater to Enhance Potable and Non-Potable Water Supply
For dense, urban areas with limited spaces for vegetated green infrastructure practices, stormwater reuse is
important. Through plumbing code revisions, rainwater harvesting and water supply resources can be
enhanced. Additional objectives to reach this goal include revising the building and zoning codes to route
rainwater to natural and landscape areas throughout the site. Below are multiple barriers identified in
association with this green infrastructure goal:
 Codes and manuals do not address whether interior or exterior rainwater cisterns are allowed and the
allowance of harvested rainwater to be used for non-potable interior uses is not specified.
 Codes reviewed do not appear to expressly encourage rainwater harvesting and reuse, codes are also
not explicit in regards to downspouts being disconnected or redirected to discharge into a rain barrel or
cistern.
 Codes do not specify if rain catchment devices (cisterns and barrels) can be placed within standard
zoning setback areas or on rooftops.
Allow and Encourage Multi-Use Stormwater Controls
An open space network can provide large areas for the infiltration and purification of storm water therefore
developers are more likely to employ stormwater controls if they are allowed and encouraged for multiple uses
in open spaces and landscape areas. Below are multiple barriers identified in association with this green
infrastructure goal:
 Codes reviewed do not address whether properly designed bio-retention areas are allowed to be
constructed in designated landscape areas and if these are given “credit” as landscape area.
 Code does not require or support the creation of multi-function landscaping areas (rain gardens, tree
boxes, etc.,) favorable to stormwater management.
 The manuals and codes reviewed do not address whether grass swales, bio-retention areas, or other
green infrastructure techniques are allowed to replace curb and gutter, curb cuts or the required grass
strip between the sidewalk and curb.
 Codes reviewed do not clearly state whether structural low impact development techniques such as
constructed wetlands, swales, and bio-retention areas are allowed to be constructed in designated
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open space and if these are given “credit” as open space to count as a percent of the required open
space area.
Manage Stormwater to Sustain Stream Functions
More effective and cost efficient than conventional stormwater management practices, green infrastructure
can provide other substantial community benefits by incorporating techniques at early design stages. Pre-site
plan review is an effective tool for discussing alternative approaches for meeting stormwater requirements with
developers. Objectives to reach this goal include replicating the predevelopment of hydrology of the site,
maintaining water quality functions of the watershed, and minimizing channel erosion and downstream
flooding. Monitoring, tracking and inspecting these green infrastructure practices will help ensure proper
working conditions and performance required by the stormwater ordinance. Below are multiple barriers
identified in association with this green infrastructure goal:
 Code is not clear whether stormwater is required to be retained/infiltrated on site and does not provide
adequate guidance for sufficient storage volume.
 The SMTM is not specific in requiring the stabilization of outfalls to reduce erosion.
 In terms of inspections, the SMTM is not clear whether the County requires self-inspections during/after
construction, or if the county conducts inspections on private property. Additionally, the SMTM is also
not clear whether inspectors are required to be trained and certified.
 The SMTM does not address whether maintenance of stormwater management practices is required to
be performed by a certified professional.
 The County does not allow for alternative measures or off-site mitigation of stormwater impacts when
on-site is infeasible.

Action Strategy Development
Tetra Tech presented these barriers to the County and after confirmation and discussion, multiple
inconsistencies and key issues were identified as high priority based on the following: water quality issues,
infrastructure challenges, current development goals or redevelopment challenges, community interest, and
quality of life challenges or goals. The following are the selected key issues: stormwater harvest and reuse,
multiple benefits of developed spaces, driveway design, green street design and off-street parking design.
The county staff agreed on the following action items presented from highest to lowest priority:
 Amend code to allow alternative permeable paving surfaces for off-street parking on smaller
commercial parcels without prior approval.
 Amend current Small Side Design Criteria (SMTM) to account for runoff reduction due to permeable
pavement surfaces.
 Amend existing Joint Use and Shared Parking code to allow for shared parking and develop “model”
specifications and details to incorporate green infrastructure in off-street parking to be included in the
Transportation Technical Manual (TTM).
 Amend the code to allow off-street parking islands, buffers and screening landscaping to act as
stormwater management areas and to “credit” these areas as part of the landscaping requirement.
 Update the TTM for the allowance of green infrastructure practices in medians, curb, bump outs, cul-desac islands and along roadways in lieu of curb and gutter if designed properly to manage stormwater.
Additionally, the update of the TTM will indicate that medians to do not have to be continuously curbed
if it used for stormwater management.
 Amend code to allow two-track driveways and durable permeable pavement surfaces.
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COASTAL WETLANDS AND FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCTION: USING RISK INDUSTRYBASED MODELS TO ASSESS NATURAL DEFENSES IN THE NORTHEASTERN USA
SOURCE: Narayan, S., Beck, M.W., Wilson, P., Thomas, C., Guerrero, A., Shepard, C., Reguero, B.G.,
Franco, G., Ingram, C.J., Trespalacios, D. (2016). Coastal Wetlands and Flood Damage Reduction.
Using Risk Industry-based Models to Assess Natural Defenses in the Northeastern USA. Lloyd’s
Tercentenary Research Foundation. London. Retrieved from 10.7291/V93X84KH. Retrieved from:
https://www.nature.org/content/dam/tnc/nature/en/documents/Coastal_wetlands_and_flood_da
mage_reduction.pdf
Summary
The risk models used by insurance companies are drivers of flood defense strategies. “As with the design of
engineered defenses, understanding exactly how and where wetlands will affect flooding is crucial to ultimately
integrating them into coastal risk management practice.” This article describes ongoing efforts to quantify
wetland services in extreme events and in average annual flood losses, specifically in the Northeastern USA. This
article is part of a larger effort to develop directly applicable risk industry-based tools and a better understanding
of effective restoration techniques and projects with enhanced sustainability and capacity to cope with natural
disasters. It may serve as a financial incentive to enhance natural systems along the coast.
Identifying how and where coastal ecosystems can provide the greatest good will help:
• Support decision-making tools for the prioritization of nature-based solutions for risk reduction and
conservation,
• Inform state-wide coastal resiliency strategies (like Living Shorelines in Maryland),
• Inform the use of financial mechanisms like resilience and catastrophe bonds to fund conservation
projects.
• Support growing national interest in wetland restoration targeted at building resilience (US Army Corps of
Engineers and US National Fish and Wildlife.

Findings
The risk for storm-induced flooding damage will continue to increase with sea level rise and increased coastal
development. “Population growth and urban development on these coastlines have a two-fold effect in
increasing this risk by increasing the value of assets within high risk areas and by damaging ecosystems.”
Recommendations are to simultaneously address habitat conservation needs while proposing cost-effective risk
reduction measures.
Strong evidence exists that reefs and wetlands protect coastlines from every day wave energy. But less is known
about their effects on surge or flood reduction during extreme events. Studies from Hurricane Katrina show that
intact mangroves can reduce surge heights by up to 9.4 centimeters per kilometer inland. Other research has
shown surge attenuation rates from 5 cm/km to 70 cm/km in a large tidal marsh. However, few studies
demonstrate the economic value of wetland protection.
In the NE, developments protected by marshes were found to experience 20% less annual flood losses. Most of
the damage from Hurricane Sandy was along the heavily urbanized coast with few remaining wetlands. Where
wetlands were intact, property damages were found to have been reduced by 10%.
“Protection benefits are non-linear with regard to wetland width; most of the protection is provided within the first
several hundred meters.” The location of wetlands relative to the coastline and development is a crucial part of
the fine-grained analysis that is attempted by this report. If restoration benefits are to be fully understood, natural
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areas need to be big enough to effect wave action – and to provide ecosystem benefits of nutrient cycling, fish
habitats and carbon sequestration.
Cumulative benefits are measured upstream from coastal protection zones but need to be better understood at
a finer resolution which looks at the effects of modified flow patterns throughout. High resolution analysis can help
inform public and private incentives that support conservation. Where marshes are conserved, less developed
property is exposed and they offer flood reduction benefits for upland property.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in its latest Executive Order Guidelines requires that any
risk reduction measure should minimize its adverse impact on the rest of the floodplain and use nature-based
approaches where they provide the intended level of protection (2015).

Limitations of the Study
According to the authors, this study underestimates the wave reduction capacity of wetlands and needs to be
better studied to be accurately valued. Elements like the value of long-term stabilization have yet to be translated
into an implementable format.
Authors also identified the need to expand this analysis from a focus on the protection of private assets to include
public lands and roads and other infrastructure.
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HOW AND HOW EFFECTIVE CAN VEGETATION DISSIPATE STORM SURGE, WAVE, &
FLOODING?
SOURCE: Sheng, P. Y. (2014). How and how effective can vegetation dissipate storm surge, wave,
and flooding? Modeling for protection, risk, and marsh management decisions. Fact
finding meeting. Coastal & Oceanographic Engineering Program, Engineering School of
Sustainable Infrastructure and Environment University of Florida. Retrieved from
https://www.hrnerr.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/9/2019/03/252351853-How-and-HowEffectively-can-Vegetation-Dissipate-Storm-Surge-Wave-and-Flooding.pdf
Summary
The presentation looks at increasing interest in the role of coastal wetlands in reducing storm surge and inundation
and asked the question of how effective they are. Factors that affect flooding intensity include the dynamic
coupling of tides and waves with surge, precipitation and river flow, sea level rise, intensity of storms caused by
climate change. The article concludes that dissipation by healthy marshes and mangroves depends on the
following:
 Vegetation type, height, density, and distribution
 Local bathymetry and topography
 Local climate and weather – wind pressure deficit
 Local hydrodynamic condition – waves and currents
 Local salinity, temperature and water quality
 Sediment supply (accretion)
 Available space for vegetation migration (will seawalls and buildings block vegetation migration?)
The study proposes improvements in vegetation modeling to improve predictive analysis and mitigation. It models
the Vegetation Dissipation Potential (VDP) for various scenarios and conditions, like canopy height, width and
density as well as storm speed and intensity. The study clearly showed that vegetation reduced flooding from
hurricanes Ike, Andrew and Sandy. The presentation concludes by proposing the use of 3D vegetation modeling
to better predict the effectiveness of vegetation and flood protection.
Modeling results from Hurricane Andrew showed that mangroves made a large impact in decreasing inland
inundation.

Figure 122: (Left) A model of inundation as vegetation free and (Right) with 300 stems per square meter.
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Figure 123: Modeling of flooding related to density and height of vegetation.
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REBUILT WETLANDS CAN PROTECT SHORELINES BETTER THAN WALLS
SOURCE: Jacobsen, R. (2019). Rebuilt wetlands can protect shorelines better than walls. Scientific.
Retrieved from https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/rebuilt-wetlands-canprotect-shorelines-better-than-walls/

Summary
This is a review of collaborative work between researchers and the insurance industry to provide translatable
evidence of the value of ecosystems for flood protection. By using the insurance industry’s terms of risk asset
models, they put ecosystem services into a format that is directly usable for policy makers.
 Data shows the cost benefit breakdown of living shorelines compared to hardened shorelines and
seawalls. The team tracked installation cost as well as maintenance or repair cost.
 Techniques for rebuilding wetlands and living shorelines are getting better and resulting in stronger natural
systems. As this knowledge matures, natural systems become more valuable.
 Governments are starting to integrate natural solutions into their policies and planning.

Findings
The research provides a comparative analysis of initial cost, maintenance cost, recovery cost, and efficacy. The
following are examples of these findings.
Bulkheads vs. Marshes
Studies compared bulkheads and natural ecosystems after Hurricane Irene. Three quarters of North Carolina’s
bulkheads (concrete walls about 2 meters high) were damaged but almost none of the natural marshes were
impaired. The damage that was done regrew within a year. These marshes extend 10 to 40 meters from the shore.
While bulkheads reflect wave’s energy, natural edges disperse or absorb it. Salt marshes bend, but don’t break.
Oysters and Coral Reefs
Oyster and coral reefs limit erosion and flood damage by acting as natural breakwaters and disperse wave
energy with corrugated surfaces. Various strategies for constructed reefs continue to improve and to be made
of more ecologically sustainable materials.
 Oyster-reef restoration would cost $1.3 billion for $9.7 billion in savings.
 Constructed oyster reefs off the North Carolina coast were largely undamaged by Hurricane Michael.
 Constructed reefs are most applicable and cost effective where native oyster populations support
additional growth, as compared to the challenges that these recovery projects are encountering in the
northeastern United States where native populations are almost completely gone.
Wetlands
After Superstorm Sandy researchers showed that wetlands (reduced to 10-30% of their historic size) prevented
$625 million of flood damage. Even areas that flooded had reduced damages where protected by wetlands.
Insurance premiums are reducible with the demonstrated 16% average annual flood damage reduction for
properties behind marshes. As little as 15 meters of salt marsh and mangroves can rake more the 50% of the
energy out of storm surges with their earthen berms and friction-generating forests of stalks.
 Natural defenses, wetlands restoration, would cost $2 billion to effect $18.2 billion of losses.
Elevated Homes
Research in the Gulf Coast showed that elevating homes is an effective way to reduce damages. But the team
estimated that would cost $54 billion to prevent $39 billion in damages.
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Additional measurements:
 Large scale berms in Louisiana save $1 in damages for every $4 spent. This is found to be less cost
effective than small localized berms which are much cheaper to construct.
 Sandbags are the best protection to investment ratio.
 Barrier island restoration would cost $1.2 billion for $5.9 billion in savings.
 Beach nourishment also proved to be a more cost-effective coastal defense strategy than sea walls
alone.
“Coral reefs are the single most effective ecosystem for flood-risk reduction.” When healthy, they can reduce
wave energy up to 97%. Reef restoration averages $18,700 less per meter ($1,300 vs $20,000) than artificial break
water construction. Losing a single meter of reef height significantly diminishes its potential efficacy.

Challenges
Barrier islands are transient by nature. “At some point residents will have to move back from the receding
shoreline.” In some parts of the Gulf, the coast is subsiding so fast from lea-level rise and large-scale diversion of
sedimentation from the Mississippi River that it may not be recoverable. Any effort to do so would take a large
scale and long-term investment.
Built infrastructure, such as levees and pumps, are still incredibly important – and cost effectiveness is only part of
the equation where large populations live close to the shoreline. Researchers in this article suggest a hybrid
approach in which natural systems and engineered solutions work hand in hand to protect coastal communities.

Improvements
Marsh restoration designs are improving and becoming more specific. Each ecological solution is only relevant
to specific climatic and environmental conditions. For example, early restoration projects were based on forestry
science which we now know doesn’t work as well. They now know that marshes recover 3 times faster if grasses
are replanted in clusters rather than spread out (as is practice in re-forestry efforts). Additionally, we are learning
that endemic animals, like blue crabs, recover quickly and support the regrowth of coastal grass communities.
Marshes do best when they have a protective sill – a linear berm to prevent erosion and increase accretion. This
should be made of a hard material with a height that is exposed at low tide but covered at high. The sill takes
the brunt of the wave energy. Oyster reefs act as natural sills in the Gulf Coast region. With the overharvesting of
these reefs, their function is diminished. Appropriate solutions vary depending on the intensity of wave action.
New oyster reef hatchery substrate is being developed to improve on the challenges of concrete and plastic,
looking for a design that holds up long enough to establish a colony and of a material that does not pollute when
it disintegrates.
Policy / Governance
The Army Corps of Engineers, famous for concrete infrastructure, is now implementing an ‘Engineering with Nature
Initiative’. NOAA is focusing on living shorelines as the focus of coastal resilience. Policy makers are making moves.
San Francisco, although left with only 10% of the Bay’s original salt marshes, has implemented a Clean Water,
Pollution Prevention, and Habitat Restoration Measure (2016) to fund $500 million in shoreline restoration. Two
Living Shorelines Acts have been introduced to Congress, which would designate $20 million annually to living
shoreline work. North Carolina and Maryland have updated their permit processes to facilitate or require living
shoreline permits. The Nature Conservancy and the Mexican state of Quintana Roof have created an insurance
policy to rebuild natural capital (Mesoamerican Reef) if destroyed, making that the first ever insurance for a
natural ecosystem.
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Recommendations
Neither living shorelines nor bulkheads can save homes from Category 5 storms, but policy makers and property
owners can make better informed decisions by understanding the capacities and limitations of these systems. To
develop best practices in mitigation and recovery, we must continue to learn from intact and restored
ecosystems. Mitigation efforts should incorporate natural systems into pre- and post-disaster plans before the next
big storm hits. Local policy should tailor solutions to regional conditions and start before natural communities are
too badly damaged to recover.
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GRANTS AND FUNDING
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Introduction
Funding is a limitation for implementing many of the principles identified in this document. However, there are
many state and federal programs that provide monetary support. Funding is available for both pre- and postdisaster projects. In pre-disaster scenarios, there are programs to provide money for each phase, from
assessments to planning to implementation and monitoring. A collection of relevant grants or funding programs
are listed below. This chapter is organized by the stages of mitigation implementation as well as the level at
which the funding is being provided from (federal, state, or local). Please refer to the hyperlinks provided with
each grant for the current proposal request windows.

PRE-DISASTER
Federal
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program (PDM)
This program is designed for states, territories, federally recognized tribes, and communities to have
funding support to develop a pre-disaster hazards mitigation program. This includes funding for
planning, projects, and community outreach awareness about reducing future loss. To receive a
funding award, the community must develop and adopt a hazard mitigation plan.
https://www.fema.gov/pre-disaster-mitigation-grant-program
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) – Mitigation (-MIT)
This grant funds proposals for communities recovering from qualifying 2015, 2016, and 2017 disasters.
Specifically, it is looking for long-term strategic and high-impact activities to mitigate disaster and
increase resiliency.
https://www.hud.gov/press/press_releases_media_advisories/HUD_No_19_129
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation (NFWF)
Resilient Communities 2020
Enhancing community capacity to plan and implement resiliency projects and improve the protections
afforded by natural ecosystems by investing in green infrastructure and other measures. Specifically,
they request proposals involving conservation projects, community capacity building, and adaptation
focused on small businesses and affordable housing.
https://www.nfwf.org/programs/resilient-communities-program/resilient-communities-2020-requestproposals
National Coastal Resilience Fund
This grant is awarded to projects that create and restore natural systems to protect coastal communities
from erosion, sea level rise, storms, etc. Specifically, it focuses on community capacity building and
planning, project site assessment and preliminary design, project final design and permitting, and
restoration and monitoring.
https://www.nfwf.org/programs/national-coastal-resilience-fund/national-coastal-resilience-fund-2020request-proposals
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Five Star and Urban Waters Restoration Grant Program
Development of community capacity by providing modest assistance to diverse local partnerships for
river, wetland, riparian, forest and coastal restoration, and wildlife conservation. Water monitoring,
stormwater management, source-water protection, urban tree canopy restoration, and projects
designed to prevent trash from entering waterways are just some of the types of projects that are
awarded grants.
https://www.epa.gov/urbanwaterspartners/five-star-and-urban-waters-restoration-grant-program-2018
Brownfield Program
The EPA provides a wide variety of grants towards brownfield assessment, cleanup, loans, technical
assistance, and research. Within the category of pre-disaster, the Revolving Loan Fund Grants, Cleanup
Grants, and Multi-purpose Grants are of relevance.
https://www.epa.gov/brownfields/types-brownfields-grant-funding
Environmental Justice Small Grants Program
This program supports grants that aim to engage, educate, and empower communities for
environmental and public health issues, specifically emphasizing projects that address emergency
preparedness and increase resiliency or projects that include needs for veterans and the homeless
population. Some other categories of projects include clean air, healthy waters, land revitalization, and
environmental health projects.
https://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/environmental-justice-small-grants-program
Urban Waters Small Grants
At the time of writing, there is no open request for proposals for this grant. Successful proposals should
aim to protect and restore urban waters, improve water quality, and enhance the local community and
businesses overall.
https://www.epa.gov/urbanwaters/urban-waters-small-grants
Section 319 Polluted Runoff: Nonpoint Source Pollution
This grant can be used by eligible state and tribal governments to implement and monitor approved
nonpoint source management programs, and provides funds for technical assistance, financial
assistance, education, training, technology transfer, demonstration projects and monitoring.
https://www.epa.gov/nps/319-grant-program-states-and-territories
Clean Water State Revolving Fund
This program supports projects that address state’s highest priority water quality needs. This can include
construction of municipal wastewater facilities, control of non-point sources of pollution, construction of
decentralized wastewater treatment systems, green infrastructure projects, protection of estuaries, and
more.
https://www.epa.gov/cwsrf
Future EPA grants for specific water needs can be located at the following website:
https://www.epa.gov/green-infrastructure/green-infrastructure-funding-opportunities
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Coastal Resilience Grants Program
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This program builds resilience through projects that conserve and restore sustainable ecosystem
processes and functions and reduce the vulnerability of coastal communities and infrastructure from the
impacts of extreme weather events, climate hazards, and changing ocean conditions.
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/grant/noaa-coastal-resilience-grants
Coastal and Marine Habitat Restoration Grants
This grant can be awarded to institutions of higher education, non-profits, commercial organizations, US
territories and state, local and tribal governments. Successful proposals aim to protect and restore
habitat, rebuilding and protecting of fisheries, and conservation of resources. These proposals should
also lead to community and economic benefits.
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/grant/coastal-and-marine-habitat-restoration-grants
Office of Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy
State Energy Program
This program provides technical assistance and funding to state-level government to enhance energy
security, state-led energy initiatives, and maximize the benefits of decreasing energy waste. Additional
energy security emergency response and resilience.
https://www.energy.gov/eere/wipo/state-energy-program
Weatherization Assistance Program
This program is directed at low-income households and aims to reduce energy costs by increasing
energy efficiency of homes and upgrading their energy infrastructure. This not only reduces the cost of
electricity annually; it also aims to ensure the homeowners’ health and safety.
https://www.energy.gov/eere/wipo/weatherization-assistance-program
National Park Service
Land and Water Conservation Fund
This grant opportunity provides matching funds to state and local government for the acquisition and
development of public outdoor recreation areas and facilities. It also aims to increase state leadership.
Any property acquired through this program must be maintained as public recreation land use.
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/lwcf/stateside.htm
U.S. Forest Service
Urban and Community Forestry Program
This program aims to encourage the creation and maintenance of urban tree usage in planning and
implementation. Focusing on planning, human health, environmental health, management, and public
awareness, eligible proposals should plan or implements programs that address urban and community
forest resilience.
https://www.fs.usda.gov/managing-land/urban-forests/ucf
National Estuary Program
NEP Coastal Watershed
This grant supports efforts to address ecological problems experienced in watersheds such as habitat
loss, algal blooms, mammal mortalities, invasive species, flooding and coastal erosion, nutrient loading,
and pollution.
https://estuaries.org/initiatives/watershedgrants/
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State
Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
Coastal Partnership Initiative Grant Program
This grant is designed for Florida local’s coastal counties, municipalities, public colleges and universities,
planning councils, national estuary programs and nonprofit groups. The CPI consists of four program
areas: resilient communities, public access, working waterfronts, and coastal stewardship. Eligible
entities may apply for grants for community projects such as habitat restoration, park planning and
improvements, waterfront revitalization and improving communities' resiliency to coastal hazards.
https://floridadep.gov/rcp/fcmp/content/grants
Beaches Funding Program
This program, aimed at local (municipality and county) governments, provides up to 50% of project
costs for beach improvements including dune restoration, environmental studies and nourishment.
https://floridadep.gov/rcp/beaches-funding-program
Recreational Trails Program
This program provides funding for the creation of recreational trails, trailhead, and trailside facilities.
Eligible applicants include local governments and nonprofit environmental organizations.
https://floridadep.gov/lands/land-and-recreation-grants/content/rtp-assistance
Land and Water Conservation Fund
This fund provides money for the acquisition or development of land for public outdoor recreation. All
county governments and incorporated municipalities in Florida and other legally constituted local
government entities with the legal responsibility for outdoor recreations spaces can apply.
https://floridadep.gov/lands/land-and-recreation-grants/content/lwcf-assistance
Florida Recreation Development Assistance Program
This program provides money for the acquisition or development of land for public outdoor recreation.
All county governments and incorporated municipalities in Florida and other legally constituted local
government entities with the legal responsibility for outdoor recreations spaces can apply.
https://floridadep.gov/lands/land-and-recreation-grants/content/frdap-assistance

Parks and Open Space Florida Forever Grant Program
This grant funds projects that assist communities in meeting challenges of growth and development with
protecting natural resources and open space. This can include acquisition of lands for local parks and
recreational trail systems, providing direct water access, and more, especially in low-income or
disadvantaged communities. Local governments and eligible nonprofit environmental organizations
can apply.
https://floridadep.gov/lands/land-and-recreation-grants/content/fct-florida-communities-trust-home
Stan Mayfield Working Waterfronts Florida Forever Grant Program
This program provides grant funds for the acquisition, restoration, and preservation of working
waterfronts used by businesses, commercial fishermen, and aquaculture. Local governments and
eligible nonprofit environmental organizations can apply.
https://floridadep.gov/lands/land-and-recreation-grants/content/fct-florida-communities-trust-home
Florida Department of Economic Opportunity
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Florida Job Growth Fund
This fund is an economic development program designed to promote public infrastructure and
workforce training within Florida. This program is a collaboration between DEO and Enterprise Florida,
Inc. This grant provides funding specifically to projects that focus on developing a workforce and
infrastructure initiatives that attract businesses.
https://www.enterpriseflorida.com/florida-job-growth-grant-fund/
Florida Small Cities Community Development Block Grant Program
This program consists of two components hosted through HUD: the entitlement program which directly
benefits communities and the state program, where funds are allocated to communities through the
state to distribute. These funds support projects in the following four areas: commercial revitalization,
economic development, housing rehabilitation, and neighborhood revitalization. The projects must also
benefit low and moderate-income persons, eliminate slum or blight, or address an urgent need for the
community.
http://www.floridajobs.org/community-planning-and-development/assistance-for-governments-andorganizations/florida-small-cities-community-development-block-grant-program
Rebuild Florida Voluntary Home Buyout Program
This program increases risk reduction by purchasing residential property in high flood-risk areas to
increase resiliency. Local governments within the federal and state Most Impacted and Distressed Areas
are eligible to apply. This can be used to gain matching funds from FEMA HMGP or to acquire parcels of
properties in low- to -moderate income households
http://www.floridajobs.org/community-planning-and-development/assistance-for-governments-andorganizations/disaster-recovery-initiative/hurricane-irma/irma-voluntary-home-buyout-program

Local
Tampa Bay Estuary Program
Tampa Bay Environmental Restoration Fund
This program supports projects that restore and protect Tampa Bay and its watershed, specifically with
habitat, species, and nutrient reduction priorities in line with the CCMP Charting the Course. This is done
in collaboration with the national organization Restore America’s Estuaries
https://estuaries.org/initiatives/tberf/
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POST-DISASTER
Federal
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Hazard Mitigation Grant Program
The purpose of this program is to help communities implement hazard mitigation measures following a
Presidential Major Disaster Declaration that affects their area. Eligible applicants include individuals,
businesses, and private nonprofits that apply in junction with the local government. Some examples of
projects that quality include dry floodproofing, elevation, wildfire mitigation, mitigation reconstruction,
and planning.
https://www.fema.gov/hazard-mitigation-grant-program
Flood Mitigation Assistance Grant Program
This program’s intended applicants are homeowners, businesses, and private nonprofits that apply in
conjunction with a local government, state agency, or tribal government. Funding for this grant
program supports the goal to eliminate or reduce flood risk of severe repetitive and repetitive flood
damage to buildings insured by the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP). This can include projects
and planning that increase resiliency.
https://www.fema.gov/flood-mitigation-assistance-grant-program
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation
Emergency Coastal Resilience Fund
This fund was established to increase the resilience of coastal communities impacted by Hurricane
Florence, Hurricane Michael, Typhoon Yutu and the 2018 wildfires. Any communities that fall within this
requirement can apply for funds to support conservation projects that strengthen natural systems.
https://www.nfwf.org/programs/emergency-coastal-resilience-fund
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Coastal Resilience Grants Program
This program aims to provide funds to coastal communities that are preparing for or recovering from
extreme weather events, climate hazards, and changing oceans. A main goal are projects that can
harden our natural and nature-based infrastructure, proposals that support post-disaster recovery, and
plans to assess risk and prioritize actions.
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/grant/noaa-coastal-resilience-grants
U.S. Economic Development Administration (EDA)
EDA Funding for 2017 Disasters
This program aims to address economic challenges in areas impacted by Hurricane Harvey, Hurricane
Irma, Hurricane Maria, wildfires, and any other 2017 disasters. These funds can support disaster recovery
planning as well as the implementation of disaster recovery projects that include an increase in
resiliency and aids in community recovery.
https://www.eda.gov/disaster-recovery/supplemental/2017/
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U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) – Disaster Recovery
These flexible grants are provided to cities, counties, and states to aid in recovery from presidentially
declared disasters. This assistance can support a broad range of recovery activities, but specifically
attempts to fund those in low-income areas.
https://www.hudexchange.info/programs/cdbg-dr/

State
U.S. Department of Economic Opportunity
Rebuild Florida Infrastructure Repair Program
This program funds infrastructure restoration and improvement projects in communities impacted by
Hurricane Irma. Provided through HUD and the CDBG-DR program, it aims to meet unaddressed
recovery needs. Counties, municipalities, water management districts, and water authorities can apply.
http://www.floridajobs.org/community-planning-and-development/assistance-for-governments-andorganizations/disaster-recovery-initiative/hurricane-irma/irma-infrastructure-repair-program

Rebuild Florida Workforce Recovery Training Program
This funding is available to local workforce development boards, educational institutions and technical
centers located in communities impacted by Hurricane Irma. This funding can be used to launch or
expand training programs for construction trades.
http://www.floridajobs.org/community-planning-and-development/assistance-for-governments-andorganizations/disaster-recovery-initiative/hurricane-irma/rebuild-florida-workforce-recovery-trainingprogram

Local
Environmental Protection Commission: Hillsborough County
Pollution Recovery Fund
This fund grants money for projects that aim to restore polluted areas, mitigate pollution, and enhance
overall pollution control activities. Any citizen, organization, or governmental agency can apply as long
as their project is within Hillsborough County boundaries.

http://www.epchc.org/divisions/water/pollution-recovery-fund
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PLANNING AND RESEARCH
Federal
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
Pre-Disaster Mitigation Grant Program
This program is designed for states, territories, federally recognized tribes, and communities to have
funding support to develop a pre-disaster hazards mitigation program. This includes funding for
planning, projects, and community outreach awareness about reducing future loss. To receive a
funding award, the community must develop and adopt a hazard mitigation plan.
https://www.fema.gov/pre-disaster-mitigation-grant-program
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Brownfield Program
This program directs funding for brownfield assessment, cleanup, training, and research.
Within the realm of planning, relevant grants include the Assessment Grants, Area-Wide Planning Grants,
and the Technical Assistance, Training and Research Grants.
https://www.epa.gov/brownfields/types-brownfields-grant-funding
Greening America’s Communities
This program helps towns and cities develop a vision and implementation plan for neighborhoods that
incorporate green infrastructure and other sustainability initiatives. With this funding, EPA funds a team of
designers to visit the eligible community to produce designs and visuals to help aid in the larger
planning process which then is developed further into a specific implementation strategy plan.
https://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/greening-americas-communities

Building Blocks for Sustainable Communities
This program provides technical assistance to selected communities that aim to become more
economically and environmentally sustainable. Overall, the goal is to increase the community’s
capacity to implement sustainable approaches. The technical assistance provided includes public
engagement, consultation, data analysis, and action plan development.
https://www.epa.gov/smartgrowth/building-blocks-sustainable-communities#background

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Coastal Resilience Grants Program
This program aims to provide funds to coastal communities that are preparing for or recovering from
extreme weather events, climate hazards, and changing oceans. A main goal are projects that can
harden our natural and nature-based infrastructure, proposals that support post-disaster recovery, and
plans to assess risk and prioritize actions.
https://www.fisheries.noaa.gov/grant/noaa-coastal-resilience-grants
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Natural Hazards Center
Mitigation Matters Research Program
To be eligible for this grant, the primary investigator must be from a US-based university. Funded through
FEMA and NSF, this grant aims to allow researchers to conduct studies related to hazards mitigation from
different fields including economics, sociology, and geosciences.
https://hazards.colorado.edu/research/mitigation-matters
Salazar Center for North American Conservation (Colorado State University)
Connectivity Challenge
This conservation Impact Prize is intended for an interdisciplinary team working on an innovative
approach to conservation and landscape interconnectivity. Specifically, it should address a landscapescale conservation challenge in North American with environmental and community benefit.
https://www.connectivitychallenge.org/
National Academies of Science Gulf Research Program
Thriving Communities Grant
This grant funds projects and activities that enable people and coastal communities to successfully
prepare for, respond, and adapt to coastal events. This grant is provided to support research efforts
conducted by universities that have a practice implementation component attached.
https://www.nationalacademies.org/gulf/grants/awards/thriving-communities/index.htm
Capacity Building Grants
This grant funds projects and outreach activities that enhance researcher, decision-makers, and
communities to use science to solve problems relating to coastal environmental-human interactions.
Previously, this grant called for non-profits organizations to serve the community’s coastal challenges
and use science to serve communities through education.
https://www.nationalacademies.org/gulf/grants/awards/capacity-building/index.htm
National Fish and Wildlife Fund (NFWF)
National Coastal Resilience Fund
This grant is awarded to projects that create and restore natural systems to protect coastal communities
from erosion, sea level rise, storms, etc. Specifically, it focuses on community capacity building and
planning, project site assessment and preliminary design, project final design and permitting, and
restoration and monitoring.
https://www.nfwf.org/programs/national-coastal-resilience-fund/national-coastal-resilience-fund-2020request-proposals
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Sustainable Communities Regional Planning Grants
This program supports local efforts to bring together multiple municipalities to address housing,
economic, workforce, and infrastructure planning for the entire region. It focuses on nontraditional
partnerships, data-based planning, and community engagement.
https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/economic_development/sustainable_communities_regional_pla
nning_grants

State
Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
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Resilience Planning Grants (2020-2021)
This state-funded grant program for coastal communities aims to promote community resilience
planning, adaptation planning, regional coordination, environmental justice, and vulnerability
assessments in the face of changing environments. More details on priority areas can be found on their
website. This grant is part of the overarching Florida Resilient Coastlines Program.
https://floridadep.gov/rcp/florida-resilient-coastlines-program/content/resilience-planning-grants-rpg
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